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Foreword
One of the greatest challenges facing developing countries is to enhance growth while finding the most costeffective way to reduce negative environmentalimpacts.

building and information-sharingwere identified as are
key factors that promote intra- and intergovernmental
integration and public participation, thereby helping to
remove legal and political barriers and merge institutional strengths.

The traditionaland most direct approachto environmental
managementis to impose restrictions,guidelines,penalties, and fees. But this "command-and-control"(CAC)
method can be difficult and expensive to implement,
monitor, and enforce, especially in countries with weak
institutionalcapacity.

Future work will look more closely at valuing the quantitative costs and benefits of various types of MBIs in
different economic, administrative, and political contexts. This will provide clearer guidanceon which MBIs
are most appropriate for specific conditions and policy
objectives.

Experience has shown that market-based instruments
(MBIs), which broadly speaking provide economic incentives to modify behavior, may be a more effective
way to achieve many environmentalgoals. Though not
necessarily less expensive than CAC instruments,MBIs
often yield better results by harnessing the powerful
cost-benefitmotivations of businessesand individuals.

With support from the Economic DevelopmentInstitute
(EDI), the World Bank has held three regional workshops (in 1995, 1997, and 1998) as part of its broader
initiative on MBIs in Latin America and the Caribbean,
and will continueto sponsorin-country workshopsin the
future. In addition, an internet semninarwas organized
that focused on fostering greater regional cooperation
and coordinationon environmentalissues and MBIs, and
providing further knowledge on institutional structure,
MBIs, and efficient resourcemanagement.

This study of MBIs, focusing on 11 countries in Latin
America and the Caribbean, is a work in progress. It is
part of a wider effort to disseminate knowledge, share
experience, and facilitate the development and use of
MBIs throughoutthe region.

-Thepurposeof this multifaceteddisseminationstrategy(of
which this study is one element)is to:

The investigation'sresults far exceededexpectations.The
authors found that a wide range of MBIs already have
been developedand appliedin the region,and that most of
them represent genuine attempts to adapt the instruments
to each country's individualeconomic,social,and cultural
characteristics.Very interestingMBI cases were reported
and a clear picturewas drawn of the current statusof MBI
enforcementand the problemsthese instrumentsface.

* STIMULATEideas on how MBIs can be further
introducedinto environmentalpolicymaking;
* LEARNcross-sectoral,country-specificapproaches
to cost-effectivepollution control and voluntary
compliance;
* IDENTIFY specific cost-effectiveprograms and
interventions that engage the community, businesses, and government agencies in improving
environmentalquality.

Gradualismand flexibilityemergedas fundamentalissues
in successfulimplementationof MBIs. Also, information-

Maritta Koch-Weser
Director
Sector ManagementUnit
Environmentallyand SociallySustainableDevelopment
Latin America and CaribbeanRegion
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regulatory, and market reforms to attain a better
understandingof the linkagesbetweeninstitutional
structureand cost-effectivepollutioncontrol.
The major outcomesof the seminar were:
* Recognitionthat use of economic instruments is
at the top of the environmental management
agenda in Latin America because of the limited
performance of command-and-controlmeasures
and the need to generateearmarkedrevenue.
* A clear understandingof the current status of enforcement problems in selected Latin American
and Caribbean countries. Most of the cases of
economic instruments that were discussed provided good examplesof tailoring incentives to fit
the particular economic and cultural characteristics of each country.
* An understanding that economic instruments are
tools to solve problems and not an end in themselves. For example, Chile's air pollutant trading
experience was discussed as an instrument to
solve metropolitanair pollutionproblems and not
as a study of Chile's policies. Others who had
experience with similar air pollution problems
then contributed their views within this context.
Consensus was also reached on seeing economic
instruments not as replacing command-andcontrol approachesbut rather as complementing
direct regulation.
* Confirmation that the Bank, through its economic and sector work and environmentaltechnical assistanceprojects, should take a leadership
position in promoting economic instruments for
environmentalpolicymakingin the region.
* Broadened understanding of issues concerning
the use of economic instruments, particularly
by sharing participants' experiences as well as
comparing them with the use of such instruments in the OECD countries and Asia. The
seminar also permitted the participants to
update country case studies, and new examples
were presented for Colombia and Ecuador.

Preparationof the report relied extensivelyon a series of
backgroundpapers initiated in early 1995, as well as on
helpful consultations and insights received during two
workshops:one in 1995in Miami,Floridawiththe authors
of the country studies, and another in Buenos Aires, Argentina in 1997 supported by EDI (EconomicDevelopment Instituteof the World Bank) involvingWorld Bank
staff, goverrnent officials, and representativesfrom the
private sector, academia, and nongovernmentalorganizations (NGOs).The backgroundpapers, most of which are
summarizedin Appendix A, are listed separately at the
beginning of the Bibliography.The participants in the
BuenosAires seminarare listed in AppendixB.
Good planning and design made the July 1997 seminar
in Argentinafocused and productive:
* The seminar brought together a highly qualified
group of participantswith experiencein using economic instrumentsand workingon Bank projects.
This fostered a rich dialogue betweenBank staff,
partner institutions, and other participantswithin
the contextof a sharedcommunityof practice.
* Participants were able to provide examples of
good (and not so good) practices derived from
actual experience.Thispermitteda smooth transition between modules and purposefulinteraction
withother practitioners-all from Latin America.
* The seminar focused on the desire expressed by
Latin Americancountries engagedin institutional,
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Abstract
This paper summarizes a series of country studies
addressing the use of market-based instruments (MBIs)
and command-and-control (CAC) measures for
environmental management in Latin America and the
Caribbean. MBIs can be an important means for
introducing added efficiency to existing CAC
mechanisms. However, the scope of MBIs must match
countries' institutionalcapacity to implementthem. MBI
approaches that introduce gradual and flexible reforms
are therefore more likely to succeed within the current
regional context of ongoing institutional changes.
Revenue collection is often a key function of MBIs, but

this in itself does not lead to successful environmental
management.These revenues must be channeledto local
authorities so that they can build the institutional
capacity required to effectively implement MBIs.
Finally, international donor agencies are prone to
recommend OECD solutions without considering local
institutional conditions, and the flow of information
regarding MBIs has mostly been from "North" to
"South." This study seeks to share experiences,
successes, and difficulties in the use of MBIs by
countries throughout the region, and to promote a
beneficial "South-South"dialogue on these issues.
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Summary
There is by no means a single standardized definition of an MBI. The definition used in this study
builds on the commonly held understanding that an
MBI must, foremost, attempt to align private costs
with social costs to reduce negative environmental
externalities. The particular strength of an MBI then
depends on the degree of flexibility that a polluter has
in achieving a given environmental target. A "weak"
MBI essentially dictates through regulation the type of
process that must be used; failure to comply results in
economic sanctions. A "strong" MBI would allow
market forces to determine the best way to meet a
given standard or goal. Flexibility is operationalized by
equating it to the level of decentralization that occurs
in transferring social (or state) decisions to the private
(individual) level. A strong MBI thus decentralizes
decisionmaking to a degree that the polluter or
resource user has a maximum amount of flexibility to
select the production or consumption option that
minimizes the social cost of achieving a particular
level of environmentalquality.

In general, environmentalpolicies try to reduce environmental degradation at the lowest possible social cost. A
key means for achievingthis is to somehowalign private
costs with social costs in such a way thai "externalities"
become part of decisionmaking.Market-basedinstruments
(MBIs)are receivingincreasedattentionin many countries
as a way to improveenvironmentalquality.
MBI approaches span a wide range of potential
mechanisms,and the literature lists literally hundreds of
individual instruments. At one extreme, they include
fines or sanctions that are linkedto traditionalcommandand-control (CAC) regulations. At the other extreme,
they include laissez-faire approaches that depend on
consumer advocacy or private litigation to provide
incentives for improving environmental management.
Between these extremes are the more familiar tax-andsubsidy approaches as well as less commonly used
mechanisms that rely on traded property rights. All
of these approaches, in their own fashion, attempt to
internalizeenvironmentalcosts.

A commonly held belief is that
Market-BasedInstrumentsAre
economically efficient and
Gaining
WiderApplicationmore
than weak MBI or CAC
Application
effective
GainingWider

strong MBIs are
environmentally
approaches. The

theoretical literature shows that by providing incentives to control pollution or other environmental
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damages, MBIs have lower private compliance costs

-

and can provide much-needed revenue for local
government coffers. These factors have been largely
responsible for the early enthusiasm for using MBIs. In
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practice, however, many countries are finding that
administrative costs associated with MBIs may

Deposit-Refund
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actually be higher. Monitoring requirements and other
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enforcement activities characteristic of CAC measures
still are necessary for MBIs, but additional administration efforts may also be required to cope with the
and institutional changes arising from MBI
application. Recognition of this extra institutional
burden is one of the main subjects of this study.
The main purpose of this work is to investigate the

* -

6
odesign

use of MBIs in the Latin American and Caribbean

v

TaxLevy

context.The investigation covers a panel of 11 countries

TradablePermits

0

Eco-Labeling

* - -

Liability
Instruments

*

0

*
*

0

(Barbados, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador,

*

Jamaica, Mexico, Peru, Trinidad and Tobago, and
Venezuela) and a cross-section of issues (water supply
and abstraction, water quality, air quality, energy, solid

*

* InPlace
o Being
Introduced

and liquid waste management, toxic substances, noise,
and agriculture) within an urban setting.
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Summary

Key F:indings:
ExistingMarket-BasedInstruments
The review revealed some general conclusions that
applied to the sample of study countries as a whole.
7'here has been substantial experimentation with
MBIs in Latin America and the Caribbean. MBIs across
a wide range of mechanisms have been developed and
applied in all of the countries investigated.
The primary historical role of MBIs in the region is
to raise revenue. The major impetus behind using many
of the MBIs in Latin America and the Caribbean has
been to raise revenue. Other potential objectives-such
as reduction of environmental impacts or improving the
cost-eiffectiveness of regulations-have
been underemphasized or not attained.
Public awareness is low and uncertainty is high.
Weak participation
among stakeholders,
largely
inherited from authoritarian regimes of past decades,
poses a real constraint to the rapid implementation of
complex MBI mechanisms.

Exploding a Myth: MBI or CAC?
A common assumption regarding MBIs is that they form
a ready substitute for outdated or inefficient CAC
regulatory procedures. This substitution opportunity is
not shared in Latin America and the Caribbean. For a
number of reasons, the implementation of MBIs will not
providle a quick panacea for the problems often
associated with CAC procedures; MBIs also require
strong institutions, adequate legislation, and effective
monitoring and enforcement. Although there is definite
scope for careful and timely implementation of certain
MBIs, significant constraints will persist in three areas.
Institutional constraints to MBI implementation
remain pervasive. Most of the countries surveyed had
existing legislation that established environmental
institutions and that provided for the use of economic
incentives in environmental management. On paper,
therefcre, everything is in place to use MBIs. In reality,
however, institutional weaknesses-such as underfunding,
inexperience, unclear jurisdiction, or lack of political
will-limit the effective implementation of MBIs.
Administrative intensity of MBIs remains high.
Monitoring requirements, legal design requirements,
public consultation needs, and enforcement or collection
needs of MBIs are not always noticeably different from
strict CAC approaches. MBIs are therefore not a
substitate for weak institutions or for CAC; some
regulatory elements are inevitably required, and a strong
institutional base is a prerequisite to MBI implementation.
Market-based reforms (MBRs) may hinder or help
MBI imnplementation. Macroeconomic reforms such as

trade liberalization, public sector commercialization, and
fiscal reform are key features of recent experience in
Latin America and the Caribbean. In some cases, these
MBRs provide an economic environment that is
conducive to implementing MBIs; this is most often the
case where removal of subsidies more closely aligns
private costs with social costs. In other instances,
however, MBIs may be inconsistent with ongoing
reforms; deregulation often strikes down regulations that
are necessary for MBIs to operate, and public sector
reforms may limit the amount of institutional
strengthening that is required for MBIs to operate
effectively. In either event, failure to take into account
the linkages between MBIs and MBRs inevitably
undermines MBI implementation.

Specific Design Issues and Opportunities
The review also provided insights into five specific
design areas.
Distribution, poverty, and tax implications. The
social dimensions of MBIs-as expressed through their
potentially regressive nature or repercussions-is
a
significant concern in the region, which has one of the
highest levels of inequality in the world.
Perverse incentives. Some of the MBIs reviewed
had demonstrably perverse effects. For example, while
the intent of a water pollution charge may be to reduce
pollution, it may increase pollution if it is based on
effluent concentrations.
Tradable permits. There are opportunities for
introducing tradable permits in Latin America and the
Caribbean; a major constraint to their implementation is
finding an equitable initial allocation and trading regime
that is consistent with local market reform processes.
Earmarking. Specifically earmarking revenues from
MBIs to explicit environmental objectives is gaining
increased favor in the region. The programs are most
successful where (a) taxes or incentives are linked to
existing collection mechanisms, and (b) amounts are made
available to decentralized authorities for environmental
programming or for institutional strengthening.
Advocacy. Consumer advocacy through voluntary
measures and public pressure (at times linked to formal
or voluntary liability instruments) plays a potentially
critical role as an MBI in Latin American and Caribbean
countries. To a large degree, these mechanisms are
interpreted as substitutes for historically weak institutional capacity.

Future Focus
Because the countries and issues reviewed were not a
complete cross-section of all Latin America and the
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Caribbean, most of the conclusions drawn in this study
are broad recommendations rather than definitive prescriptions.The MBI experience does, however, point
to some importantareas for future work.
First, in some areas MBIs can be an important
means, if not the only one, for introducing some added
efficiency to existing CAC mechanisms. The scope of
the MBIs must, however, match the institutional
capacity to implement them. To this extent, MBI
approaches that introduce gradual and flexible reforms
are more likely to be consistent with ongoing
institutionalchanges.

Second, while the revenue collection task of MBIs
has been highlighted, there still is a strong need to
channel revenues to local authorities to assist in
buildinginstitutionalcapacity.
Finally, internationaldonor agencies are most prone
to recommend OECD solutions with little regard to
institutionalissues; to date, most of the informationflow
regardingMBIs has been of a "North-South"variety. An
important opportunity has been missed to share
environmental management experiences among
countries in the region. Increased informationsharing in
a "South-South"dialog will benefit all parties.

Resumen
menos familiares basados en derechos de propiedad
comerciables.Todas estas aproximaciones,en su propio
estilo, intentan intemalizar los costos ambientales.
No hay una definici6n standard particular de un
instrumento de mercado. La definici6n usada en este
estudio se construye sobre el entendimientousualmente
sostenido de que un instrumento de mercado debe,
primero, intentar equipararo alinear los costos privados
con los costos sociales para reducir las externalidades.
La "fortaleza" particular de un instrlmento de mercado
entonces depende del grado de flexibilidad que un
contaminador tiene para lograr una meta ambiental
determinada. Un instrumento de mercado "debil"
esencialmente dicta mediante la regulaci6n que tipo de
proceso debe usarse; el fracaso en el cumplimientode la
norma o regulaci6n resulta en sancionesecon6micas.Un
instrumento de mercado "s6lido" permitirfa que las
fuerzas del mercado determinen la mejor manera de
curnplir con una meta o norma deterninada. La
"flexibilidad" es operacionalizada si se ve como
equivalente al nivel de descentralizaci6nque ocurre al
transferir las decisiones sociales (o piblicas) al nivel
privado (o individual). Asi, un instrumento de mercado
"'s6lido" descentralizala toma de decisiones al extremo
en que el contaminadoro el usuario del recurso tiene un
grado maximo de flexibilidadpara seleccionar la opci6n
de consumo o producci6n que minimiza el costo social
de lograr un nivel particularde calidad ambiental.
Una creencia usualmente sostenida es que los

En general, las politicas ambientalesintentan reducir la
degradaci6n ambiental al costo social mas bajo posible.
Un medio clave para lograr esto es, de algun modo,
alinear los costos privados con los costos sociales de tal
forma que las "externalidades" Ileguen a ser parte
integral de la toma de decisiones. En muchos paises los
instrumentos de mercado estan recibiendo una creciente
atenci6ncon el fin de mejorar la calidad ambiental.
Las aproximaciones basadas en instrumentos de
mercado comprenden una amplia gama de mecanismos
potenciales, y la literatura lista centenares de
inst.rumentos particulares. En un de extremo, ellos
incluyen multas o sanciones que se vinculan con las
regulaciones tradicionales de "comando y control"
(CAC). En otro extremo, ellos incluyen enfoques
basados en el "laissez-faire" que requieren la
participaci6n activa del consumidor o el litigio privado
como formas de incentivos para mejorar la gesti6n
ambiental. Entre estos dos extremos, es posible
encontrar aproximaciones mas familiares basadas en
"impuestos y subsidios" asi como los mecanismos

Los instrumentosde mercado
estanexperimentandouna mayor
aplicaci6nen America Latina
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abordar el disefioy los cambios institucionalessurgidos
a partir de la aplicaci6n del instrumentode mercado.El
reconocimiento de esta carga institucional adicional es
uno de los temas principalesde este estudio.
El prop6sito principal de este trabajo es investigar

legislaci6n adecuada, y un efectivo monitoreo y
verificaci6ndel cumplimientode la ley. Aunque hay un
alcance definido para la implementaci6n cuidadosa y
oportunade ciertosinstrumentosde mercado,sin embargo,
persistiranlimitacionesimportantesen tres areas.

el uso de instrumentos de mercado en el contexto de
America Latina y el Caribe. La investigaci6n cubre un

Existen restricciones institucionales generalizadas
a la implementaci6n de instrumentos de mercado. La

grupo de once paises (Barbados, Bolivia, Brasil, Chile,
Colombia, Ecuador, Jamaica, Mexico, Perd, Trinidad y
Tobago, y Venezuela) y una secci6n transversal de
temas (abastecimientoy extracci6n de agua, calidad de
agua, calidad de aire, energia, gesti6n de desechos
s6lidos y liquidos, sustancias t6xicas, ruido, y
agricultura)dentro del ambito urbano.
Hallazgosclaves: instrumentosde mercado
existentes

mayorfa de los pafses estudiados tiene una legislaci6n
existente que establece instituciones ambientales y
contempla el uso de incentivosecon6micosen la gesti6n
ambiental.En el papel, por lo tanto, todo esta listo para
usar instrumentos de mercado. En la realidad, sin
embargo, las debilidades institucionales -tales como
deficit presupuestal, inexperiencia, jurisdicci6n o
competencias poco claras, o la falta de voluntad
politica- limitan la implementaci6n efectiva de
instrumentos de mercado.

La revisi6n revel6 algunas conclusionesgeneralesque se
aplicarona la muestra de paises estudiadoscomo un todo.

mercado es alta. Los requerimientos de monitoreo, los
requerimientos de disenio legal, las necesidades de

Ha habido una experimentacion considerable con
instrumentos de mercado en America Latina. En todos

consulta puiblica, y las necesidades de recaudaci6n o
verificaci6n del cumplimiento de la ley asociadas con la

los paises investigados se han desarrollado y aplicado
instrumentos de mercado a traves de una gama amplia de
mecanismos.

implementaci6nde instrumentos de mercado no siempre
son marcadamente diferentes de requerimientos y
necesidadesde las aproximacionesestrictas de comando
y control. Por lo tanto, los instrumentos de mercado no

La intensidad administrativa de los instrumentos de

El papel hist6rico principal de los instrumentos de

mercado en America Latina es generar rentas. En
America Latina el impulso principal detrds del uso de
muchos de los instrumentos de mercado ha sido generar
rentas. Otros objetivos potenciales -tales como la
reducci6n de los impactos ambientaleso la mejora en el

son un sustituto para instituciones

costo-efectividad de las regulacioneshan sido
pobremente enfatizados o no se han logrado.
La conciencia publica es baja y la incertidumbre es

Las reformas basadas en el mercado pueden estorbar
o apoyar la implementaci6n de instrumentos de mercado.
Las reformas macroecon6micas
tales como la

alta. La debil participaci6n entre los sectores de la
sociedad involucrados, mayormente heredada de
regimenes autoritarios de decadas pasadas, pone una
limitaci6n real a la rdpida implementaci6n de
instrumentos de mercado complejos.

liberalizaci6ndel comercio,la comercializaci6ndel sector
publico,y la reforma fiscal son caracteristicasimportantes
de la reciente experiencia latinoamnericana.
En algunos
casos, estas reformas del mercado proporcionan un
ambiente econ6micoque es apropiadopara implementar
instrumentosde mercado;este es frecuentementeel caso
donde la eliminaci6nde subsidios hace que los costos
privadosesten mas cercanosa los costos sociales.En otros
casos, sin embargo, los instrumentosde mercado pueden
ser inconsistentes con reformas en marcha; la
desregulaci6n frecuentemente relaja las regulaciones
necesariaspara que operen los instrumentosde mercado,y
las reformasdel sectorpdblicopueden limitar el grado de
fortalecimiento institucional requerido para que los
instrumentos de mercado operen efectivamente. En
cualquiercaso, la falla en considerar los vinculos entre
instrumentos de mercado y reformas de mercado
inevitablemente socava la implementaci6n de
instrumentosde mercado.

Refutandoun mito: &instrumentos de mercado
o comando y control?
Un supuesto comdn con respecto a los instrumentos de
mercado es que ellos constituyen un sustituto para los
procedimientos regulatorios de comando y control
obsoletos o ineficientes. Esta oportunidadde sustituci6n
no es compartida en America Latina. Debido a un
numero de razones, la implementaci6nde instrumentos
de mercado no proporcionara una rdpida panacea para
los problemas frecuentemente asociados con los
procedimientos de comando y control; los instrumentos
de mercado tambien requieren instituciones fuertes,

debiles o para

instrumentos de comando y control; inevitablementese
requiere de algunos elementos regulatorios; y una base
institucional fuerte es un prerequisito para la
implementaci6nde instrumentosde mercado.
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Asuntos relativos al disefio especificode
instirumentosde mercado y oportunidades
existentes

en los paises de America Latina. En un mayor grado,
estos mecanismos son interpretadoscomo sustitutos para
la capacidadinstitucionalhist6ricamentedebil.

La revisi6n tambien proporcion6conocimientosen cinco
areas especificasrelativasal disefio.

Enfasis futuro

Distribuci6n, pobreza e incidencia tributaria. Las

dimensi6nessociales de los instrumentos de mercado expresadas a traves de su naturaleza o incidencia
potencialmente regresivaes una preocupaci6n
importante en America Latina, regi6n que tiene uno de
los niveles mas altos de desigualdaden el mundo.
Incentivos perversos. Algunos de los instrumentos
de mercado revisados de hecho tuvieron efectos
perversos. Por ejemplo, mientras la intenci6n de un
cargo por contaminaci6n de agua puede ser reducir la
contaminaci6n,sin embargo, tambien puede aumentar la
contaminaci6n si dicho cargo estd basado en las
concentracionesdel efluente.
Permisos comerciables. Hay oportunidades para
introducir permisos comerciables en America Latina;
una limitaci6n importante para su implementaci6n es
encontraruna asignaci6ninicial equitativa y un regimen
de in,tercambio(de los permisos) que es consistentecon
los procesoslocales de reforma del mercado.
Destino especifico de los fondos recaudados. El

destinar las rentas provenientes de los instrumentos de
mercado especificamente para objetivos ambientales
explicitos esta ganando fuerza en America Latina. Los
programas son mas exitosos cuando (a) los impuestos o
incentivos estdn vinculados a los mecanismos de
recolecci6n existentes, y (b) los montos son puestos a
disposici6n de las autoridades descentralizadas para
progiramas ambientales o para el fortalecimiento
institucional.
Defensa del consumidor. La defensa hecha por el
consamidor mediante medidas voluntarias y la presi6n
pdblica (a veces vinculada a instrumentos de
responsabilidad voluntaria o formal) juega un papel
potencialmentecrftico como un instrumentode mercado

Debido a que el grupo de paises y los temas revisados no

representaron una secci6n transversal completa al no
cubrir todo America Latina y el Caribe, las conclusiones
alcanzadas en este estudio son mayormentesugerencias
y no tanto prescripcionesdefinitivas.La experiencia con
instrumentosde mercado, sin embargo, apunta a algunas
areas importantespara un futuro trabajo.
Primero, en algunas areas los instrumentos de
mercado pueden ser un medio importante, si no el unico,
para introducir alguna eficiencia adicional a los
instrumentos de comando y control existentes. El
alcance de los instrumentos de mercado debe, sin
embargo, equipararsecon la capacidad institucional para
implementarlos. En este sentido, las aproximaciones
basadas en instrumentos de mercado que introducen
reformasgradualesyflexibles probablemente seran mas
consistentescon los cambios institucionalesen marcha.
Segundo, mientras la tarea de recaudaci6n de rentas
de la aplicaci6n de instrumentos de mercado ha sido
resaltada,

todavia existe

una

fuerte

necesidad

de

canalizar las rentas a las autoridades locales para
ayudarlas a construir la capacidad institucional
requerida.
Finalmente, las agencias donantes intemacionales
mayormente estan dispuestas a recomendar las
soluciones de la Organizaci6npara la Cooperaci6n y el
Desarrollo Econ6mico (OCDE) con poca consideraci6n
a los asuntos institucionales.A la fecha gran parte del
flujo de informaci6n con respecto a instrumentos de
mercado ha sido del tipo "norte-sur". Se ha perdido una
oportunidad importante para compartir experiencias de
gesti6n ambiental entre los paises latinoamericanos.Un
mayor intercambio de informaci6n en un dialogo "sursur" beneficiara a todas las partes.

1. Introduction
Background

More recent reviews by the OECD indicate that
many of these are also gaining favor in developing
countries (OECD 1991).The use of MBIs has also been
endorsed within the 1992 Rio Declaration on Environment and Development as an important component of
sustainabledevelopment (Box 1.1).
But there is increasing evidence that, as with
command-and-control
(CAC)procedures,MBIs are facing
constraints-even in industrial countries-by limited
institutionalcapacityto overseethem (OECD 1994a,1994b;
Scott and others 1995). Many countries are therefore
taking a closer look at how MBIs might be applied.
The purpose of this work is to review the practical
applicationof MBIs in the context of Latin America and
the Caribbean. A panel was selected of 11 countriesBarbados, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador,
Jamaica, Mexico, Peru, Trinidad and Tobago, and
Venezuela-in which to investigate the current use of
MBIs in the region and to determine whether there are
particular opportunities or constraints in their
implementation. The study provides input to various
countries' planningprocesses and provides a mechanism

In 1989the Organisationfor Economic Co-operationand
Development(OECD)identified more than 100 different
types of market-based instruments (MBIs) at a time
when such environmental management policies were
first being considered in many countries (OECD 1989).
Examples of these included packaging taxes, effluent
taxes and charges, capital or operating subsidies, tradable permits, deposit-refund schemes, performance
bonds, liability instruments, and many others. Early
OECD experiences showed that relying on MBIs can
(a) decrease compliance costs by industry, (b) decrease
administrativeburdens on the public sector, (c) improve
environmentalconditions in urban air quality and urban
water quality, (d) decrease emissions and effluents of
toxic and nontoxic wastes, (e) improve human health
conditions, which in turn improves economic productivity and decreases health care costs, and (f) contribute
to institutionalsustainabilityby supportingcost-effective
public sector institutions that cooperate with the private
sector and nongovernmentalorganizations.

Box 1.1 The Road from Rio
Solutions to environmental problems require improved management of the developmentalprocess, with a greater
emphasis on internalizing environmental costs. Policymakers face the challenge of identifying policies and
strategies that make it in everyone's economic interest to utilize environmentally sound products and services.
Market-based systems of incentives and disincentivesthat motivate economic behavior are emerging as powerful,
cost-effectivemethods of achievingenvironmentalgoals.
The intemalizationof environmentalcosts in sustainabledevelopment,and the role of economic instrumentsin
this process,has become well-entrenchedin documentsemergingfrom the Earth Summitin 1992:
"National authorities should endeavor to promote the internalizationof environmentalcosts and the use of
economic instruments,taking into account the approach that the polluter should, in principle, bear the cost
of pollution, with due regard to the public interest and without distorting international trade and
investment."
-Principle

16, Rio Declaration, United Nations, 1992

"Governmentsare encouragedto apply economic and regulatoryinstruments ... to support the principle
that generators of waste pay for their disposal."
-Chapter

21, Agenda 21, United Nations, 1992

"Countries are encouraged to develop fiscal and policy incentives and other measures to encourage
environmentallysustainableimports and local products with low wasteor degradablewaste content."
-Programme of Action on the Sustainable Development of
Small Island Developing States, United Nations, 1994
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for information sharing within the countries of Latin

* Urban poverty and environmental degradation

Ameiica and the Caribbean.
In each country, two or three "high-priority areas"
were selected. These were selected from a list that

are stronglylinked. The poor pay more for environmental services,have poorer access, and often
live in the most hazardous areas.

included issues such as water supply and abstraction,

water quality, energy, air quality, solid and liquid waste
management (including toxic substances), noise, and
urban agriculture. Because there were limits to the
number of countries selected and the number of issues
addressed, many of the conclusions and recommenda-

tions drawn in this work should be regarded as indicative
rather than definitive and prescriptive.

* Spatial location provides important opportunities

and constraints to sound management. Concentration of industries can facilitate cost-effective
pollution control, while a highly dispersed in1
formal sector can be mostly unmanageable.
* High-income cities have different problems from

About 50 percent of the world's population lives in
urban centers, and in most parts of the world this

low-income cities. All cities are plagued by surface water pollution and inadequate solid waste
management. Basic sanitation tends to be a
commonproblem for low-incomecities, whereas
hazardous waste management and ambient air
pollution control are typical high-priority problems for high-income cities.

proportion is increasing as people are attracted to the

* Environmental management is complex and in-

opportunities and services offered by such centers. But
urbanization has, in both industrial and developing
countries, often created a concomitant rise in con-

stitutions are usually not synchronized. Overlappingjurisdictions and lack of accountability will
often underminemanagementefforts.

The UrbanChallenge

gestion,

crime, urban poverty,

and environmental

degradation that has stymied the best efforts of city
planners. Responses to this environmental and social
degradation have been mixed. A small number of cities
are starting to come to grips with the full extent of the
challenge of addressing these myriad urban problems.
Others attempt to address the problems through lowcost, piecemeal solutions: for example, Jakarta city
administrators recently announced a ban on highly
polluting (but highly popular) motorized threewheelers to reduce congestion and pollution. Many
jurisdictions simply ignore the problems.
The decline in quality of life in some cities has led
some to argue that the process of urbanization should
itself be discouraged. At one extreme this may even
imply a complete laissez-faire approach that allows
urban quality to decline to the extent that people are
eventually forced out by economic necessity; this
occurred, for example, in Lagos and some other cities
where urbanization declined for a brief period as the
urban poor moved to rural areas to escape urban poverty.
But for the most part the pressures that lead to urbanization are expected to persist well into the next century,
and the well-being of countries and economieswill depend on the existence of vibrant urban centers. The
challenge is thus not to prevent urbanization, but to

* Urban problems often have impacts that reach far

beyond urbanareas. Cities draw in resourcesand
dispose of wastes in surroundingareas, degrading
environmentalquality in these and "peri-urban"
and raral zones.
These observations are simply a synopsis of the
growingrealization that achieving "urban sustainability"
will require concurrentmanagementof economic, environmental, social, and institutional change. To be
implemented successfully, MBIs also must conform to
goals within each of these dimensions.
In Latin America, the need for an urban focus becomes clear, however,because of the health benefits that
could be derived from cleaning up pollution in urban
areas (Table 1.1). The estimates clearly show that
(a) urban pollution problems are a relevant priority in
environmental management, (b) the higher health costs
due to water pollution indicate that sanitation is still the
main environmentalpriority, and (c) air pollution problems cannot be neglected.
A central focus of all of the country studies was
therefore to investigate the use of MBIs within an urban
context. But in many cases the review of MEBIsalso
showed that they were being applied in areas dealing
with mining, petroleum, or renewable resource development.

manage it in a way that is consistent with the sustainable

developmentgoals of the country as a whole.
Many studies have been done of how best to manage urban problems (Davey 1993; Kingsley and others

1. Recentworksuggests,however,that the relativesize
and extentof the informalsectorshrinkswith higherincome
levels(WorldBank 1995e,p. 35); this impliesthat interven-

1994; McGranahan and Songsore 1994; Leitmann 1995).
Such studies generally concur that:

tions for environmentalmanagement of some components of
this sector may be of lower priority.
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Table1.1 Cost of HealthImpactsAssociatedwith UrbanPollutionin LatinAmerica
Country

Brazil

Area Covered by Estimate

Annual Cost of Health Impacts (US$ million)
Water Pollution
Air Pollution

Nationwide
Sao Paulo, Rio de Janeiro, and Cubatao

130-389
-

2.4-3.5

Chile

Santiago

96-149

100

Colombia

Bogota

16.9

4.9-15.6

Ecuador

Pichincha,Guayas, and El Oro
Quito

133

Mexico
Peru
-

57

Nationwide
Mexico City

3,600
-

Nationwide

500-1,000

1,077

Not available.

Note: Similarmethods were used in calculatingthe costs for differentcountries and cities. The estimatesare based on
foregoneoutput causedby casesof morbidityand mortalityplus respectivehospitalcosts. Each country study reflectslocal
conditionscorrespondingto (a) regionalcoverageconsistentwith data availability,(b) dose-responsefunctionsto correlate
pollutionlevel to health impacts,(c) diseasesaccordingto highestincidence,(d) rates of discountreflectinglocal productivity, and (e) local incomelevelsfor foregoneoutput.
Source:Estimatesby Seroada Mottaand Mendes 1995a,1995b,1996.

Outline
The general project methodology is to use a case study

approach that highlights the major trends and developments in managing urban environmentalquality. Within
high-priority areas, this helps identify potential regulatory and market-based mechanisms (for example,
pricing interventions)that are socially, environmentally,
and economicallybeneficial (these are often referred to
as "win-win-win"strategies.)
The specific scope of the work is to compare-in

the urban sector-different environmental management
methods, focusing on options that use some form of
MBI, and where possible comparing these options to
highly centralizedregulatory approaches.One concern is
that in Latin America and the Caribbean, as in many
developing countries, the institutional capacity to
implement a wider range of managementtechniquesis a
major constraint to implementing environmentally
effective and economically efficient reform. The study
therefore address this concern by analyzing the institutional requirements in light of institutional capacity
constraints.
A key audience for this work are the practitioners

applied to analyze conditions.2 This paper summarizes
and interpretsthe findings as follows:
* Chapter 2, Regulations, Market-Based Instruments,

and Macropolicies,provides a general framework
for investigatingthe use of MBIs in Latin American and the Caribbean. MBIs are defined and a
classificationof the different approaches is provided. The issue of linking MBIs to general
market-basedreforms (MBRs)throughthe macroeconomicpolicy regimeis also introducedhere.
* Chapter 3, Institutional

Frameworks

in Latin

America and the Caribbean,describesthe legislative and institutionalsetting in the study countries.
Major lessons are drawn within a context of promoting "institutional sustainability." The key
theme of this chapter is that various institutional
constraintswill continueto plague implementation
of environmentalmanagementwhether it is in the
form of a CAC or strongMBI approach.
* Chapter4, Market-Based Instruments in Latin
America and the Caribbean,describesthe current
experience with MBIs in the study countries. It
demonstratesthe relatively wide experimentation
with MBIs, and their focus as a revenue-

involved in institutional design, as well as decisionmak-

ers working within such institutions in Latin America
and the Caribbean.
and the Caribbean.
In all of the case studies some common themes
have been pursued, and a consistent methodology was

~~~~~~~~2.
Executive summaries of the country studies are appended
to
this report.The full studiesare availablefrom the
country study authors or from the project task manager,
RichardM. Huber(LCSES).
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generatingdevice. It also revealsthe importanceof
strong institutionsand consistentMBRs in making
implementationof MBIs successful.
Chapter 5, AdditionalIssues in Design of MarketBased Instruments,addressesselectedMBI design
issues that often arise in the theoreticalliterature
and that have additionalinterestingdimensionsin
the Latin Americanand Caribbeancontext.In par-

ticular,this chapter summarizesfindingsabout the
(a) social issues relating to distribution, poverty,
and tax implications,(b) prevalenceof "perverse
incentives,"(c) role of tradablepernits, (d) role of
earmarking,and (e) role of legal redress through
advocacy.
* Chapter6 providesconcludingremarksrelating to
the mainlessonsextractedfrom the countrystudies.

2. Regulations,Market-Based
Instruments,and Macropolicies
This chapterprovidesa generalframeworkfor investigating
the use of MBIsin LatinAmericaand the Caribbean.MBIs
are definedand a classificationof the differentapproachesis
provided.The issue of linking MBIs to general marketbased reforms(MBRs)throughthe macroeconomicpolicy
regimeis alsointroducedhere.

MBI essentially dictates through regulation the type of
process that must be used; failure to comply results in
economic sanctions.A very "strong" MBI would allow
market forces to determine the best way to meet a given
standardor goal.
Flexibility is operationalized by equating it to the
level of decentralizationthat occurs in transferring social
Regulations
and Market-Based
(or state) decisions to the private (individual) level. A
Instruments-AFramework
strong MBI decentralizes decisionmaking to a degree
that the polluter or resourceuser has a maximum amount
There are a number of general economic principles that
of flexibility to select the production or consumption
option that minimizes the social cost of achievinga parform the background philosophy for an economically
and environmentallysustainable strategy. The two most
ticular level of environmentalquality; profit- or utilityoften enunciated include the
maximizingbehavior in this case
also generates a "lowest social
polluter-pays and precautionary
cost" outcome. This study thus
"A STRONG
MARKET-BASED
INSTRUMENT
principles. The polluter-pays (or
user-pays) principle assigns
decentralizesdecisionmaking toa degree
focuses on the cost-effectiveness
rights that allow internalization that the polluter or resource user has a
of reducing externalities in deof costs that would not normally maximum amount offlexibility to select the
fining an MBI. This interpretabe incurred by the polluter or
production or consumption option that
tion provides scope both for
user (externalities).The precauminimizes the social cost of achieving a
internalizingthe costs or benefits
tionary principle provides a
particular level of environmental quality."
of any externalitywhile allowing
mechanism for dealing with the
- Study Definition
the freedom of choice that will
permit users to select an approuncertainty of impacts (Perrings
1991;O'Riordan and Cameron 1995).
priatetechnology for optimizing envirmmental quality.
A number of mechanisms have been developed and
Table 2.1 illustrates the broad spectrum of instruused to promote these principles (Asian Development
ments that might be available, all of which implicitly or
Bank 1990a,1990b,1990c;Tietenberg1990;Erocal 1991;
explicitlyhave some incentive effect. These fall across a
continuum ranging from very strict command apKreimerand others 1993;Bates and others 1994).At one
extreme they include fines or sanctionsthat are linked
proaches to decentralized approachesthat rely more on
market or legal mechanisms. Even traditional CAC
to traditional command-and-control(CAC) regulations.
regulations, with heavy fines, create a presumed incenAt the other extreme they include laissez-faire approaches that require consumer advocacy or private lititive effect because the polluter would be compelled to
gation to act as incentives for improving environmental
comply with the regulationsto avoid the sanctions.
management.In between we find more familiar tax-andGoalsof Market-Based
Instruments
subsidy approaches as well as the less familiar mechanisms relying on traded property rights. All of these
In principle,therefore, there are a wide range of methods
approaches, in their own fashion, attempt to internalize
available for attempting to regulate or manage urban
environmentalcosts.
environmentalquality. Each of these intend to address a
There is by no means a single standardized definition of an MBI. The definition used in this study builds
variety of goals.
on the commonlyheld understanding that an MBI must,
One goal associated with decentralized decisionmaking relates to cost-effectiveness. The asymmetry of
foremost, attempt to align private costs with social costs
information, for example, often implies that private
to reduce externalities (Panayotou 1995). Within this
firms are more likely than governments to identify the
definition, the particular strength of an MBI then demost cost-effective means for achievinga given level of
pends on the degree of flexibility that a polluter has in
pollution control (Box2.2). This forns the basis for the
achieving a given environmentaltarget. A very "weak"
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Box2.1 OECDEnvironmentalTaxationin the 1980s
The role of environmentaltaxes has been growingboth politicallyand economically.In the 1980sit was foreseen by
many observersthat reduced governmentinterventioncould lead to a more prominent role for economicinstruments,
particularly taxes, providingincentives to change polluterbehavior.
When MBIs were proposed, they were often regarded as a potential substitute for command-and-controlapproaches.Moreover, they were frequentlytouted as having strong incentive effects that could, if properly estimated,
be harnessed to achieve a socially optimal level of pollution abatement or environmentaldegradation.Experience
within the OECD, however, showsthat neitherof these presumedroles of MBIs have been widely applied:
"[OECD surveys indicate that] the role of charges has been extended, although their revenue raising capabilities have remained the dominant function. . . . Although an increasing number of charge schemes show
incentive purposes, not much evidence exists that such instruments will replace direct regulation as part of the
processtowards reducing governmentintervention."
Source: OECD 1994b, 1995.
common theoretical result that-if one focuses entirely
on private costs-strong forms of MBIs are more costeffective than their weaker counterparts or than CAC
approaches(Tietenberg 1992).
Another fundamental goal of most environmental
regulatoiy systems is to decrease externalities.Extemalities exist where the agent making the productionor consumptiondecisiondoes not bear all of the costsor benefits
of this decision. Externalities abound in environmental
issues. P'ollutiondisposed of into a waterway may be a
low-cost solution to waste disposal for the polluter, but
firms and individuals downstream may suffer consequencesthroughhigher costs from lost fisheryproduction,
higher vvatertreatment costs, lower amenity values (for
recreation), or loss of critical drinking water supplies.
Most economic incentive structures attempt to transfer
some of this cost back to the individualresponsiblefor the
decision. A similar situation could exist with environmentallybeneficial decisions; a firm that cleans polluted
intake water and then dischargesclean water after using it
in its internalprocess would,in fact, be creatinga positive
externality,and in such cases it could be argued that it is
optimal to provide subsidies to such a firm in direct proportionto the value of this externalbenefit.
A third goal that many policymakershave when designingan appropriateeconomicincentivesystemis revenue
generati.onL
There are, however,practicaltradeoffsto consider betweenrevenue generationand incentiveeffects.In
principleit wouldbe possibleto levy a very highchargethat
effectivelydiscourages all polluting activity. Abatement
levels wouldbe very high in such a case, but no revenue
would be generated. Similarly,very low charges would
generatelittlerevenue and generatelittle abatementbecause
thereis no incentivefor firmsto reducepollution.Typically,
the abatement-revenuefunctionis an "invertedU" in which
revenue is maximizedat some intermediatelevel of abate-

ment(Box2.3). A policydecisionmust be made relatingto
how much additionalrevenue (beyond the maximum)a
govenmment
is willingto give up to generatehigherlevelsof
abatement.The answer to this policy questionshould be
relatedto the marginalbenefits of pollutionabatement,but
in fact it typicallyis more a functionof governmentbudgetaryrealitiesthat regardsuchtaxes as a convenientmeans for
underwritingenvironmentalmanagementefforts.
Finally,policymakersare continuallyfaced with high
levels of scientific uncertainty in designing regulatory
systems;one goal of interventionis to addressuncertainty.
This has causedsome analysts(Lonergan,Ruitenbeek,and
Dearden1994)to recommendthe use of surchargesto deal
with some of the uncertaintiesof resourceuse in a complex system.

Box2.2 Firms'ComplianceCosts:MBIs
versusCAC
A study undertaken for the industrial sector in the
state of Sao Paulo reveals that the use of a presumptive tax for organic matter-to achieve a
certain level of total abatement in the state's main
river basin-may reduce by 70 percent the total
private abatement costs incurred by the sector
when compared with a traditional command-andcontrol approach. The private cost savings, estimated as an annual value of approximately
US$6 million, are paid by firms as taxation for
their residual pollution. That tax revenue may be
small when compared to other fiscal revenue
sources,but it is a sourceof public revenue that can
be used eitherfor other purposes (such as education
or healthcare) or for environmentalexpenditures.

Regulations, Market-Based Instruments, and Macropolicies
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Table2.1 Classificationof PolicyInstrumentsBasedon Decentralization
and
Flexibilityin IndividualDecisionmaking
Minimum
------Flexibility------>
<---

<------ Moderate Flexibility ------>

Maximum Government Involvement --- >

<-Control-Oriented->

Regulations
and Sanctions

<------ Maximum Flexibility ------>
<--- Increased Private Initiative --- >

<---------------------Market-Oriented---------------------->

<-Litigation-Oriented->

Charges,Taxes,
and Fees

Market
Creation

Final Demand
Intervention

Liability
Legislation

Effluent or User
Charges: Government
charges fee to individual
polluters or resource
users based on amount of
pollution or resource use
and nature of receiving
medium. Fee is high
enough to create incentive to reduce impacts.

Tradable Permits: Govemment establishes a
system of tradable permits for pollution or
resource use, auctions or
distributes permits, and
monitors compliance.
Polluters or resource
users trade permits at
unregulated market
prices.

Performance Rating:
Govemment supports a
labeling or performance
rating program that requires disclosure of
environmental information on the final end-use
product. Performance
based on adoption of
ISO 14000 voluntary
guidelines (for example,
zero discharge of pollutants, mitigation plans

Strict Liability Legislation: The polluter or
resource user is required
by law to pay any damages to those affected.
Damaged parties collect
settlements through
litigation and the court
system.

General Examples
Standards: Government
restricts nature and
amount of pollution or
resource use for individual polluters or resource
users. Compliance is
monitored and sanctions
imposed (fines, closure,
jail terms) for noncompliance.

submitted,pollution
preventiontechnology
adopted, reuse policies
and recycling of wastes).
Eco-labels are attached

to "environmentally
friendly" products.
..............................

...........................

.............................................................

........

........

.. .... .. ................

................

. .............

.....

....... ...........................................

Specific Examples of Urban Applications
* Pollution standards
* Licensing of economic
activities
. Land use restrictions
* Construction impact
regulations for roads,
pipelines, ports, or
communications grids
* Environmental
guidelines for urban
road alignments
. Fines for spills from
port or land-based
storage facilities
* Bans applied to
materials deemed
unacceptable for solid
waste collection
services
. Water use quotas

* Noncompliance

. Market-based expro* Consumer product
pollution charges
priation for construclabeling (eco-labels)
* Greening of convention, including
relating to problem
tional taxes
"environmental
materials (for example,
- Royalties and financial
values"
phosphates in detercompensation for natu- * Property rights atgents)
ral resources exploitatached to resources
* Education regarding
tion
potentially impacted
recycling and reuse
- Performance bonds
by urban development . Disclosure legislation
posted for construction
(forests, lands,
requiring manufacturstandards
fisheries)
ers to publish solid,
. Taxes affecting
. Deposit-refund sysliquid, and toxic waste
intermodal transport
tems for solid and
generation
choices
hazardous wastes
. Blacklist of polluters
. Taxes to encourage
* Tradable permits for
reuse or recycling of
water abstraction
problem materials (for
rights, and water and
example, tire taxes and
air pollution emissions
battery taxes)
* Source-based effluent
charges to reduce
downstream water
treating requirements
* Tipping fees on solid
wastes
* User charges for water

. Damages compensation
* Liability on neglecting
firm's managers and
environmental
authorities
* Long-term performance bonds posted for
potential or uncertain
hazards from infrastructure construction
. "Zero net impact"
requirements for road
alignments, pipelines
or utility rights of way,
and water crossings

..........
_....
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Examplesof Market-Based
Instruments
Within the MBI definition, there are a number of different approaches that might be construed as incentive
systems.

such a case. In practice, however,analysts typically find
that public firms are the least accountableand have little
internal incentive to meet even their own environmental
standardsand guidelines(Ser6a da Motta 1991).
Strict Legal Sanctions

Public Sector Monopoly
Traditional models of public sector monopoly have argued that an "environmentally friendly" public firm,
which looks after all production levels, can be designed
such that all of its production decisions are optimal, including those relating to environmentalcosts and benefits. In theory, no specific MBIs would be required in

Environmental laws in most countries provide-in theory-for severe penalties in the event that prescribed
regulations are not followed. In practice, however, such
penalties are often not enforced because of a wide variety of constraints, and they must be implemented in
conjunctionwith less adversarialproceduresto be effective. These problems have been addressed through vari-

Box2.3 RevenuesversusIncentives:An Exampleof the Tradeoffs
One means of raising incremental revenue can be through an incentive-basedtax, such as a presumptive tax, that is
based on presumed levels of pollution from specific polluters. To explore the potential contributionof such a charge,
an estimate was made of annual revenues if applied to light and medium industry in Guyana. Generic "cost versus
abaterment"models were used for typicalindustrial structures,and were applied to industriesin Guyana.
Low taxes generate few revenues and little abatement.High taxes can achieve higher levels of abatement, but they
do nol:necessarily generate a large degree of revenue; the higher tax levels create an incentive to cut back on pollution
and thus also will not generate much net revenue. As shown below, the maximum (assuming 100 percent collection
efficiency) that might be collected through such a tax on the entire Guyanese manufacturingindustry is approximately
US$137,000 annually.The resultant annual revenues arising from a presumptive tax, at different levels of abatement,
are shownbelow.
It is notable that in Latin America and the Caribbean, as in many OECD countries, revenue generation is often a
central goal of MBIs. MBIs are generallynot used to generate a "social optimum," which may be defined as that level
of abatement at which marginal social costs equal marginal social benefits. On the accompanying diagram, such an
optimum would require the estimation of costs and benefits at each level of abatement: such an exercise is typically
beyond the institutionalcapacity of many governmentenvironmentalagencies.

PollutionAbatementversusTax Revenuefrom MBIsin Guyana
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ous mechanisms.In Trinidad and Tobago, for example,
the use of an Environmental Tribunal, coupled with a
focus on consensus building and voluntary (incentivebased) structures has the advantage that it avoids an
adversarial system wherever possible. Also, a requirement for self-monitoring in Trinidad and Tobago decreasesadministrativecosts substantially.
Regulations, Fines, and Penalties
Centralized control-oriented approaches relying extensively on regulatoryguidelines, permits, or licenses have
traditionallybeen the preferred mechanisms for controlling environmental impacts in urban areas (Box 2.4).
Although it is technically simple to impose regulations
with specific fines for noncompliance, the problems
associated with implementingthem and achievingcomplianceare for many developingcountriesinsurmountable.
First, "regulatory drag" can occur when the regulatory approval system, because it is overburdened,unnecessarily holds up critically importantinvestments,and in
so doing acts as a drag on economic developmentprospects. Second, the capacity to implement regulations is
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often limited because of inadequate human resources, or
inadequate supportive infrastructure such as environmental informationor monitoring networks.Third, local
financing constraints arise because authority for environmental regulationsis often delegated to lower (local)
levels of government without adequate sources of financing for implementing and monitoring the regulations. Fourth, conflicting standards often prevail where
individual ministries or departmentshave been responsible for setting environmental regulations within their
own departments; lack of coordination often leads to
conflictingor overlappingregulations.This is often most
pronounced for water-relatedissues because of the numerous stakeholdersinvolved in water use. Finally, conflict of interest within government programs exists
where government agencies are themselves the implementing or investing authority; self-regulationbecomes
problematic under such circumstances and seldom are
there built-in incentives to ensure compliance. This is
especially a problem with common infrastructurefacilities (such as roads and ports), which typically are a govemient mandate.

Box 2.4 Air and Water Quality Regulations in Mexico
The most significant example of increasing environmentalproblems is in the Mexico City Metropolitan Zone
(MCMZ),which harbors more than 30,000 polluting companies. Three million vehicles circulate daily and 20 million people reside there. The high incidence of atmosphericpollution, as well as the greater water demand for residential and industrialuse, put the well-beingof a large number of people in danger. Increased incidence of pulmonary disease and gastroenteritis is occurring.
The environmentalproblemsin Mexico City are not restricted to the valley because 30 percent of the water used
comes from places more than 100 kilometers away. In other cases, the dischargesof wastewaterare deposited in agricultural lands causing water quality deterioration.
In addition to the high levels of atmosphericpollution and water demand in the MCMZ,the border area with the
United States presents a widespread problem of toxic and hazardous substances. This area has rapid industrial and
populationgrowth from assembly factories.
To date, the Mexican authorities have faced the problemsof environmentaldeteriorationby imposing laws and
operational norms. The environmental administrationin Mexico is based legally in the country's constitution and
detailed in the General Environmental Protection Law of 1988. There are also several related laws and regulations,
the most importantbeing the water law and the regulations on hazardous wastes.
The main instruments derived from the Mexicanlaws are the Official Mexican Norms (OMNs); these give specific guidelines for the quality of natural and environmentalresources. There are 33 water OMNs that set specific
standardsfor wastewaterdischarge and establish limits for pollutant emissions in each industrial sector. There are 18
OMNs for atmosphericcontamination:5 for monitoring,5 for stationary sources, and 8 for mobile sources. Norms
have also been published for solid wastes, hazardous materials, and use of natural resources. Authorities require
environmentalimpact studies and operatinglicenses for different activities.
Besides the OMNs, there are selectedmeasuresto control air pollutionin Mexico City.The most importantis the
"Don't Drive Today" programthat prohibits circulationof 20 percent of vehicles in the MCMZ on a revolvingbasis.
Verificationof vehicularemissionsis requiredat least onceper year.Catalyticconvertershavebeen required since 1991.
Source: Belausteguigoitiaand others 1995.
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User Charges and Taxes (or Subsidies)

Deposit-refund systems are also based on a market

Some of the greatest opportunities for improved environmental management include those arising from appropriate market-oriented instruments. The application
of these mechanisms typically has a number of goals.
First, incentive effects which provide economic reasons

created to buy back sources of solid wastes. These have
been used extensively to promote recycling. Such
schemes are also appropriatefor difficult problems such
as toxic and hazardouswaste management.

for polluters or resource users to lower their impacts are

Market Creation (Eco-labeling, Disclosure Require-

reflected in user charges for typical infrastructure services such as sanitation and water provision. Incentives
can also be used to affect intermodal choices: environmental taxes on fuels can discourage privateautomobile
use, and concomitantly reduce demand for complementary public goods such as roads. Second, market-oriented
approachescan be used as a recurrent revenue base; this
is especially important where local institutions are expected to be financially autonomous,or are themselves
required to fund selected regulatory functions.
An important variant of the user charge is a
"presumptive tax." The basis of the tax is an effluent
charge that is sensitive to a presumed level of pollution.
A firm is compelled to pay the tax, and no specific
monitoringis conducted. If the firm wishes to reduce its
tax burden, it must conduct monitoring at its own expense (but still subject to regulatory audit) to demonstrate that its actual pollution loads are less than the presumed loads.
Subsidiescan also be used as an economicincentive
for environmentalmanagement. Subsidies on environmentally appropriate behavior are analytically identical
to taxes on inappropriatebehavior. Such subsidies have
been especially common in developing countries for the
importation of pollution control technologies or for
credit subsidies where the credit is used for environmental investments.

ments, or EnvironmentalAwareness)
A last form of market-oriented incentive involves intervention in final demand through educating or
informing consumers. Eco-labeling that attempts to
promote environmentally sound production and packaging is a relatively passive form of intervention; it
decentralizes decisionmaking to the final consumer. A
more aggressive form involves promulgating disclosure requirements; firms are required to publish precisely what they pollute. There are no sanctions
attached to such disclosure but consumers are then
given the choice of how to deal with the products of
particular firms. Another example of education and
awareness building, targeted to industries, is the
UNIDO waste minimization program that assists in
identifying appropriate technologies for specific plant
and industry types. The programs typically improve
energy and material efficiency for plants, while at the
same time reducing waste generation. All such interventions can effectively reduce urban infrastructure
requirements, improve environmentalquality, and have
important spin-offs in other social sectors. Their major
disadvantage is that they typically require some form
of subsidy.

Market Creation (Permits and Deposit-Refund)

confers relatively straightforward

At a more complex level, market-orientedapproaches
can include some form of market creation. The most
complex system involves tradable permits where
user/ipolluterrights are assigned, accordingto a desirable
total level of use or pollution, and compliance is
achieved by trade. One potential advantage of such systems is that they may reduce bureaucracy and government participation in the process. Such decentralization
of decisionmaking is particularly important in high
growth economies where regulatory drag might other-

tions to resource users.3 These approaches form a legal
umbrella for court cases, which then consider the
nature and extent of environmental damages on a caseby-case basis. Most of these approaches are relatively
new, and have seen very limited application in developing countries (quite often because legal systems are
themselves weak in such countries). Even in industrial
countries they are hampered by the analytical difficulties of establishing cause and effect, or of ascribing
blame or negligence.

Liability Legislation
Litigation-oriented approaches to environmental management require only that legislation be in place that
rights and obliga-

wise be a problem.

Another potentially important type of market creation involves reform of property rights to confer some
fiormnole of
rf property rights(ihridvdatorjoint)rinoaea
forrn of property right (either individual or joint) in areas
of great environmental sensitivity; this requires that any

3. One close (though nonlitigative) variant of this is a
Coasian world, where polluters and affected people reach
solutions for externalities by trading rights with strictly zero
liability rule. Such a system has also been advocated as a strict

entity undertaking infrastructure development (roads or

laissez-fairenonregulatoryapproach,where governmentacts

other rights-of-way) in such areas negotiate compensation with a well-defined landowner.

only to reduce transaction costs or to act as a neutral arbiter in
the event of rights disputes.

Regulations, Market-Based Instruments, and Macropolicies

There are, however, two potentially useful
applications of this approach in an urban setting. First,

MacroeconomicPolicy Linkages

requirements

Market-Based Reforms and the Environment

for

operators

to

post

long-term

"performance bonds" have often been used for mining
projects, which may require some reclamation at an
unspecified future date; similar performance bonds can
be applied to road construction, pipeline construction,
or other urban infrastructure potentially affecting water
resources or soil erosion. In principle, such
performance requirements could even be applied to
government agencies, although in such cases funds
need to be held in trust by an independent trustee and
some effective incentive must exist for these agencies
to limit environmentaldisruption and recover the bond.
Second, "zero net impact" legislation has been applied
in a number of jurisdictions: its intent is to ensure that,
if some unavoidable environmental disruption is
caused in one area, a compensating investment is
undertaken elsewhere. For example, if a road or bridge
disrupts a river course and affects water availability,
an investment is required that restores water to those
affected.
One significant objection to using litigationoriented mechanisms is neither environmentalnor economic: it is social. Because such systems assume that all
have equal access to the courts, the mechanisms often
discriminate against the poor and others with limited
access to legal recourse.
Lessons and Implications
In each of the above cases there is usually both an incentive element as well as a control element. Simply
stated, there is no getting around the classic "carrot and
stick." Experience with these types of mechanisms
around the world has shown that they have different
advantagesand disadvantages,and that dependingon the
goals of the government, some mechanisms are better
than others. The following general conclusions can be
drawn from this experience:
* Systems based solely on control-oriented
approaches impose high private costs and often
are not enforceable given existing institutional
capacity.
* Litigation-orientedapproachesrequire the development of a strong legal system to which all
members of society have equal access.
* Market-orientedinstruments allow polluters and
resourceusers to find their own best mix of controls or responses, and therefore result in lower
privatecosts than other approaches.
* Local authorities and strong institutionalsupport
play an important role in the success of marketorientedmechanisms.
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For many reasons, increasing attention is being paid to
the linkages between macroeconomicpolicies and environmental quality. First, within foreign aid programs,
there has been a fundamental shift occurring from direct
investments to policy-oriented programs such as structural adjustment or other MBRs. Second, environmental
degradation has been extensive in some regions of the
world where much of the policy-orientedprogramshave
been targeted (Convery 1995). Finally, good evaluation
practice dictates that the environmental impacts of
macroeconomicpolicies be consideredjust as we traditionallyconsideredthe environmentalimpactsof projects.
The primary purpose of this section is therefore to
show that macroeconomic policies-or "economywide
policies" as described by Munasinghe and Cruz
(1995)-can offset the impacts of other more targeted
interventions such as MBIs, if they are not adequately
considered. Some key lessons from the literature are
summarized; a major message is that linkages between
MBRs and environmental quality exist, but that-with
the=exception of certain types of macroeconomicprice
subsidies-the direction of such impacts is typically
highly irregularor uncertain.
MonetaryPolicy
There is an extensive debate over whether policies
linked to interest rates and credit have had a positive or
negative direct impact on environmental quality
(Munasinghe and Cruz 1995). On a theoretical level,
interest rates are simply the price of capital, hence the
issue-to a degree-translates into whether capital investment is itself environmentally beneficial, and
whether monetary policy itself contributes to higher or
lower interest rates. For example, at an economywide
level, lowerinterest rates would encourageinvestmentin
many types of schemes, from highly polluting industrial
investments to beneficial national park projects. But
even at a microprojectlevel, the availabilityof low-cost
credit does not necessarily have positive impacts. In
some cases, credit has been used to buy inputs (such as
chain saws) that facilitate clearing of land at the extensive margin (which may contribute to deforestation)
while in other cases it might be used to purchase inputs
that promote intensificationand investments in soil conservation (Lutz and others 1994).In brief, it is generally
impossible to generalize whether the direct environmental impacts of monetary policies are fundamentally
good or bad for environmentalquality.
The issue is further complicated if one considers
indirect impacts after various input substitution effects
occur. One important role of monetary policy reform is
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to eliminate interest rate subsidies; this will generally
increase labor intensity as real interest rates rise. For
some processes, the direct consequences of lower
capital intensity (and higher labor intensity) may involve an environmental improvement, as noted above.
In other cases the indirect consequences of higher labor intensity may, in fact, reduce environmental quality (Table 2.2). This is particularly true with waste
recovery systems. Adding more labor is generally not a
technologically
appropriate means for recovering
wastes from already labor-intensive industries such as
textiles, metalplating, and metalworking. These are
among the most polluting industries in the world and
are among the most difficult to regulate because individual operations are often small-scale activities. Increased capital intensity in such industries, through
some form of mechanization, provides scope for improved waste recovery and reduced pollution levels.
Many of UNIDO's programs of waste management are
based precisely on such substitution away from labor
and towards capital. In short, it is again not possible to
generalize whether increases in real interest rates will
cause indirect substitution effects that represent net
gains or net losses in environmental quality.

Trade Policy
The primary environment and trade issues have included
discussions about "pollution havens" that establish permissive investment regimes to attract foreign investment
(Folke and others 1994). Most of the empirical literature
suggests, however, that such generalizations are again
not valid. The extent of environmental subsidies is typically insufficient (compared to the costs of other inputs)
to induce major shifts in industrial location (Low 1992).
Trade policies more typically encourage lower polluting
industries (Box 2.5), and current international trade
protocols (such as NAFTA) tend to encourage environmentally responsible production policies in countries of
origin, many of which are developing countries. In addition, local subsidies that decrease import tariffs for environmental technologies-such
as those in Barbadoscan have a positive environmental impact.
Fiscal Policy
The environmental impacts of general fiscal policy,
which includes primarily the personal and corporate
income tax regimes, are also coming under greater scrutiny (Doern 1990; Dewees 1992). These policies are
primarily of concern where they inadvertently distort

Table2.2 Main EnvironmentalLinkagesof the MajorCurrentEconomywidePolicies
in LiatinAmericaand the Caribbean
Policy

Positive Linkages

Negative Linkages

Macroeconomic Stabilization
Publicpricecontrol
Inducesefficiencyinto themanagementof resource- Createsbanriersto includingenvironmental
costsin
orientedpublic utilities
publictariffsto avoidinflationary
consequences
Publicdeficitcontrol

Inducesremovalof creditand fiscalsubsidiesin
sectoralpolicesperverseto environment;stimulates
cost-recoverypricingin publictariffs

Tightmonetarypolicy
Inducesrecyclingand conservationto offsethigh
basedonhighinterestrates capitalcosts
.................................................................................................................................................

Privatization

Reducesscopefor improvementof public servant
remunerationandbudgetallocationin the environmentalmanagementsector
Reducesfinancingcapacityof firmnsto undertake
environmentalexpendituresin abatementprocedures
and capitalstock conversion

.......................................................................................................................

Createsopportunityto introduceefficiency,eliminate Reducesthe scope,in the short-run,to impose
subsidies,andcorrectenvironmentalliabilitiesin
environmentalcostson privatefirms
privatizedstate-ownedeconomicactivities(suchas,
the provisionof electricity,oil products,cleanwater,
sanitationservices,and solidwaste collection)
...................

,.....................
........

.....................

.......... .............................................................................

TradleLiberalization
Export promotion and
globalization strategies

Induces dynamic export-oriented industrial and
commercial companies to comply with international
standards in environmental management, such as
ISO 14000 and eco-labeling

Induces rapid depletion in export activities based on
natural resources, such as mining, logging, fishing,
and agriculture

Import tariff reductions

Induces imports of capital goods with embodied
clean technology

Creates opportunity for hazardous waste imports
from developed countries

.....................................................................

Fiscall Reforms

...........

I...................................................................

Creates opportunity for the introduction of environmental criteria into conventional taxation

. .....................................................................................................................

Reducesthe scope of specificenviro=nental fiscal
instrumentsthat have earmarkedrevenue,as reforms
aim to decouplerevenuefrom expenditures

...................................
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investment decisions in a manner that penalizes environmental quality. In some cases, general fiscal policy
can be used to encourage environmentally appropriate
investments, such as through the provisionof fast capital
depreciation rates for pollutionabatementequipment.
The role of sectoral fiscal policy has received the
greatest attention because of the potential distortions it
has on sectoral investment decisions, and because these
policies are already generally strongly targeted to encourage selected types of activities (Pearce and others
1989). Most of the original concerns-relating to unsustainable forestry and agriculture practices-focused
on sectoral fiscal policies such as stumpagefees on timber, chemical fertilizer subsidies, or pesticide subsidies.
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More recent urban sector management has been more
commonlyconcerned with water charges and fuel pricing regimes (includingelectricity) that typicallydiscourage sound resourceuse and encourage pollution.
Reform of input price subsidieswithin sectoralfiscal
policy is, generally,the one type of MBR that does produce positive environmental benefits. In many cases
around the world it has been shown that environmental
conditions improve as a result of removing pesticide
subsidies, fertilizer subsidies,energy price subsidies, or
subsidies of material inputs used in favored industrial
processes.Recentwork in Russia, for example,illustrates
furtherthat removingsuch subsidiescan have greaterpositiveenvironmentalimpactsthanimposingpollutiontaxes.

Box2.5 MacropolicyLinkagesand EnvironmentalQualityin Mexico
Studies of the impact of economywidepolicies on environmentalquality in Mexico show that it is not possible to
draw a priori conclusionsthat such impacts are inherentlynegativeor positive:
* Foreign trade policies did not contribute to increased industrial pollution. Such policies generally favored
less polluting consumer-goods industries. Most increases in pollution were attributable to structural shifts
such as increased public investmentin petrochemicaland agrochemicalindustries.
* Fuel and electricity subsidies amounted to implicit subsidies of 4 to 7 percent of GDP from 1980 to 1985.
This contributedto increasedenergy intensity, industrialpollution, and poor air quality in Mexico City.
Source: Based on Munasingheand Cruz 1995, and Eskeland and Jimenez 1991.

Removing subsidies may be more effective than introducing MBIs
LessonsfromRussia
Box2.6 Subsidies,EmissionCharges,andInstitutions:
Recent studies and observations in Russia show that energy pricing policy aimed at removing macroeconomicsubsidies results in larger emission reductions than MBIs introducedin the form of fees and taxes. The reasons for this are
closely linked to the responsivenessof firms to changes in subsidy patterns, and to the ongoingneed for adequate institutionalcapacity to implementa fee and tax system.
* A system of national emission charges was introducedin Russia in 1991. The charges, set at a very low level,
are levied on over 300 air and water pollutants and a large number of stationary sources. Available capacities
for reliable monitoring and inspection fall well short. Although a central governmentbody oversees the program, negotiated agreements between polluters and local authorities determine the collection of charges. A
common practice is to waivefees on the amount enterprisesinvest in pollution control or to exempt payment
by those polluters experiencing financial difficulties.Collection rates are thus low, and many cases appear to
contradictthe legislation.
* Analyses of energy subsidies and potential pollution taxes shows that firms and end-users will be more responsive to changes in the subsidy regime than they will to increased pollution fees. Over the period from
1995 to 2010, energyuse and greenhousegas emissions are projected to decrease by about 15 percent as a result of removing all prereform (1990) energy subsidies. Introducingfees or taxes, even at the maximum level
politicallyfeasible, wouldnot have as large an effecton emissionsas would simplyeliminatingenergysubsidies.
For example, removalof subsidieswould generatea 16 percent reductionin SO2 and a 14 percent reductionin
C0 2 ; impositionof a pollutionfee wouldreduce these emissionsonly7 percentand 2 percentrespectively.
Source: Lvovsky 1996;Gurvich and others 1996.
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Market-BasedReforms in Latin America
and the Caribbean
Mcst recent work concludes that, with a few selected
exceptions related to price subsidies inherentin sectoral
fiscal policies, it is not possible to generalize whether
macroeconomicpolicies have positive or negative impacts on the environment (Rock and O'Keefe 1994;
Mtnasinghe and Cruz 1995). This implies that, opera-

tionally, most interventions will need to be based on
case-specific work to determine the precise magnitude
and direction of linkages.
In the case of Latin America and the Caribbean, the
backgroundstudiesshowed that macroeconomiclinkages
are importantand can generatepositive as well as negative
impactson the environment,on environmentalinstitutions,
or on the potentialsuccessof MBIs (Table2.2).

3. Institutional Frameworks in
Latin America and the Caribbean
This chapter describes the legislative and institutional
setting in the study countries that will form, as here denominated, the environmentalmanagement sector. Major lessons are drawn within a context of promoting
"institutionalsustainability."A key theme of this chapter
is that various institutional factors will continue to constrain the implementationof any form of environmental
management,regardless of whether it takes the form of a
CAC or MBI approach.

many countries, administrativejurisdiction over certain
areas continues to be open to interpretation. Finally, the
high cost of enforcement and regulation often placed
unacceptable burdens on state coffers. In all of these
cases the institutions that were meant to promote environmentalsustainabilitywere,themselves,not sustainable.
The goal of rationalizationand reform has, in essence,
been to reestablish institutions that are themselves sustainable (Box 3. 1).
The means of achieving sustainable institutions
vary, but the followingtrends are notable:
InstitutionalSustainabilityin Theory
* Smaller institutions.A smaller institution is often
Althoughthe historyof environmentalinstitutionsis quite
more sustainable when it relies on existing institutions to carry out required environmentalmancomplex and varies substantially between countries, a
number of trends are detectable.The first phase of most
agement functions. This results in lower incremental costs, while also allowing the agency to
institutions relied heavily on strong regulatory instruidentify and concentrateon selected high priority
ments-such as regulations, standards, or environmental
environmentalproblems.
impact assessments-as a basis for preventingenvironmental damage. Also, initially
* Decentralization of authority.
Decentralization to regional,
"environmenf' was often treated
"LEGISATIONis really not the critical factor
state, provincial,or municipal
as a stand-alonesector, in isolan nvironmt Improvement Legislatio
ntea improveents. Le
governments streamlines cention from other activities;a single
in envro
institution was therefore often c
g
t
t i
tral operations while transferlegislator will be implemented in practice.
in pracice.
nng some of the financial
regarded as adequate for dealing legiatorwilblemented
responsibility to local authorfThemajr problemsresultfrom the dnffculty
with environmentalissues. But as
of establishing control and enforcement
ities (which are often more
m
.
these institutions became more
developed, their mandates often
cn
tp
te lal prvisons,
amenable to financing local
expanded and the meaning of
-UnitedNationsEnvironmental
initiatives rather than seeing
"environment"also became more
Programme, 1976.
local taxes go to a central
agency).
broadly defined. In this second
* Focus on spatial planning.
phase, environmentalissues beIn lieu of sectoralmanagement(forestry,mining,
came institutionalized-in some form-within multiple
publicsectorministriesor departments.This often resulted
agriculture,etc.),many institutionsare most effective at providinga coordinatingrole with a spatial
in substantialduplicationof effort and uncertaintyin jurisbasis. This has resultedin the proliferationof wadiction. A final phase has therefore involved a form of
"rationalization"that spelled out clear environmentalpoltershed management authorities, coastal zone
icy objectives (Rodgers 1991) and concomitantinstitumanagement institutions, and other such spatial
planningorganizations.The result has often been
tional reforms that involved more than one institutionin
greatereffectivenessbecauseenvironmentalissues
the entiremanagementprocess.
The need for the rationalization was driven, forealso typicallyextend acrosssectoralboundaries.
* Reliance on nonregulatory mechanisms. Nonmost, by the observation that existing structureswere not
always effective or sustainable.In many countries, enviregulatory instnumentsare becoming more common as a means for improvingcompliancewithout
ronmental assessment processes produced unacceptable
barriers to economic development with little noticeable
adding to public administrative costs. These
mechanismsinclude a wide range of instruments,
improvement in environmental quality (resulting in
from effluent charges to enhancedpublic educaregulatory drag). In others, regulations and standards
tion programsto disputeresolutionmechanisms.
were so stiff that they were virtually unenforceable.In
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* Reliance on technology transfer. Trade and
information-sharing agreements with foreign
firms provide opportunities for the transfer of
environmentally appropriate technologies to developing countries. Environmental institutions
can provide a low-cost service through facilitating information exchange, and through providing
a central focal point for the distribution of contact information.

Institutional
Developmentin LatinAmerica
and the Caribbean
Many of the countries in the panel have been proceeding
through a similar rationalizationprocess. But the crosssection suggests that the full movement to a completely
streamlined environmental management sector in each
country is far from complete.
LegislativeBasis
As would be expected, while the legal frameworksare
based on internationalparameters,they have been tailored
accordingto each country's pattern of resource exploitation and degradation. For example, countries with a
larger industrial base-such as Mexico and Brazilhave been more prone to address industrial issues as a
priority. Peru and Chile, by contrast, have focused on
mining and fisheries while Caribbean states have concentrated on environmental impacts associated with
tou:rismactivities. In Bolivia, where social concerns and
poverty often dominate the national agenda, public participationmechanismsplay a dominantrole.
But in spite of local nuances, environmentalpolicies in Latin America today can be regarded as highly
sophisticated by international standards and there are

IBox3.1

numerous common elements in the panel. Most of the
countries rely on an umbrella environmental law and
have already established executive environmentalagencies. Countries such as Colombia, Peru, and Venezuela
have environmentaltargets entrenched within their national development plans; these plans also include references to economicinstruments.
In addition, and particularly in South America, the
new constitutionspromulgatedduring the recent democratization period present specific chapters and amendments on environmental issues regarding conservation
goals, use of naturalresources, and liability measures.
Codified legislation is basically very similar across
the panel. The various laws and acts typically provide
guidelines for environmentalmanagement by establishing guiding principles, goals, and instruments for environmental policies. Based on the laws, enabling regulations, norms, and procedures are defined by the environmental agencies. The proposed instruments are
mainly command-oriented ones. Standards and sanctions, licensing permits, zoning guidelines, environmental impact assessment (EIA) requirements and
liability actions are found in most cases with only slight
design differences.They are longer established and more
numerous in Mexico and Brazil, perhaps due to a higher
degree of industrializationand urbanization.
The main regulated areas are also very similar.
Conservation norms, such as preservation areas and
clearing restrictions, have generally been in place for a
long time; in some instances they were first proposed
more than 60 years ago. The exploitationof natural resources, such as fisheries, mining, and forestry, are usually highly regulated through zoning and licensing
schemes. Also, water use is an area of traditionally intense regulation throughoutthe panel.

Institutional Sustainability

'The concept of "institutional sustainability" is a recent addition within the sustainable development philosophy
('Brinkerhoffand Goldsmith 1992). It essentially underlines the idea that for environmentally,economically, and
socially sustainable development to be achieved, institutions that promote these goals must themselves be
sustainable.Lessons from a number of places around the world have shown that where institutions are themselves
unstable or not adequately endowed, the broader mandatesof economicdevelopment,environmentalprotection, and
social well-being can not be realized. The concept of institutional sustainabilityis therefore an underlying goal of
many modern-dayenvironmentalagencies and managementpolicies.
Experience has shown that the chances of achieving long-term institutional sustainability increase if three
conditions are met. First, there should be flexibility in institutionalstructures and mandates to deal with changing
circumstances; this is best achieved by relying as far as possible on existing capacity and mechanisms. Second,
mechanisms should be available that provide for adequate financing of these institutions; this is best achieved
through making the institutions cost-effective and through providing them with some form of long-term selffinancing. Third,initial development should focus on areas where early successes are likelyto occur; this is achieved
throughphasing development of institutionalcapacity and through outlininghigh-prioritytargets for intervention.

Institutional Frameworks in Latin America and the Caribbean

Pollution issues have been introduced more recently.
Due to the rapid industrialization and urbanization of
many of these countries from the 1970s onward, pollution
from wastewater discharges and air emissions was immediately fit into the 1974 Stockholm Conference's environmental management pattern; this resulted in the promulgation of standards, sanctions, EIA requirements, and
licensing procedures that were heavily targeted to the industrial sector. Mobile sources of air pollution currently
are a high priority because of the growing car fleet and
unsolved public transport problems.
The most recent legislative development concerns
solid waste collection and treatment from households
and commercial activities. Sanitation, traditionally targeted within the public investment arena, now has been
introduced into the environmental agenda at the highest
priority level as water supplies and aquatic habitats are
being seriously threatened and as health costs increase.
Institutional Basis
Institutional fragility remains a well-recognized key barrier to successful governmental management in the region.
The case of environment, rather than an exception, can be
seen as a typical example since environmental management demands strong governmental integration, public
participation, and budgetary needs. Although the institutional rationalization process has progressed to accommodate both intersectoral and decentralized authorities, many
of the institutions are still very weak.
Some type of specific environmental sector within
the govemment is found in all countries in the panel
(Table 3.1). Federal management today is concentrated
at the ministerial level or in national councils (as in
Chile and Peru). Environment secretariats and executive
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agencies are also in place at regional levels. Although
most countries have created executive agencies, overlapping mandates among related sectoral agencies are a
common feature in the panel. General roles and responsibilities might include diverse functions such as implementation of economic incentives, preparation of environmental assessments, delegation to local authorities, or
initiation of public participation processes (Table 3.2).
Intersectoral Authorities. In some countries-such
as
Brazil, Chile, and Peru-regulations
are discussed by
cross-sectoral councils, on which different governmental
and private sector agencies have representatives. In Peru
the environmental sector has only recently been organized to address urban sector pollution issues. But the
degree of integration among the various agents, within
all of these countries, is very low.
Sanitation and water companies are usually controlled by states and municipalities whereas solid waste
collection is run mainly by municipalities. Energy matters
are typically regulated within energy agencies without
effective participation of the environmental agencies. Usually green (forestry, fishery, and fauna/flora protection)
and pollution issues are empowered to distinct agencies
within the environmental sector and sometimes, as is the
case of Peru and Barbados, within distinct renewable resource subsectors. Such arrangements have led to multiple
instances of conflicting jurisdiction with existing agencies,
and to inconsistent norms and sanctions.
In general, integration between the environmental
sector and other governmental sectors is very weak. Because of this, environmentally harmful sectoral incentives are often designed with the exclusion of input from
the environmental sector.

Table3.1 Environmental
Management
SectorsinSelectedLatinAmericanand CaribbeanCountries
Country
Barbados

National
Environmental Law

Ministry of
Environment
V in process

EnvironmnentChapter
in Constitution

Executive
Environmental Agency

Bolivia

V 1992/95

v 1992

Brazil

V 1981

v 1991

v

V

Chile

V 1994

v 1994*

v

v

Colombia

V 1993

V 1993

v

v

Ecuador

V 1996

V 1996

Jamaica

v 1991

Mexico

V 1988

V 1994

Peru

v 1990

V 1995*

Trinidad and Tobago

V 1995

Venezuela

V 1976

* National Commission.

v

v
V

v
v

v 1976

v

v
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Table3.2 Rolesand Responsibilitiesof SelectedEnvironmentalInstitutionsin
LatinAmericaand the Caribbean
Country

Market-Based
Incentives Mentioned
in the Legislation

Approach to
Environmental
Assessment

Decentralized Role

Mechanismsfor
Public Participation

Barbados

Economic instruments
permitted

Planning agencies

No

Not defined

Boli via

Economic instruments
permitted

Specifies self-assessment for
existing activities; requires
EA on all new activities with
five-year compliance
deadline

Water and forestry
decentralized; municipalities
have major responsibility for
local conditions

Extensive; permits public
review and public civil
actions in all environmental
issues

Bra2il

Allows contributions from
users of environmental
resources

Operating licenses issued
based on EA requirements

State agencies maintain
major responsibility

EA reports and licensing
require public input

Chile

Advocates polluter-pays
principle

Relevant law not yet
implemented

No

Present in law

Colombia

Economic instruments for
user-pays and polluting
industry

Required before licenses and
permits are issued

Implementation and
enforcement through the
regional and urban agencies

Consultation required under
the constitution and Law 99

Ecuador

No

Sectoral responsibilities in
different ministries

Municipalities of major
cities are beginning to take
increased responsibility

As required in specific
sectoral laws, such as the
mining law

Jamaica

No

Planning agencies

No

Not defined

Mexico

No

INE sets national standards
and norms; PROFEPA
enforces

Some in Mexico City
Metropolitan Zone and in
the border area with the
United States

Not defined

Peni

No

General criteria for EA to be
established

No

Local and regional
government coordination

Trinidad and
Tobago

Incentive programs or
mechanisms that encourage
the use of effective
environmental systems

To be defined

No

Environmental clearance
certificate requires public
comment

Venezuela

No

Three permits required for
land use, resource
exploitation, and pollution
control and mitigation

In process

Not defined

Decentralized Authorities. Since the 1970s countries like
Brazil, Colombia, Venezuela, and Mexico have had a
decentralized management structure where regional
agencies are responsible for applying federal norms and
for introducing appropriate regional adjustments. However, weak integration between federal and regional
levels is often identified as a serious institutional problem.
Regional decentralization is mostly to the state level
and in some cases to the municipality level in cities that
have a very high proportion of the national population
(such as Quito, Santiago, and Bogota).

interests. Parliamentary initiatives on environmental legislation are often passed without the active involvement of
the relevant agency. The failure to establish channels of
expertise within these legislatures has hampered possibilities for designing or promulgating easily enforceable laws.
These intra- and intergovernmental integration issues
reflect the degree of institutional capacity in the region.
The environmental sector in these countries has been facing serious budgetary problems. Even in cases where earmarked resources are available, the amount reaching the
sector is usually reduced by accounting devices within the

governmentalfinancingbureaucracy.
Competenceand Uncertainty
Human Resource Constraints
Relationships within and among legislatures in Latin
American countries are characterizedby a tendency to
overlegislate. Parliamentary participation on executive
bills is usuallypassive by ignoranceand reactiveby lobby

Because of public and political pressure, services

required from the environmentalsector are growing fast.
However, budget allocation has not followed this same
pattern. Even if investments in laboratories,monitoring
networks, and other equipment are made available from
external sources (earmarked revenue, international
agency loans, foreign aid, and NGO funds), environ-
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mental agencies still lack appropriate human resources
to make efficient use of them. Because of the low level
of public servant remuneration-imposed throughoutthe
region because of the need for macroeconomicstabilization policies-the public sector in general has difficulty
keeping qualified workers and cannot rely on expertise
available in the private sector.
Goals, norms, and instruments are therefore set
higher than the cuffent managerial,monitoring, and en-

public to accept governments' otherwise arbitrary relaxationof sanctions.Frequently,this results in the overruling of penalties and defaults or the postponementof
abatementand preservationmeasures establishedin official agreements.
Finally, when enforcementdoes succeed, the court
system-historically clogged with other claims-imposes
its own delaysin prosecution.

forcement capabilities of environmental agencies.

Political Barriers and Market-Based Reforms

Finally, environmental public awareness has increasedin urban areas where certain environmentalcosts
have already affected the majorityof the population.But
the costs of protection are not yet fully grasped by the
populationas a whole. In areas where the environmentally regulated activity is the main source of income,
politicalbarriers are reinforced by public opposition.

The above difficulties faced by environmentalmanagement in Latin America and the Caribbean can only be
overcomeby addressingcertain political barriers.
As noted earlier, environmentalmanagementfaces
the effects, in terms of budget constraints,resulting from
the general crisis affecting the public sector in the region. Consequently, structural adjustment policies remain part of the developmentagenda in the region.
Macroeconomicstabilization plans attempt to limit
public expenditure and eliminate sources of price escalation. Consequently,environmentalpolicies that seek to
internalize environmentalcosts (either through CAC or
MBIs) within the economic system are not easily accepted politically, even if they have economically and
environmentallybeneficial consequences(Box3.2).
Further, the need to find short-term incentives for
rapid growth tends to create opposition to any environmental regulation that restricts investment. Although
new capital stock normally includes cleaner technologies, bureaucratic procedures often impose delay costs
through regulatory drag. Even though the production
system as a whole may not be heavily affected by
stricter environmental enforcement, some sectors and
some firms may be hit hard because of their historical
investment patterns. For example, environmentalproblems may be intractable where old capital investments
included inefficient and dirty technologies and where
environmentalconversioncosts are very high.

Uncertainty
Environmentallegislation in the region is generallyconsidered to contain the same types of advancednorms and
proceduresimplemented in richer countries.But lack of
systematic and qualified monitoring-and consequent
lack of reliable inventories, databases, and indicatorsdetracts from the effective enforcement of reliable standards. For example, failure to compile data and indicators has made zoning and permit instruments completely
ineffective. Lack of staff and expertise to analyze ElAs
and auditingreports turn such monitoring exercises into
costly procedures with very ineffectiveresults in terms
of environmental improvement. This lack of enforcement creates uncertainty within the investment community and tends to perpetuate noncomp]iance.
Political constraints often impede the use of strong
sanctions for noncompliance, particularly in sensitive
economicsectors. The threat of job losses in small cities
or in declining regions-arising from the enforcementof
sanctions-represents a very powerful reason for the

Box3.2 ConflictingMarket-BasedInstrumentsand PoliticalPrioritiesin Argentina
In 1980, Argentina attempted to introduce an industrial effluent discharge fee. The tariff included a fee for discharges within the maximum allowable level and a much higher penalty for discharges above the maximum allowable threshold. There were provisions for increasing the fee levels graduallyover a 10-year period. The aim was to
eventually set the fees at a level equivalent to abatementcosts.
In practicethe fees were never widelyapplied and the systemwas modifiedin 1989 to lowerthe fees and revisethe penalties. Environmentalgroups sued the governmenton the grounds that the fee system amountedto a licenseto pollute
beyond legal limits. The court declaredthe decree introducingthe fees to be unconstitutional,and the issue remains unresolvedin legal terms to this day. It appears that the court regardedthe fee as exceedingthe powersof the nationalgovernmentto levy taxes because it concludedthat the fees could not be justified as a paymentfor service.
Source: von Amsberg 1995.
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In short, both MBI and CAC procedures face similar difficulties: even if such procedures appear to be
environmentallyand economically beneficial, they may
be politically unacceptable if they appear to be inconsistent with other political priorities and MBRs.
Sumimary
Countries within the panel have undergone substantial
environmental reforms over the past decades, both in
terms of their legislation and their institutions.On paper,
it would appear that everything should be in place to
enable improved environmentalmanagement. In reality,
however, a number of persistent constraints continue to

hamper effective management. Foremost, institutions
themselvesare still weak and lack an adequate degree of
participation among stakeholders:new norms and standards often conflict with existing conventions or with
current structuraladjustmentefforts.
The major implications this has for continued
development of either CAC regimes or MBI regimes
are that: (a) institutional strengthening, in particular
through human resource development and through
financial support to local agencies, is a high priority
in all Latin American and Caribbean countries; and
(b) the implementationof either MBI or CAC regimes
must take into account existing political priorities
and MBRs.

4. Market-Based Instruments in Latin
America and the Caribbean
This chapter describes the current experiencewith MBIs
in the study countries. As previously discussed, environmental managementin these 11 countrieshas historically been based on CAC instruments. However, the
study survey presents a number of market-orientedexperiences already in place in the region. The survey demonstrates the relativelywide experimentationwith MBIs,
and the focus on using them as a revenue-generating
device. It also reveals the need for strong institutions to
implement MBIs. Since additional detail is provided in
the Background Paper Summaries for each country
study, this chapter highlights some of the more commonly used instruments; tradable permits (which have
seen only limited application) are discussed in the followingchapter because of their added complexity.

Subsidies for resource inputs, however, have been
successfulMBIs in dynamic markets. Reforestationsubsidies have been an important factor for forestry sector
expansionin Chile (reforestationof 1.7 million hectares
in 20 years), whereas energy subsidies have succeeded
in Barbadosand Ecuador to foster energy substitution.

Cost-Recovery
Tariffs
Pricing of water supply, sanitation, solid waste collection, and energy can play an importantrole in pollution
control and resource use. Moreover,a full cost-recovery
approach is essential for service expansion and it allows
for cross-subsidiesto low-incomegroups.
Sewage

CreditandTax Incentives
Most of the countries in the panel offer subsidizedcredit
and taxation relief for environment-relatedinvestments,
as shown in Table 4.1. They cover abatement investments or clean technology adoption in the industrial
sector in Brazil, Mexico, and Colombia, the tourism
sector in Barbados, reforestation activities in Chile and
Colombia, mercury emission control in artisanal mining
in Ecuador, cleaner energy uses in the Caribbean, Ecuador, and Brazil (solar, wind, and gas/hydroelectricity
sources, respectively) and chlorofluorocarbon (CFC)

phaseout in Colombia, Chile, and Brazil.4 Only in Bolivia and Peru, where environmental management is very
recent, is no experience reported, although the new legislation has generated some initiatives.
Subsidies for abatement
investments
have, however,
Subsidies
for abatement
been of limited impact since environmental enforcement
has not been effective enough to increase firms' demand
for these expenditures. Moreover, it is reported that
firms are using these incentives inadequately because of
the lack of proper fiscal and environmental follow-up
procedures to monitor their investments.

In Brazil, industrial sewage tariffs based on the content
of organic-matter and suspended solids have been in
place since 1983 in the states of Sao Paulo and Rio de
Janeiro. In the case of the Greater Sao Paulo Region,
the sanitation company has included only 95 big firms
in the new tariff scheme because of monitoring difficulties. Even with this small spatial coverage, revenue
raised represented more than 11 percent of total in-

Table4.1 Creditand TaxIncentives
Taxation and
Country

Credit Subsidies

Barbados

To defray costs of envi-

Brazil

Tariff Relief
Income tax rebate for

ronmentaltechnologies waterconservationand
in the tourismsector
solar energyuse in the
tourismsector
For
abatement
investandfor
value-added
~~~~~~~~~~~ments
in the industrial Income
taxrebates
adoption

sector
Chile
Colombia For abatementinvestmentsin theindustrial
sector
Ecuador For investmentson
mercuryrecoveryin
artisanalmining

of cleantechnology
For forestryactivities
Incomeandvalue-added
tax rebatesfor abatementinvestments
For investmentson
mercuryrecoveryin
artisanalmining

Jamaica

Forabatement
investments in freezones

4. Other countries in the region have also used such incentives. In St. Lucia, a solar water heater subsidy is credited
with increased sales of such units. In Argentina, a 1995 tax
exemption has induced widespread adoption of compressed
natural gas (CNG) vehicles as a more environmentallybenign
substitute for diesel or gasolinevehicles.

Mexico

Venezuela

For abatementinvestmentsin theindustrial
sector
For abatementinvestmentsin the industrial
sector
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dustrial sewage revenue in 1993. It has been reported that the new tariff on pollution content has induced pollution control through improved internal
management procedures, substitution of raw materials,
and conservation.
Sanitation

In the case of Guayaquil in Ecuador, a concession was
let to an independent Canadian firm. A fee on solid
waste collection is applied as a 10 percent surcharge on
electricity bills. Although it may not induce rationalization of waste generation,the collection costs for such a
scheme are low and effective.
EBoliviaand Venezuela have recently attempted to
introduce waste-volume and landfill-tipping fees, and
Jamaica and Barbados are about to introduce similar
systerns. Mexico and Chile are also contemplating the
possibility of adopting these instruments for households
and firms. The Venezuelan case confirms, however,that
these instruments require strong institutionalcapacity to
monitor waste volumes in households and firms and to
restrict illegal dumping.
Energy

The removal of energy subsidies has also followed a
revenue perspective due to macroeconomicconstraints.
Although in some cases it has incidentallyinduced substitutionwith cleaner fuels, pricing-controlpolicies have
restrained important changes in relative prices as in the
case of gasoline in Venezuela. A successfulexample of
energy pricing for environmental purposes was in Jamaica.,where lowering the kerosene price induced substitution
consumption.
for charcoal
stitutionfor charcoal consumption.
Summary

Although water supply, sanitation (sewage collection
and treatment), and electricity tariffs have been increased in real terms across the region, only Chile and
Colombia are already fully adopting a long-run marginal
cost a,pproach. Private participation in the sector, already
envisaged in some countries, may speed up the adoption

of this tariff policy.cosmr
It must be noted, however, that experiences in costrecovery approaches, even in private participation
schernes, have not fully incorporated environmental
costs since private costs are the main concern and environmental costs are only borne when they are imposed
through regulatory or other means. However, costrecovery pricing for these services can be regarded as a
first step toward charging the right price for pollution
and natural resources. In most cases, adoption of costrecovery approaches can be carried out with relatively
low legal and institutional barriers.

Systems
Deposit-Refund
Voluntary deposit-refund systems for consumers are
reasonably well developed in the countries of the panel
(Table4.2). Moreover, informal collection of paper,
plastic, and other recyclable materials is an important
occupationfor unskilled workers.
Voluntary deposit-refund systems for returnable
glass bottles are traditionally adopted in most countries
due to the predominanceof the beverage and beer packaging system. Refund payments for aluminum cans, due
to the high value-addedfrom recycling and the expanding use of such containers, are now increasing considerablyin Brazil and Venezuela.
Recycling of ferrous materials, paper, and to a
lesser extent plastic, are a well-establishedbusiness in
the region. Wholesalers collect material from firms and
informal collectors and then sell the material to recycling companies. Collection is undertaken mostly at the
curbside level and at dumping sites. Cooperatives of
collectors-supported through municipal programs-are
now common in the major Brazilian cities; this has improvedhealth conditions and collection efficiency.
The introductionof voluntarydeposit-refundsystems
for consumersin the region can be seen as a good MBI

Table4.2 MBlsand SolidWasteManagement
Country
Barbados

Deposit-Refund

Solid Waste Levy

System

and TippingFees

Voluntaryfor glass
beveragecontainerson
.
consumer
Bolivia
Voluntaryfor glass,
paper,and plastics
Brazil
Voluntaryfor glassand
aluminumbeverage
containersonconsumers
Chile
Voluntaryfor glassand
plasticbeveragecontainerson consumers
Colombia Voluntaryfor glass
beveragecontainerson
consumers
Ecuador Voluntaryfor glass
beveragecontainerson
consumers
Jamaica
Voluntaryfor glass
beveragecontainerson
consumers
Mexico
Voluntaryfor glass
beveragecontainerson
consumersand compulsory on carbatteriesat
Venezuela Voluntaryfor glass
beveragecontainerson
consumers

Tippingfees under
introducton
Collectionfees basedon
weight
Flat fees
Flat fees;tippingfees
under discussion
Electricitysurcharge
Flatfees paidby municipality
Flat fees
Flat fees;levy and tippingfees for hazardous
wasteunder discussion
Flatfees
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opportunitywith fairly low legal, institutional,and political barriers. In fact, such initiatives can count on private
participationand public support. Compulsorysystems for
firms and consumers, however, will certainly be more
difficult because of legal and political barriers, and also
because the need for monitoringcapacity may be an important constraint. One of the few cases of mandatory
schemesis found in Mexico.Car batteriesare now undera
compulsorydeposit-refundscheme through which a new
batterycan onlybe sold with the returnof an old one. Results of this programhave not yet been evaluated.

ResourceUseCharges
Table 4.3 presents a summary of several types of user
charges implemented in the region. In Brazil, Colombia,
and Venezuela, a forestry tax is charged for wood consumption when the harvesting is not compensated by
equivalent reforestation activity. These taxes are usually
set at very low levels and with very weak enforcement,
particularly in frontier regions where monitoring is very
difficult. Also, royalties paid out of natural resource
exploitation are already in place in Brazil, Colombia,
Ecuador,and Venezuela with relative success.
In Brazil and Colombia these royalties, created in
the 1990s, are a small proportion (between 4 and 6 percent) of gross revenue in hydroelectricity,mineral, and
oil production.In reality, these royalties are earmarked
revenue sources for municipalities where exploitation
takes place; some funds are also earmarked for regulatory and environmental agencies. In the case of Colombia, the use of royalty funds for preservationpurposes is
more strictly earmarked than it is in Brazil. Therefore,
the Brazilian experience has been one of using the roy-
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alty revenue as a supplementarybudgetary source for
general revenue purposes.
Royaltiesin Ecuadorand Venezuelaare strictlybased
on oil revenue.In Ecuadorthe royalty is a form of tax levy
on oil passing through the pipeline from the Ecuadoran
Amazon;the levy is earmarkedto the EcuadoranInstitute
for Eco-Developmentin the AmazonRegion (ECORAE)
formedin 1992. Royalty resourcesin Venezuela,by contrast,financethe federalgeneralbudget.
As can be seen, royalties may turn into an important
source of revenue for environmentalagencies and may
also be a powerful tool for natural resource rationalization. While revenue aims can be achieved through a
small share of the exploitation value, the appropriate
royalty level on environmentalgrounds may require a
more complex technical analysis. In some instances,
such as with ECORAE, the actual incentive effects for
rationalizing oil or energy use may in fact be minuscule,
but as with OECD experience, the allocation of such
revenues to institutional strengthening in the environmental sector justifies their classification as a "weak"
MBI. Collection costs are low and will not dependmuch
on institutional capacity and sophisticated legislation.
Political constraints may arise in countries where the
private sector is dominantin the taxed sectors and where
the sector faces strong international competition.

WaterCharges
The most active MBI pricing initiativesare water charges
(Table4.3). These chargescan be part of a national charge
schemealreadyin place, as in Mexicoand Colombia,or in
the context of a river basin authority,as is the case of the
Brazilianlegislationunderconsiderationby congress.

Table4.3 User Chargesin LatinAmericaand the Caribbean
Country

Forestry Taxation

Charges on Natural
Resource Exploitation

Water Chargesfor
Use and Pollution

Brazil

On forestry activities without adequate
reforestation

Over mineral and hydroelectricity production to compensate municipalities
where exploitation takes place

Sewage tariffs based on pollution contents are in place in some states. Full
water charges based on river basin
authority already approved in some
states and under discussion at the federal level

Colombia

On forestry activities without adequate
reforestation

Over mineral and hydroelectricity production to compensate municipalities
where exploitation takes place

Charges based on cost-recovery partially
implemented and replaced by charges
reflecting full environmental costs

Ecuador

On oil to finance environmental
research and an institute for
environmental management

Jamaica

Under discussion

Mexico

Wastewaterdischarge at nationallevel
partially implementedand under revision

Venezuela

On forestry activities without adequate
reforestation
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Mexico

Colombia

Pollution charges in Mexico have been in place since
1991, but they have revealed enormous enforcement
problems. The Mexican water legislation allows the
National Water Commission (CNA) to apply the
polluter-pays principle on water discharges from municipalities and industrial plants exceeding determined
standards for organic matter and suspended solids. For
volume discharges below 3,000 cubic meters, a simplified approach is adopted based on volume rather than
pollutioncontent.
Lack of enforcementhas substantiallyreduced the
revenue raised. Although revenue has increased from
N$17.4millionto N$52.4millionsince implementationof
the law, this still represents only a minor percentageof
potential revenue. Poor monitoring and opposition from
pollutersare the main reasonsfor enforcementfailures.
The national scope of the water systemhas required
monitoring resources that are beyond the current financial capacity of the CNA. Lack of private and public
participation,along with the general lack of reliable information or careful analyses of expected impacts, has
motivated polluters' opposition on grounds of competitiveness and distributive considerations.
The current revision of this legislation on water
charges is aimed at removing these political barriers by
enhancing participation, information, and institutional
capacity. A more participatory and realistic approach
may create an excellent opportunity for Mexico to implement an effective system of economic incentives for
water management, while also providing financial resourcesto develop institutionalcapacity.

In Colombia, water charges for effluent discharges and
water use have been applied since 1974 by the regional
environmental agencies. The very few applications of
these charges were implemented with a cost-recovery
approach attemptingto cover the operatingcosts of monitoring systems.It should be noted that the relevantlegislation also contemplatesuses of other renewableresources,
such as air, fisheries, and forests. The fishing and forest
charges were poorly implemented,as in the case of water,
whereasair pollutionchargeswere never applied.
Failure to expand coverage and introduce pollution
and usage criteria in determining charge levels was because of reasons similar to those in the Mexican case:
lack of appropriate design of the instrument, lack of
information about impacts, incompatibility with the
availablemonitoring system, and inadequate planning of
its coverage. These factors have resulted in fierce public
and political opposition and have undermined political
support.
Only US$116,000 were collected from a potential
tariff revenue of US$90 million. Interestingly,in the few
cases where these constraints were overcome, it is reported that successfulapplication of the charges induced
changes in water use patterns as well as reductions in
consumption and pollution.
In 1993 new environmental legislation (Law
99/93) was passed in Colombia in which pollution
charges are clearly specified based on the criteria of
full environmental costs (Box 4.1). That is, the charge
level must be defined according to the value of environmental services and the cost of environmental dam-

Box4.1 Colombia'sProposedEnvironmentalTax: PracticalDifficultiesof Implementation
Title VII of Colombia's new EnvironmentLaw 99/93 states that the environment ministry (MinAmbiente)or the regional autonomouscorporations (CARs) will establish a systemof tariffs to be levied on the effluents and emissions
of polluting industries. The tariffs were to be based on the followingfactors and requirements:
* For each of the factors that are included in the establishmentof a tariff amount, MinAmbienteor the CARs will
define quantifiablevariablesthat will permit the measurementof environmentaldamage.
* Each factor and its variables should have a coefficient that permits the weightingof damage together with the
factors and variables considered.
* The coefficients should be calculated based on resource availabilityand scarcity, diversity of the regions, pollution assimilation capacity,the contaminatingor polluting agents, the socioeconomicvariables of the population affected,and the opportunity cost of the resources.
* The factors, variables, and coefficients thus determined and measured would be integrated into mathematical
formulas that permit the calculationand determinationof the correspondingtariffs.
MinAmbienteset out to assess the costs of pollution treatmentas a way of establishingthe tariffs to be levied within
this context. However, ultimately this environmentaltax system was discarded because 90 percent of the CARs declared that the technicalrequirementswere too rigorous for them to implement.
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ages. In fact, the new criteria attempt to bring charge
levels to optimum levels in the Pigouvian sense measured by economic welfare losses.
This new legislation eliminates the cost-recovery
limitations of charges, which now may be set on a tax
levy basis. However, now the constraints discussed previously are even more severe. The new rules demand a
sophisticated institutionalcapacity since the new charge
determinationis complex and bound to vary significantly
with activity and spatial factors. In addition to this technical constraint,the administrationof these new charges
can be extremely costly. The resulting higher uncertainty
in economic and social impacts is, consequently,generating strong opposition among pollutersand users.
Aware that the complexityof someproposedMBIs is
exceeding domesticinstitutionalcapacity,the Colombian
environmentalagency is attemptingto streamlinecurrent
legislation and regulations;charge levels are to be determined in stages where rates are graduallyestimated and
implemented.Moreover,attentionhas been paid to a careful analysis of economic and social impacts for future
negotiationswith polluters and users. The necessary adjustments for the existing institutionalcapacity vis-a-vis
the charge systemare also being considered.
Once more, as in the Mexican case, these charges
may be an excellent opportunity to promote effective
water management in the country and to generate the
financial resources required to overcome budgetary constraints. However, a strong enforcement capability is
needed to secure these financialresources.
Brazil
The Brazilian experience on river basin management
dates from 1978 when river basin committees were
formed in some of the most problematicbasins to carry
out studiesand suggest actions to rationalize water use.
These committees, composed of users, polluters,
and governmentagencies, have no normative power and
financing autonomy. That is, they do not have a legal
basis to impose sanctions and charges. Therefore, most
of the relevant committees' proposals were not put into
practice and members' engagement was very weak.
The growing degradationof the Brazilian rivers led
several initiatives within the environmentaland energy
sectors to develop new legislation on water resource
management. The 1988 Constitution has finally introduced requirements at the federal and state levels that
would provide basin authorities with normative and financing mandates. Since that time several projects based
on river basin authorities have been discussed, and a
new version has been under discussion in the federal
congress for three years. All projects introduce water
charges that are based on use and pollution content, and
that cover a wide range of activities.
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The main disputesarisingfrom these bills are related
to (a)jurisdictional overlaps between various levels of
governmentand the agencieslocated in specific river basins,(b) whethercriteriafor applyingwatercharges should
be based on cost-recoveryor the cost of damages, and
(c) whether allocation of charge revenue should be in
terms of general funding or basin-specificbudgets. Politicians are reluctant to create one independentjurisdiction
that conflicts with existing state and municipal jurisdictions,and users are concernedwith avoidingnew forms of
taxation and bureaucratic procedures. Environmental
agenciesare confusedabout how to reconcilecurrentstandards with fines for noncomplianceand legal penalties.It
is also argued that the country lacks the institutionalcapacity to deal with such innovative managementat the
national level without creating additional bureaucratic
barriers and wastefulagencies.That seems to be a plausible argumentsince the institutionallyfragile environment
ministry has so far failed to find ways of clarifying and
addressingthese constraints.
In the most developed states, where environmental
agenciesare more active,such legislationhas alreadybeen
passed or is about to be approved.Neverthelessthe political constraintsfaced by the federalbill are now impeding
implementation.In these cases, while water charge revenues are seen as a catalyst amongmayors seeking fundsto
carry on sanitationprograms,their distributioncriteria and
resultinginstitutionalarrangementsmake consensusdifficult. Users are often absent from official discussionsbut
are very activebehindthe scenes.
Therefore,the Brazilian experienceon water charges
has been very ineffectivebecause discussions have not
been participatoryamong stakeholders.In order to overcome this, the state and federal levels are consideringthe
introductionof experimentalriver basin charges on a pilot
basis, subjectto agreementand consensusamong users. It
is also agreed that such fees should initially be set at a
level to cover administrativeand monitoring costs, and
then gradually move to levels where use and pollution
patternscould be induced to change.Based on this experience,regulations would subsequentlybe modified to reconcile competinginterests.

Conventional
Taxation
Colombia
A percentage of property taxes in Colombia are retained by municipalities to pay for expenditures by the
regional environmental agencies. Under the proposed
reform of the fiscal system, there will be a greater reliance on municipal taxes to finance environmental
management. The driving force behind this approach
has been decentralization and the lower transaction
costs of these fiscal devices.
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Box4.2 Brazil'sGreenValue-AddedTax
Revenue from the state valued-addedtax (ICMS)is distributedamong municipalities according to origin, generation,
and population criteria.Since 1992, three Brazilian states-Sao Paulo, Rio de Janeiro, and Parana-have introduced
environmentalrevenue distribution criteria based on the size of area subject to land use restrictions (watershed and
conservation protection). The main aim was to create a budgetary supplement to compensate municipalities where
land use restrictions, which benefited society as a whole, might impose barriers to local economicdevelopment. An
advantage of the schemeis that it did not require a new fiscal instrument.Moreover,it is expected that additional financial resourcescan also promote implementationof sustainableactivities.
Introduction of the environmentalcriteria was carried out with a careful political approach involving mayors
and representativesin the state congress. Because total tax revenue did not change and therefore the new criteria reduced the share of other municipalities,political resistance was acknowledged.Studies were undertaken to estimate
budgetary impacts on municipalities where gains and losses were expected. As a first step it was agreed that a very
small share of total revenue (between 0.2 and 3.0 percent) would be devoted to these criteria. Nevertheless, legislation allows for periodic revisions to the criteria,indicators, and shares based on the results. These revisions have in
fact occurred in Sao Paulo and Parana, where the system has already been in place for about three years. Major
changesannouncedso far are restrictedto redesigningindicatorswhere monitoringdifficultieshave been encountered.
Brazil
Another interesting use of conventional taxation for
natural resource preservation is Brazil's "green valueadded tax" (Box4.2). The tax is an example of a lowcost instrument where political barriers were overcome
and where current legislationwas used.
Mexico
A tax representinga very small percentageof the gasoline
price--one cent per liter-was introducedto finance the
installationof safety measures in gasoline station storage
tanks to reduce fuel evaporation.The low transactioncosts
of this earmarked fiscal source, which is easy to collect
and fumd,has allowed that program to be successfully
implemented.
The current CAC approach,based on car emission
standardsand maintenancemonitoring,has notachievedthe
desired improvementin air quality. Therefore,a gasoline
price increase was considered as a potential instrument
(Eskeland1994).But the surchargeon gasoline prices to
reducecar use,and consequently,emissionsin MexicoCity,
has beenfacingstrongopposition.To inducechangesin car
use patterns (characterizedby low demand elasticityfor
gasoline) would require much higher surcharges, which
wouldcertainlyprovokestrongpublicreaction.
Increased taxationon old cars was adopted for revenue reasons,but if the level is increasedand is differentiated by vehicle performance,it may offer incentives for
fleet renewal and promote antipollution and fuel con-

Strong opposition to gasoline price increases is a
typical case of misinformationand lack of participatory
discussion.Gasolinepriceincreases havea marginaleffect
on general price levels.With the earmarlcingof surcharge
revenue to public transportationinvestments, passenger
car owners could change their transportpatterns and lowincome groups,relyingon mass transport,would enjoy an
improved transport system with better safety and environmentalstandards,and a reducedtrip time.5
Final Demand Instruments
Export firms in the region are increasingly introducing
environmentalmanagement proceduresto enhance their
international competitiveness, particularly to comply
with standards and norms in regional markets, such as
EEC and NAFTA. Certification based on International
Standards Organization(ISO) series has been a key factor to improve these companies' export performance.In
Brazil, Chile, and Mexico eco-labeling has been the
subject of discussions between governmental agencies
and the private sector.
For Brazilian exporting firms, ISO 14000 environmental certification,as with the ISO 9000 quality series,
has become an unavoidable commitment. Brazil's participation in the respective ISO meetings has been very
active. In addition, mainly within the domestic market,
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million and allow expansion of the subway system by 20 percent a year (Ser6a da Motta and Mendes 1996).
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joint efforts with environmentalagencies and other normative bodies have been made to define criteria and
norms for eco-labeling
In Ecuador a successfulprogram was carriedout by
Quito's municipal government in an industrial district,
El Inca, to identify cost-effective pollution prevention
measures. While not motivated by environmentalconsciousness, the cost saving in energy, materials, and
waste managementhave been great enough to encourage
firms to join the program.
Summary
MBI applicationscurrentlyrepresent a major initiative in
environmental management in Latin America and the
Caribbean. The potential efficiency gains from MBIs
have been recognized, but the driving force towards
MBI implementationhas been, as in OECD countries,
the goal of raising revenue. Therefore, the misplaced
conflict between MBI and CAC instruments does not
seem to appear in the region's experiences.
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The current budgetaryconstraints faced by the environmental managementsector turn MBIs into an attractive option for collecting the necessaryfunds to improve
CAC application.It is very clear that MBI initiatives are
sought as complementaryactions to CAC. The imposition of standards, licensing, zoning and permits still
continues, and in fact MBIs provide innovative and
flexible ways to enforce them.
The administrativedemands of MBIs remain high.
The monitoringrequirements,legal design requirements,
public consultationneeds, and enforcementor collection
systemsrelated to MBIs are not always noticeablydifferent from strict CAC approaches.MBIs are thereforenot a
substitutefor weak institutionsor for CAC; some regulatory elements are inevitablyrequired and a strong institutionalbase is a prerequisiteto MBI implementation.MBIs
are thus a complementarytool to CAC procedures.
The main challenge in these initiatives is to design
MBIs that can be successfullyapplied within the context
of the same institutional and political barriers that are
constrainingthe CAC approach.

5. Additional Issues in Design of

Market-BasedInstruments
From an operational perspective, MBIs should be designed with a number of key points in mind to ensure
urban sustainability.In general, they should incorporate
the followingelements:
* The mechanism should reflect the polluter-pays
principle to ensure that externalitiesare reduced.
This can be achieved by setting charges or taxes
at levels high enough to induce polluters and
users to reduce their total level of degradation.
* The complementaritybetween regulationsand incentivesmust be reflectedin the design of all systems; incentivecharges,for example,may still be
complementedwith some baseline standard that
must not be breachedunderany circumstances.
N Revenue generation should be designed in a
manner that allows some of the revenue to flow
to local authorities to provide an incentive and a
means for local empowerment.
'TIis chapter addresses additionalMBI design issues
arisingfromthe abovepointsand relatingto (a)socialissues
of distribution,poverty,and taxes,(b) prevalenceof perverse
incentives,(c) role of tradablepermits,(d) role of earmarking,and (e)role of legalredressthroughadvocacy.

Distribution,
Poverty,andTaxImplications
The dramatic level of poverty and income inequality in
the region creates serious barriers to undertakingstricter
environmental practices when distributive effects are
unknown. Remarkably, the reviews in the 11 countries
provided very few examplesof how various MBIs would
impact different income groups. Opposition to many
MBIs, as well as to CAC procedures,is based on alleged
regressive impacts. This shows that there is, in fact, an
interest in the distributive impacts of various policies
and that the social dimensions of MBIs-as expressed
through their potentially regressive nature or repercussions-is a significant concern in Latin America and the
Caribbean. It is notable that Bolivia, one of the poorest
countries in the region, is actively pursuing a policy that
supports the progressive use of environmentalcharges
(Box5. 1).
This reinforces, however, the need to undertake
more work on the relative impacts of different mechanisms. Flexible instruments with efficiency and distributive gains have to be sought as politically viable options
to the current procedures. Moreover, information about

BoDX
5.1 ProgressiveEnvironmentalTaxationIn Bolivia
Bolivia is the poorest country in South America and the third poorest in the Western Hemisphere.Close to one-third
of the population in functionallyilliterate,half of urban householdsand more than 90 percent of rural ones have unsatisfied basic needs. The infant mortality rate is high even by Latin American standards (75 per 1,000live births).
Diarrhea and acute respiratory diseases are the main sources of infant mortality, 32 percent and 19 percent of all
deaths, respectively.The maternal mortality rate is also very high, at 390 per 100,000live births.
Limited access to safe drinking water and adequate sewage systems are-in addition to malnutrition-the primary causes of the country's high morbidityand mortality rates (both urban and rural). These problems, in turn, are
the result of historically very low levels of public investment in basic sanitation infrastructure (water and sewage
systems, collectivelyknown in Bolivia as saneamiento bdsico). Only 25 percent of rural households and 75 percent
of urban ones have access to drinking water. Less than I percent of rural households and only 36 percent of urban
ones have in-house sewage systems.Over the past few years public investmentin basic sanitation has been less than
I percent of GDP, equivalent to less than 6 percent of total public investment.
Because of this "poverty" focus, MBIs implementedin Bolivia must be progressivein nature to ensure that they
dc, not unduly exacerbatethe problems. For example, in 1994 the municipality of La Paz introduced a combination
of polluter-pays and progressive-subsidyprinciples to solid waste disposal. Also, changes in the structure of water
user fees are being implemented to increase the allocativeefficiencyof water use, to encourage private investments
in infrastructure,and to allow for progressivesubsidies.
Source: Escobar and Mufioz 1996.
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the effect of impacts from differenct mechanisms must
be made broadly available to all stakeholders;this will
permit decisions and compromises to be made in an atmosphere of informed choice as opposed to an atmosphere of uninformedopinion.
Perverse Incentives
Perverseincentivesrefer to a class of MBIs that, while intendedto improveenvironmentalquality,in factwork in the
opposite direction. Presence of such incentives indicates
poor designor inappropriateapplicationof an MBI. The fact
that two types of perverseincentiveswere relativelycommon in the panel of countriesstudiedindicatesthat experience in developingappropriateMBIsis stilllimited.
First, proposed or existing effluent charge schemes
in some of the countries were still based on pollutant
concentrationsas opposed to pollutant volumes or loads.
The effect of using concentrations as an indicator of
pollutionis that it creates an incentive for firms to dilute
the pollution through, for example, abstracting more
water and then depositing a larger gross volume of diluted waste into water bodies. Taxes or charges basedon
pollutant concentrationsmay, in fact, have the perverse
effectof reducingwater conservation,increasingindustrial
costs of treatment,and increasingpollutantdamages.
Second, although tax differentialson equipment can
be easily implemented,most of the countries in the region
apply differentiatedtaxes so that there is an incentive to
keep older vehicleson the road for longer periods of time.
Given the poor condition of these vehicles, these tax
treatmentshave the perverse effectof increasingfuel consumption,pollution, and maintenancecosts; the alleged
"social equity" impacts of such schemes are, moreover,
typicallyspecious.
Role of Tradable Permits
The use of tradablepermits is currentlyunder strongconsiderationin countriessuch as Chile,Peru, and Mexico.
Water Use
Tradablepermitsfor water rightsare in place onlyin Chile
and are still under discussionin Peru. In Chile, individual
tradable fishery quotas are also being implemented,but
informationis too scarceto analyzethe experience.
The Chilean experience with tradable water permits
dates to the 1920s. A general legal basis was, however,
set in the 1951 water code that allows the state to give
water concessionsto private parties according to water
use priorities. Water transfers were allowed provided
that use remained the same. In 1969, during the agrarian
reforms, water become state property and trade concessions were prohibited.
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The new 1981 water code reintroduced permanent
water rights, which were completely separated from
land rights and could be freely traded for consumptive
and nonconsumptive uses. Conditional use was abolished and simultaneous requests were arbitrated
through bidding.
Today there are approximately300,000 water users
in Chile. However, only 35-50 percent of them have
iegal title. Users are organized in private associations
controlled by the General Directorate of Water (DGA),
within the Ministry of Public Works, which is responsible for water rights regulation, approval of hydraulic
works, and technical reports of conflict resolution. Irrigation has a specificnational commission-composed of
public and private institutions-to plan, evaluate, and
approve public investments in the sector. These investments are coordinated by the Directorate of Irrigation
and are executed by privatecompanies.
A revision to this tradable permit system is under
discussion in congressto avoid speculation and promote
trade, address pollution problems, and enhance management capacity in planning and monitoring. A complementarysystem of tradable water emission permits is
also under discussion.
Transactionrecords in 1992showed that trade tends
to be more intense near the Santiago area because of
scarcity. In that year, only 3 percent of total water flow
was traded in the area, with an estimated value of
US$366,000.Moreover, 94 percent of total transactions
occurred between farmers and therefore did not involve
changes in beneficial use. Trade between urban users
and farmers did not exceed 3 percent of total trade transactions.
This low rate of transactions may reflect either a
failure of the system or a close to optimal allocation of
initial rights. Such an evaluation requires further research. It is, however, reported that trade has avoided
politicaldisputes and reduced investmentexpenditures.
In Chile, tradable water rights have been politically
acceptableand enforceablebecause of the country's long
tradition in water property rights. Even water rights that
are not legallyregistered are respected and traded.
The lesson from this is clear: assurance and acceptance of property rights are particularly important
for trading (or even taxing) water rights. Controversial
equity issues are bound to arise for this essential natural resource and countries with no similar tradition
should first legalize existing titles for property rights
and define criteria for new allocations. The water permits already in place in many countries may provide an
initial endowment.
In addition, fees for permits may be considered as a
recurrent source of funding for management and monitoring activities.
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Air Pollution
In 1]991Mexico passed legislation for tradable air pollutiori permits for stationary sources, and the system is
currently under design. But again, most of the experience relating to air pollution trading occurs in Chile.
A successful road-auctioningsystem for bus transportation licenses has been implemented in Santiago to
address pollution from traffic congestion. It is a clear
exampleof introducing an economicincentive within an
existing licensing system, thus benefiting from lower
transaction costs, a fairly high level of revenue generation, and few legal and institutionalbarriers.
However,the Chileansystemfor air pollutionpernits
has not been fully implemented.The system is to be applied in the Santiago area, where air pollution problems
are very serious. Existing pollution sources are required
either to comply with standardsor to offset excess emissions by trade. Initial allocations were based on 1992
emission levels (a "grandfathering"system), while new
sourcesare requiredto offsetall emissions.
Offset trading started within the Chilean system in
1995with very few cases, mostlyintrafirm.However,it is
recognizedthat compliancewith emission standards-the
CAC part of the system-has improvedand has yielded
beneficialresults in terms of air pollutantconcentrationsin
the Santiagoarea.
Although institutional capacity was a major constraint to implementingthis system (Box 5.2), it is worth
noting that the assignmentof air pollutionpropertyrights
was generallyacceptedby polluters.In fact, because of the

free-market environment of the Chilean economy, the
system's politicalacceptancewas high and private companies were activein discussingstandardsand criteria.
These lessons can now be of extremeimportance in
the case of Mexico, where a similar systemis being pursued in the Mexico City MetropolitanArea. In Mexico, a
significantchange will be required in the environmental
legislation to incorporate tradable permits. Therefore, it
is important to explicitly support the free-market principles embodied in tradable permits and to promote polluter participationat the beginningof the design process.
Policy Synopsis
There are numerous opportunities for introducing tradable permits in Latin America and the Caribbean; the
major constraint to their implementationwill be finding
an equitable initial allocation and trading regime that is
consistent with local market-reform processes. Their
potential to generate revenue is substantialif initial allocation is done by auction and if fees are charged annually for holding both exercised and unexercisedpermits.

Earmarking
Althoughearmarking of revenues is normally avoided in
public finance, there are certain theoretical conditions
under which it can be justified. These circumstances
usually arise when (a) transactions and administrative
costs are very high, (b) revenues are related to the explicit provision of a service for a fee, or (c) political

EBox
5.2 Air PollutionPermitTradingin Chile
Decree 04/1992 introducedan implicitemissions trading systemfor fixed-sourceparticulateemissionsin the Santiago
area. The systemwas based on emissionsas reportedin March 1992. Implementationof the Chilean trading system is
under the control of the Programfor Fixed-SourceAir Pollution Control (PROCEFF)within the NationalEnvironment
Commission (CONAMA).PROCEFF's initiallylimited institutionalcapacity delayed system implementation;private
laboratoriesworldng with PROCEFF had been corrupted and some technical problems in measurementswere also
responsiblefor constant delaysin enforcement.
Currently,PROCEFFhas gained additionalresourcesand is training personnel in private laboratories,certifying
the equipment and defining adequatetechnical procedures.Legislative reforms are also in the works to overcome the
problems encounteredso far. The major problems are relatedto:
* Distributionof allotments.The initial allocation of emissions was not well defined. Companies were claiming larger emissions for the March 1992baseline date than had been previouslyreported. The possibility of
increasing the allocations retroactivelythus reduced incentives for trading emission rights.
* Legal basis. The original taw was considered insufficient to withstand legal challenges. The new draft law
attempts to overcome this problem by defining emission permits as property rights rather than "transferable
administrativepermits" as in Decree 04/1992.
* Uncertainty.Given legal uncertainties, pollutersdid not believe that many of the provisions would be effectively enforced.
Source: Rfos 1995;von Amsberg 1995.
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pressures for accountability generateeffective collection
of revenues. In this last case, people may only agree to
pay a specific tax if they are satisfied that it is going to a
program or cause they support. Governmentsaround the
world are discovering that many of these conditionsexist
within sectorsrelated to environmentalmanagement.
Specificallyearmarking revenues from MBIs to explicit environmentalobjectives is thus gaining increased
favor in the region. In Brazil and Ecuador, earmarked
resource taxes are used to support environmentalinstitutions. In Mexico, incremental gas taxes were used to
finance the reduction of fuel evaporation from local
service stations. In most countries in the region, utility
fees and tariffs are becoming more closely aligned with
the cost of providing basic environmentalservices, and
these revenues are increasingly being retained by the
bodies that are responsible for financingthose services.
To date, experience in Latin America and the Caribbean has demonstratedthat earmarkingprogramsare most
successfulwhere (a) taxes or incentivesare linked to existing collection mechanisms,and (b) revenues are made
available to decentralized authorities for environmental
programmingor for institutionalstrengthening.At a political level,earmarkingis gainingsupportbecauseit is found
that such a "cost-recoveryapproach"may make it easierto
build consensus, remove barriers, and guarantee budget
resourcesto financeenvironmentalinstitutions.

LegalRedressand Advocacy
A number of examples illustrate the use of voluntary
measures and reliance on consumer advocacyto achieve
environmentalmanagementgoals in Latin American and
Caribbeancountries.
Trinidad and Tobago
The 1995 Environmental Management Act in Trinidad
and Tobago provides for the use of MBIs in environmental regulatory efforts. While few are yet in place,
this focus has largely been a response to the difficulties
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encounteredwith enforcing strict CAC measures. The
court system in the country is heavily backlogged, and
enforcementand regulationis constrainedby inadequate
financialresources.
Althoughthere is no legislationin place to mandate
corporate liability for environmentaldamages, in 1990
PetroTrinestablisheda voluntarypolicyof full compensation for environmentaldamages.The move was prompted
by a number of uncontainedwell blowouts through the
1980sthat damaged local homes, flooded farmers' fields
with oil, and causeda significantpublicoutcry in response
to health damages when the company gave no assistance
in relocatingpeople to avoid the potentiallylethal effects
of the spills. After the voluntarypolicy was implemented,
two notable trends happened: (a) blowout preventiondevices on wells improved,making spills and leakage less
frequent,and (b) when a spill did occur, it was easier to
contain the impacts and any damages were readily compensated. An incident in the early 1990s, for example,
requiredrapid evacuationof about 1,000 residentsfrom a
village when a blowout occurred; affected people were
compensatedfor damaged land and inconvenience,and
farmswere restoredat companyexpense.
Colombia
One very innovative liability instrument, devised in
1992, involvesenhancingconsumer actionsby providing
an economic incentive. Anyone pursuing an environmental liabilityjudicial action is entitled to receive a fee
equivalent to 10-15percent of the total compensation.It
is reported that since 1992 the number of actions has
significantlyincreased.
Policy Synopsis

Consumeradvocacythrough voluntarymeasures and public pressure(at times linkedto formal or voluntaryliability
instruments)in these cases plays a potentiallycriticalrole
as an MBI in Latin Americanand Caribbeancountries.To
a large degree, these mechanisms are interpreted as substitutesfor historicallyweakinstitutionalcapacity.

6. Concluding Remarks
While the countries examined in this paper encompass
most of the region, and the examplesinclude most major
issues related to market-basedinstruments (MBIs), this
is not a comprehensive study. Its observations and recommendations are merely intended to provide regional
policymakers with an agenda for future efforts that
should be adapted to each country's specific needs, and
do not represent a detailed action plan.
The most importantlesson emergingfrom the study
is that a more coherent approach to the use of economic
instruments for environmentalmanagementis needed in
the region. Any such approach, moreover,must clearly
recognize and address issues of institutional fragility.
Wirhin this general contextdthe study finds that under the
Wigithin
tirstgncoe
the std findt
underthe
managementand equity,rationalizemarkets,reduce social
costs, and increase institutionalrevenues. A number of
importantcaveats and restrictionsneverthelessapply:
* While MBIs can improve environmental management, they normally impose high administrative demands and do not represent a "quick fix"
to the problems associated with more traditional
command-and-controlapproaches.
Despite substantial experimentationwith MBIs,
D
limited institutional capacity is pervasive and
constrains their effectiveutilization in the region;
* Historically, the primary motive for the use of
MBIs has been revenue generation rather than
improvementsin environmentalquality.
i Budgets for environmentalmanagementare limited, and in many cases resources are poorly targeted or do not effectivelyadvancepolicy goals.
* Public awareness of the costs of environmental
degradation and of the managementtools available to address it remains low, and environmental regulations frequentlyare plagued by uncertainty that undermines their credibility.
* Even though genuine efforts have been made to
adapt MBIs to local circumstances,the flow of
information is still predominantly in a NorthSouth
and direction,
intraregionalcooperation
remains weak.
Public sector managementin Latin America and the
Caribbean historically has been very bureaucratic and
subject to significant political interference, while legal
and regulatoryenforcement frequentlyhas been ineffective. Policy implementation often has been poorly targetLed,particularly for social development.In the past,
environmentaland other types of regulations have been
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REALISM.Be modest. Do not try to implementpoli-

cies and instrumentsbeyond the available institutional capacity.
GRADUALISM. National or regional projects can be
implemented gradually by pilot projects or experimentalprograms. The establishmentof plausible and enforceable norms, standards, and
LEGAL FLEXIBILJTY. Legislationmust
EALLibilityo
l
evisionst

allow for tlne

possibilityof low-costrevisions.
INSTITUTIONALINTEGRATION.Intra- and

intergovemmental integrationmust be pursued to overcome
barriers and capitalize on institutional strengths.
Economic agencies must be included, as well as
representationfrom the legislativebranch.
LEADERSHiP. Those responsible for environmental
managementmust lead the decisionmakingprocess by identifying stakeholders, constraints, and
the means for buildingconsensus.
PARTICIPATION.
Participation by stakeholders is
criticaland must be based on open sharing of information. Issues that may paralyze the process
should be avoided, and equity issues should be
properlyidentified,evaluated,and addressed.
MARKETRELIANCE.The growing relance on markets
must be incorporatedinto the design of environmental policy and MBIs. High transaction and
collection costs should be avoided and reforms
should not outpace implementation and acceptanceof marketadjustments.
REVENUE GENERATION. Many MBIs can generate
earmarkedrevenues. Although correct pricing of
environmentalgoodsand servicesis one objective
of MBIs, a cost-recoveryapproach may be a more
effectiveway to build consensus,removebarriers,
and guaranteefinancing.
HUMANRESOURCEDEVEwPMENT. Qualified human
resources in the environmentalfield are limited
and remuneration of public sector employees is
generallylow. Human resourceprofiles should be
restructuredto make the most of limited budgets.
Given these constraints, public sector environmentalunits should be kept small and should rely
to a significantdegree on extemal expertise, concessions,and researchcenters.
CONTINENTALusM.
OECD experiences and recommendations should not be rejected out of hand,
but there is a need to increaseties among regional
agencies whose economic and cultural contexts
may be more familiar

Concluding Remarks

strongly dominated by command-and-control (CAC)
measures, usually applied in an authoritarian political
framework. In more recent years, however, social inequality, economic stagnation, macroeconomicdestabilization, and weak international competitiveness have
induced countries to adopt-albeit haltingly in some
cases-liberalization policies committedto free markets
and expanded trade.
This new economic scenario, together with favorable political factors,has helped to elevate MBIs as tools
of environmental management in various parts of the
region. Some countries already are using economic instruments such as royalties, user charges, tradable permits, and green taxes. In many cases MBIs are designed
not to replace existing CAC measures (such as environmental standards, licensing, zoning regulations, and
permits), but rather to complement them and enhance
their effectiveness. However, the main impetus behind
many MBIs has been to raise revenuesfor environmental
management rather than to achieve environmentalquality goals, reduce environmentalimpacts, or improve the
cost-effectivenessof existing regulations.
Reducing excessive regulation and governmentexpenditures has become the cornerstone of public sector
reform, and has gained widespread support from society
as a whole. But important opportunitiesto redefine and
better target regulations and public expenditures-which
can both improve cost-effectiveness and help promote
critical policy goals-often have been missed. Budgets
for environmentalmanagementfrequentlyhave been cut
in an ad hoc manner without giving adequate consideration to policy objectives and effectiveness,while macroeconomic stabilization has constrained public expenditures more generally.
At the same time as budgets for environmental
management have been reduced, environmentalawareness has risen due to democratization,rapid industrialization and urbanization, and international initiatives.As
environmentalagencies are called on to do more-often
with fewer resourcesand increasingbureaucraticcoststhere is greater risk of enforcement failures that will
discredit polices, legislation, norms, and the agencies
themselves, and generate increased uncertainty with
respect to the application of environmentalregulations.
This uncertainty is one of the most serious concerns
expressedby both the business sector and the communities directly affectedby environmentalproblems.
Under these circumstances, widespread experimentation with economic incentives can be risky since MBIs
are not a simple substitute for CAC measuresand do not
eliminate the need for strong institutions. In some cases,
MBIs actually increase technical and financial demands.
Therefore, gradual and flexible reforms may be the best
approach as institutions evolve and strengthen.
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This does not mean that MBIs should be avoided,
but rather that their successful use requires adequate
legislation and financing, capable institutions, and effective monitoring and enforcement. Under the right
conditions, MBIs can overcome significant institutional
barriers and may present important advantages over
CAC measures. MBIs, for example, can introduce
greater economic rationality into policy decisions,
thereby reducing social costs. They can also make markets more efficient, improve equity outcomes, and generate resources to support institutional strengthening at
both the national and local levels.
However, market-based instruments must be tailored to local needs and conditions. While there is positive experience in Latin America and the Caribbean in
this respect, there is considerableroom for improvement.
Internationalagencies and donors still are often prone to
recommend OECD solutions with little regard to local
institutionalrealities, and the flow of information continues to be predominantly in a North-South direction.
While regional institutions have attempted to adapt
MBIs to each country's economic and cultural characteristics, Latin American and Caribbean countries could
go much farther in fostering intraregional cooperation
and information interchange regarding alternative approaches to environmentalmanagement.
This study seeks to begin filling that gap, but further initiatives are needed and the countries of the region
should take the lead in this process. However, social
inequality,general public sector crises, and weak public
participationinherited from earlier authoritarianregimes
still present serious difficulties and are a real constraint
to rapid implementation of complex market-based
mechanisms.Sound and enforceableenvironmentalpolicies likewise remain elusive.
To operationalizethe use of MBIs more effectively
within this fragile institutional context requires a systematic approach. This study recommends that the followingsteps be consideredby countries that are contemplating the adoption or reform of environmental managementpolicies:
1) Clearly identify the environmentalproblems that
the policy reforms are meant to address, and set
clear goals and objectives.
2) Take stock of existing instruments, including an
assessment of their flexibility and the degree to
which they help internalize environmentalcosts.
3) Analyze existing legal mechanisms and their
compatibility with MBIs, and consider the feasibility of reforms that would create a more favorable legal environment.
4) Assess relevant market forces, economic agents,
and the rationality of economic incentives, paying particular attention to the potential role of
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market-based reforms to enhance the effectiveness of environmentalmanagement.
5) Identify environmentaldamages whose costs are
not intemalized, and their relationto various economic and domestic activities (for example,
pollutant emissions and transportation,land degradation and natural resource exploitation, water
pollution and sewerage).
6) Quantify, if possible, the social benefits (environmental improvement,social control, cost re-

duction, fiscal revenues) and costs (tax erosion,
smaller consumer surplus, inflation) of the proposed reforms.
7) Investigatethe feasibility of introducing specific
MBIs in terms of their impacts on private costs,
institutional costs, the marginal cost of revenue
generation,and legal measures.
8) Recommendpolicy, institutional,or legislativeactions (such as decentralization,or legislationbased
on the polluter-paysprinciple).

AppendixA: BackgroundPaper Summaries
Bolivia

propertyrights, establishnew conflict resolutionmechanisms, and set new rules for the use of naturalresources.
However, these legal changes have broader implications
that go beyond the issue of improving environmental
quality.Furthermore,there is very little informationavailable that can be used to evaluatethe environmentalimplicationsof these policychanges.
This paper focusesonly on the narrower category of
urban environmental quality issues. It is argued that
widespread poverty is the main cause of the environmental quality problems affecting the majority of Bolivians. In particular, limited access to safe drinking
water and adequate sewage systems are-in addition to
malnutrition-the primary causes of the country's high
morbidity and mortality rates (both urban and rural).
These problems, in turn, are the result of historically
very low levels of public investment in basic sanitation
infrastructure (water and sewage systems, collectively
known in Bolivia as saneamientobdsico).
Only 24.9 percent of rural households and 74.8 percent of urban ones have access to safe drinking water.
Less than 1 percent of rural households and only 36.2
percent of urban ones have in-house sewage systems.
Over the past few years, public investment in basic
sanitationhas been less than I percent of GDP, equivalent to less than 6 percent of total public investment.
With the implementationof the bold "Popular Participation" and "Administrative Decentralization" reforms over the past two years, Bolivia has taken major
steps that will significantly increase the level of local
(departmentand municipal) public investments in basic
sanitation and other key infrastructure projects. At the
same time, the country has adopted quite strict environmental standards, equal or similar to those set for water
and air quality by the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (USEPA).
This paper argues that significant improvementsin
environmentalquality and living standards for the majority of Bolivians will come primarily as a result of
higher rates of public investment in basic sanitation infrastructure.On the other hand, effective enforcementof
the strict environmentalstandards recently adopted will
at best have a marginal effect on the living standards of
the poor. It is doubtful that Bolivia's public sector has
the institutional capacity to enforce the new environmental standards and it is questionable whether the
country as a whole can afford the cost of adopting such
strict standards, since doing so involves sacrificing some

Bolivia is a very large, sparselypopulated,and poor country in the center of South America.It covers 1.1 million
squarekilometers,has 6.9 inhabitantsper square kilometer, and a per capitaincome of US$760a year. Geographically, the country is divided into three different regions:
the altiplano, the inter-Andeanvalleys (some arid, some
humid), and the eastern lowlands. These climatic regions
cover 20 percent, 20 percent, and 60 percent of Bolivia's
territory,respectively,but some two-thirdsof the population live in the highlandregions of the country (altiplano
and valleys).Just over half of Bolivia is coveredwith forests (mostly humid, but some semiarid).Hydrologically,
the country is divided into three major water basins: the
Amazonian to the northeast, the Pilcomayowhich feeds
Rio de la Plata to the southeast,and the Lake TiticacaLake Poop6 closed basinin the west.'
Bolivia is the poorest country in South America and
the third poorest in the Western Hemisphere, after Haiti
and Honduras. Close to one-third of the population is
functionallyilliterate,half of urban householdsand more
than 90 percent of rural ones have unsatisfied basic
needs (UBN), such as limited access to safe drinking
water, sewerage, basic education, and health services.
The infant mortality rate is high even by Latin American
standards (75 per 1,000 live births). Diarrhea and acute
respiratory diseases are the main sources of infant mortality (32 percent and 19 percent, respectively). The
maternal mortality rate is also very high, at 390 per
100,000live births.
Environmentalissues in Bolivia can be classifiedunder two broad categories:those involving long-termmanagement of natural resources,and those directly affecting
the daily livelihoodsof significantportionsof the urban
population.There are three prioritiesin the first category:
(a) improvingwater quality,(b) managingrain forests, and
(c) resolvingland tenure conflicts,includingthose of nationalparks and indigenouspeoples' claims.
The issue of sustainable managementof natural resourcesis veryimportantin Bolivia,but it falls outsidethe
scope of this document.The countryjust adopted a new
forestry law, is consideringa new law for modernizingthe
administrativeframeworkof rural lands, and may consider
a new water law in the near future. All these have important environmental implications because they redefine
6. The Boliviasection is extracted fromEscobar and
Mufioz 1996.

income growth.
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The main instrument of environmentalpolicy as it
relatesto urban living standardsis the environmentallaw
passed in June 1992, and its six regulatorydecreesissued
in December 1995. The law and its decrees introduced
over 350pages of strict standardsand regulationsthat rely
primarilyin command-and-control(CAC)mechanismsfor
enforcingenvironmentalquality.Althoughthe law allows
for the possibility of using market-based instruments
(MBIs), all the work that the Ministry of SustainableDevelopmentand the Environmenthas done to date in order
to implementthe law has beenin CAC mechanisms.
This law mandates that all existing public and private projects, programs, or activities (with some exceptions) prepare an "environmental manifesto," a selfevaluation of their present environmental conditions.
The law also stipulates that all future projects, programs,
or activities must have an environmentalimpact assessment (EIA). Both of these must be approved according
to the environmentalquality standards set forth by the
regulatory decrees; firms will have five years to make
the necessary technical adjustments in their practices to
abide by the new standards. These stipulate, for example, that the maximum permissible limit for carbon
monoxide (CO) in the air is an average of 10 micrograms per cubic meter in an 8-hour period, or 40 micrograms per cubic meter in a 1-hour period, which are
exactly the same standards that were in effect in 1989in
the United States (Portney 1990). With regard to water
quality, the law stipulates a maximum permissible limit
of 60 milligrams per liter for total suspended solids discharged, and 80 milligramsper liter for BOD5.
IThereare no officialestimateson the costs and benefits (privateor social) involvedin rigorouslyapplyingthe
standardsand regulationsincluded in the law and its decrees. However,it is clear that implementingthe law will
have very high transactioncosts to be paid by both the
public and private sectors.The governmentat the central,
department,and municipallevels is alreadyfacing significant constraintsin implementingthe law, primarilydue to
lack of qualified personnel and appropriate training of
public officials. At the same time, demand for qualified
techniciansto fill out environmentalmanifestosand EIAs
is already inducing many professionalsfrom the public
and private sectors to establish consulting firms for this
purpose. Both of these phenomena are drawing scarce
professionalsaway from other productiveactivities.
Government-sponsoredMBIs have only started to
emerge in Bolivia (TableAl). For example,in 1994 the
municipality of La Paz introduced a combination of
"polluter-pays"and "progressive-subsidy"principles for
solid waste disposal. Households now pay a waste disposal feebased on the amountof electricitythey consume.
Since most householdshave electricitymeters and thereis
a strongpositive correlationbetween electricityconsump-

tion and income levels, this mechanismhas allowed private waste-collectingfirms (one large company and several microenterprises)to operatemore efficiently.
In addition, there are a couple of examples of market-based allocation mechanisms in paper and glass recycling. However, these operate completely as a result
of spontaneousmarket signals and have received little or
no attention from the government. It is expected that
these will graduallygrow as the country develops.There
is significantpotentialfor introducingMBIs in water use
in urban areas as the institutionaland financing mechanisms of water utilities change in the near future.
The highest priority area on environmental quality
in Bolivia's urban areas is facilitating access to safe
drinking water. Improvementsin this area have significant environmentalbenefits, since it will directly address
one of the main causes of morbidity and mortality in
urban areas, especially among the poor. There are two
major challenges in this regard: (a) to significantly increase the level of investment in infrastructure, and (b)
to change the structure of user fees.
Higherinvestmentratesin infrastructureare essentialin
order to increasethe number of householdswith access to
drinkingwater (especiallyin Beni and Pando, where distribution networks are deficientor nonexistent, and in the
country'sfour largestcities,wherethe populationis growing
rapidly) and to improve its quality (in particularin cities
such as Oruro and Potosi). Bolivia is considering two
mechanismsin orderto meetthis challenge:(a) empowering
municipalgovernmentsthroughincreasedautonomy,taxing
powers, and net transfers, and (b) privatizing (or
"capitalizing")
municipalwatercompaniesand cooperatives.
Changesin the structureof user fees for water are importantto increasethe allocativeefficiencyof water use, to
allow for progressivesubsidies,and to encourageprivate
investmentsin infrastructure.The country is making the
necessarylegal changes to facilitatethe capitalizationof
municipalwaterand sewagecompaniesand cooperatives.
A secondhigh-priorityarea for Bolivia is to introduce
certainkey principlesbased on markets and civil society
participationto environmentalmanagement,and to reconsider some of the standardsand regulationsintroducedby
the environmentallaw and its regulatorydecrees. Specifically, it is recommendedto (a) use cost-benefit analysis
tools in environmentalpolicymaking,(b) apply regularly
the principle of marginalcost pricing for public utilities,
with a progressivesubsidywhen appropriate,(c) establish
clear property rights for water and land resources, (d)
promote the involvementof civil groupsin environmental
management,(e) strengthenmarket-basedinstrumentsthat
are easy to apply,(f) reconsidersomeair and water quality
standards, and (g) simplify the requirements and procedures for environmentalimpact evaluationsmandated by
the enviromentallaw.
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EnvironmentalPolicyInstrumentsin Bolivia
Charges, Tariffs,
and Taxes

Regulations and Sanctions

Market
Creation

Final Demand
Intervention

Liability
Legislation

Forestry and Biodiversity
Forestry law and environmental law:
* License for forest ex* Classify forestry land
traction (US$1 per
* Management plans are required
hectare per year)
* License to clear is required
*License to clear
* Sanctions for forest crimes or offenses
* Fines
.................................................

.........................................

Soil, Erosion, Salinity
Soil management plan and
environmental law:
* Land classification
* Land use zoning

....................

...........................................

* Concessions over

fiscal land are
competitive (there
are some limitations), tradable,
and last 40 years

* Certification is

required for products under CITES
Convention
Eco-labels

I...........................................................................................................................................

* Public reporting or

accusation is possible
for environmental
offenses or crimes
* Civil and criminal litigation is possible for
environmental damage

* Permission to use,

* Public reporting or

according to zoning, is
required
* The use of toxic substances is prohibited

accusation is possible
for environmental
offenses or crimes
-Civil and criminal litigation is possible for
environmental damage

..................

....................................................................................................................................................

Water Pollution
Environmental law and other sectoral
regulations:
* Water quality standards
* Discharge prohibition for some toxic
substances
EEnvironmental impact assessment
* Noncompliance fines equal to 0.3
percent of the asset's value
..........................................................................

* There are rural

* Public reporting or

markets for water
rights, nevertheless
they do not have
proper legal recognition nor institutional endorsement

accusation is possible
for environmental
offenses or crimes
* Civil and criminal litigation is possible for
environmental damage

............................................................................................................................................................

Drinking Water and Sewage System
Environmental law and municipal
regulations:
Water quality standards
Discharge prohibition for some toxic
substances
- Fines for disposal of human waste in
unauthorized places

Tariffs for drinking water
and sewage system are
determined by income,
type of consumer, and
quantity consumed (in La
Paz and Cochabamba.
US$0.20 per cubic
meter of drinking water
in La Paz
* US$0.40 per cubic
meter of drinking water
in Cochabamba
* US$0.09 to US$0.24
per cubic meter for the
sewage system
.......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

* There is an in-

creasing demand
for bottled drinking
water

* Public reporting or

accusation is possible
for environmental
offenses or crimes
* Civil and criminal litigation is possible for
environmental damage

Solid Waste
Environmental law and municipal
regulations:
* Distinction between solid waste and
hazardous waste
* Prohibition on dumping waste in
unauthorized places
* Fines for dumping waste in
unauthorized places

For La Paz and Cocha* In La Paz the mubamba there is a charge of
nicipal company
-US$30 per ton for inhad contracted one
dustrial waste
big company (80
* US$1 to US$3 per
percent of waste
month for domestic
removal) and nine
waste per home
small enterprises
* In other cities the waste
Spontaneous recycollecting companies
cling of paper,
cannot charge for the
glass, and plastic
service

* Public reporting or

accusation is possible
for environmental
offenses or crimes
* Civil and criminal litigation is possible for
environmental damage

Air and Others
* Air quality standards
* Prohibition on dumping toxic
substances
*Environmental impact assessment
* Noncompliance fines equal to 0.3
percent of the asset's value
. Municipal zoning for different uses

* Public reporting or

accusation is possible
for enviromnental
offenses or crimes
* Civil and criminal litigation is possible for
environmental damage
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Braziil
This summary discusses first the performance of environmental management in Brazil and its approach of
using command-and-controlinstruments. The Brazilian
experience of existing economic incentives is described
next. Lessons and recommendationsregarding potential
futureeconomic incentives are presentedin the last parts
of the text.7
Brazilian Environmental Management Sector
During the 1970s, the country started facing severe urban environmentalproblems because of rapid industrialization and the mechanization of agriculture. These
changes took place when environmentalissues regained
internationalimportance at the 1972 Stockholm Conference of the United Nations on Environment.
The design and coordination of environmentaland
natural resource policies in Brazil reacted promptly to
new domestic and international environmental realities
with the creation, in 1973, of the Special Secretariatfor
the Environment(SEMA) within the Ministry of Internal
Affairs. Legal consolidation occurred in 1981 through
National EnvironmentalPolicy (NEP) Law 6938, which
definesthe objectives, priorities, guidelines,instruments,
and duties of environmentalpolicies.
T!he formulation and coordination of the NEP is
assigned to the National Environmental Management
System (SISNAMA), which comprises: a government
council formedby representativesfrom all ministries; an
advisory council (CONAMA-National Council for the
Environment) formed by representatives of the states,
unions,NGOs, and experts; the Ministry of Environment
and Legal Amaz6nia (MMA), which chairs CONAMA;
an executive agency (IBAMA-the Brazilian Institute of
the Environment and Renewable Natural Resources)
linked to MMA; other public agencies concerned with
environmental matters; and state and municipal environmental agencies. The resourcesto carry out the NEP
are financed through the National EnvironmentalFund
(FNMA) under MMA administration.
Like many government structures in Brazil,
SISNAMA falls administratively between the national
and departmental systems. States and municipalities
have seats in CONAMA and play an important role.
Moreover, they often have specific environmentallaws
and very active environmental protection agencies
(EPAs) that share with the federal government the assessment and evaluation of many environmentalissues.
SISNAMA only started operation in 1984 when
CONAMA established its rules. The first radical change

7. Thissectionis extractedfromSer6ada Motta1996b.

occurred in 1988 when the creation of IBAMA integrated all federal executive agencies. At the upper
levels of the system, however, there are still some
constraints that prevent the executive council from
performing its functions of intervening in the national
planning process and of standardizing governmental
actions in environmental matters and other related
issues.
IBAMA, createdas the executiveagency of SEMA,
broughttogetherthe authority,resources,and responsibilities of the Brazilian Institute for Forest Development
(IBDF), the Superintendent of Fisheries Development
(SUDEPE), and the Superintendent of Rubber
(SUDHEVEA). In 1991 SEMA received full institutional and budgetary autonomy and ministerialstatus as
a secretariat directly linked to the Office of the President. Finally, in 1994, it became the MMA.
In broad terms, the distribution of responsibilities
among the different governmentlevels for implementing
the NEP is made informally, as described below.
IBAMA, in addition to the duties related to budgetary
and policy control issues-like license concession, standards setting, monitoring, and coordination-is mainly
responsible for renewable natural resource issues, and in
particular the Amazon ecosystem. State agencies are
responsible for water pollution issues. Municipal agencies are responsible for drainage, solid waste, and noise
and air pollution issues.
Command-and-Control Instruments
Environmentalmanagementin Brazil is largely based on
command-and-controlinstruments as stated in the NEP
law. These instruments can be classifiedas follows:
* Environmental standards
* Land uses basedon zoningand conservationunits
* Licenses based on environmentalimpact assessment studies
* Sanctions such as fines, compensation for
damages, and closures.
The 1988Federal Constitution reinforces conservation of certain ecosystems (for example, Amazonian
forest) that are considered national patrimony, and that
therefore require specific legislation for their exploitation. The new constitution also created the National Integrated System of Water ResourcesManagement.
Anotherconstitutionalnovelty is that there is liability placed on firms for environmental damages under
which firms' managers can be prosecuted. It also considers damages to fauna and flora as crimes without bail;
any person can prosecute environmental violators and
governmentalagencies failing to enforce the law.
These liability actions have, however, very limited
results. The recurrent overcrowding of the Brazilian
judicial system tends to delay court decisions.Moreover,
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governmentalagencies are not always able, or are sometimes unwilling, to cooperate when damage estimates
are needed or when information must be obtained and
cleared.
Implementation Problems
Command-and-controlapproachesadopted by EPAs are
facing two types of problems:
* Weak inter- and intragovemmentalintegration
* Financial and human resourcesconstraints.
The federal environmental agency-IBAMA-is
supposed to act only in interstate cases or in very specific situations where natural sites are under federal
domain such as tropical forests. Pollution issues are by
law almost entirely under state enforcement, and state
agencies often introduce stricter standards and sanctions
than those defined at the federallevel.
Some state EPAs (for example FEEMA in Rio de
Janeiro and CETESB in Sao Paulo), created in the
1970s, have been chiefly concerned with pollution
issues such as water and air quality. Forestry, fishing,
and land use are often under the responsibility of other
state agencies. As for water supply, water capture
licensing and sewage services as well as waste collection and treatment are offered either by state or by
municipal companies. Such arrangements have failed
to generate integrated approaches to environmental
planning at state levels.
The federal EPA, however, legally covers all aspects of environment protection. The creation of
IBAMA was a result of that intention,merging existing
federal agencies such as SEMA, SUDEPE, and IBDF.
IBAMA,however, has not succeededin playing the role
of federal EPA. With the present outcry over deforestation, IBAMA has devoted much of its efforts to forestry
resourcemanagement.
Federal support and supervision activities on pollution control have consequently shown a very poor
performance. In the case of state EPAs, performance
varies according to each state, and differences are to
some extent related to the state level of economic
growth.
Furthermore, some EPAs, as in the case of Rio de
Janeiro and Minas Gerais, have been badly affected by
the economic recession of the 1980s when political
will did not favor environmental issues. After the ensuing budget cuts, the recent concern on environmental
matters has not been sufficient to overcome budget
problems. By contrast, the situation is worsening
because of the increasing demand on environmental
protection services.
External funds are becoming essential to EPAs,
although they are not always fully effective because
national counterpart funding often fails to be delivered

because of tight public expenditure control. Fines from
sanctions in many states are earmarked for ]EPAsbut
they do not amount to a significant part of the total
budgets. Moreover, fines can be contested in court and
payments delayed, which make them an unpredictable
source of revenue. Although still small in budget terms,
license fees generate larger revenues on a constant basis
for state EPAs. Environmental charges may provide
large sources of revenues, but they are not fully reverted
to environmentalpurposes.
Apart from lack of resources, EPAs have no freedom to set their own salary levels according to functional needs; they are always restricted to governmental
general salary plans. External funds are not allowed to
finance salary expenditures. Such constraints can be
regarded as a central cause of the current institutional
disarray.
That financial weakness has also been a barrier for
inter- and intragovemmentalintegration since financial
resource transfers became a key issue. The lack of integration, consequently, has weakened environmental
planning, which does not give enough room to introduce
the environmental dimension in macroeconomic and
sectoralpolicies and programs.
Identification of High-Priority Areas
Water pollution in Brazil is mainly due to domestic effluents,agriculturalrunoff, and industrialdischarges.
Almost 50 percent of domestic sewage is collected
by the general system. However, treatment levels do not
exceed 15 percent. Investmentsneeded to offer adequate
sanitation services would take almost 1 percent of the
country's annual GDP.
In 1988 the abatementlevels in the industrialsector
were 73 percent for organic matter and 52 percent for inorganic matter. To reach higher rates of abatement with
the best availabletechnologies,the industrialsector would
have to spendaround2 percentof its annual GDP.
Indicators for agricultural runoff are not available
but they may represent more than 40 percent of potential
organic emissions in watershedsin Brazil.
Mortality cases due to intestinal infections related
to waterbome diseases are concentrated in children
younger than one year old. Health costs associated with
these diseases may vary from US$130 million to
US$389million.
Air pollution levels are very high in the major Brazilian cities of Sao Paulo and Rio de Janeiro, and in industrialcities such as Cubatao.Estimates of health costs
in these three cities are between US$2.4 million and
US$3.5million.
Solid waste collection reaches almost 90 percent of
the urban population, although adequate sanitary landfills are rarely available.
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TableA2 Chargingfor NaturalResourceUse in Brazil
Instruments

Current Status

Annual Revenuea
(millionsof US$)

Purpose

13
3

Forcost recoveryof sewagetreatmentstations

IndustrialSewage Tariff Based on PollutionContent
SiaoPaulostate
Partiallyimplemented
since1981
Riode Janeirostate
Implemented
since 1986andceasedin 1994
FinancialCompensationdue to NaturalResourceExploitation
Hy-droelectric
generation
Fullyimplementedsince1991
Oil production
MinLeral
production(exceptoil)
.................................................................................................................................................

315
Tocompensatemunicipalities
and
97
stateswhereproductiontakesplace
andalso theenvironmental
regula41
tionagencies
.........................................................................................................................

FiscaglCompensationfor PreservationAreas (WaterSupplyand EcosystemAreas)
ScioPaulostate
Implemented
in 1994
Paran:tstate
Implemented
since 1992
Riode Janeirostate
Underdiscussionin the statelegislature

Tocompensatemunicipalitiesfor
land-userestrictionsbasedon
5b
environmental
reasons
...........................................................................................................................................................

...................................................................................................................................................

DeforestationTaxes
FederalForestDepositFundpaidby
users who do not carry out reforesta-

Implemented
since 1973

lgb
53

7

To financepublicreforestation
projects

tioriactivities
Foresttax in MinasGeraispaid by

Partiallyimplementedsince1968andfully

users of forest products

revised and implementedin 1994

12

Tofinancegovernmental
activities
on forest policy

a. Estimatedrevenuefor 1993,exceptwherenoted.
b. Arnticipated
annualrevenue(instrumentnot in effectin 1993).

Use of Economic Incentives
The use of market-basedinstruments (MBIs) in Brazilian
environmentalpolicies is restricted to a few areas where
they have played limited roles. The importantexperiences
alreadyin place are in naturalresourceexploitation,wood
consumption,and industrialwater sewage.
WVater,
sanitation, solid waste, and energy tariffs do
not include any environmental costs. The tariffs have
also failed to apply the long-term marginal cost approach, althoughthe current public deficit crisis is forcing them to apply more realistic tariff levels.
V'oluntary deposit-refund schemes are traditional
practices for glass and aluminumcontainers.
In Table A2, an overview of the existing MBI experiences is presented.
TheseMBIs were used with revenueraisingobjectives
with practicallyno concem for the incentive effects.The
lack of incentivepurposesimpliesthat chargesor taxes are
not determinedon the basis of net marginalcostsor on spatial differencesin assimilativecapacity.Therefore,they do
notstimulateefficiencyin the use of naturalresources.
Although they will not be addressed here because
they are still under very recent discussion, there exist
some importantinitiatives in environmentalauditingand
eco-labeling;the Brazilian export-orientedsector is also
playing an active role in the definitionof ISO 14000.
Environmental auditing, however, is becoming
mandatory in certain states and there is a similar bill in
the National Congress for discussion. These auditing
proceduresmay be overcome by the voluntaryinitiatives
of ISO 14000and eco-labeling.

Lessons and Recommendations
Up to now, the use of MBIs in environmentalpolicies in
Brazil was made with the sole objective of raising revenues. This limited role-acknowledged even in the
industrial countries-should not be taken as a problem,
in particularif revenuesare used to finance public investments and govemment programs related to environmental managementIndeed,it can be seen as a necessary
step forward in the development of adequate enforcement capability.
Table A2 shows estimates of annual revenue from
all environmentalcharges already in place in Brazil to be
approximatelyUS$541 million in 1993. Thus, the total
amount of annual environmentalcharges will represent
approximately 0.1 percent of 1993 GDP. The main
problem, therefore, is how to earmark these revenues for
environmentalpurposes.
Gradually, however, environmental policies will
have to be concerned with the use of MBIs as incentive
mechanisms. In Brazil, only timid attempts have been
made in this direction and the results were far from successful. The reasons are, on the one hand, lack of adequate technical, legal, and administrative capability in
the design of MBIs, and on the other hand, strong resistance demonstratedby economic agents.
The recommendationsderived then are to (a) assure
the objective of revenue generation for the creation of
adequate enforcement capacity, (b) internalize environmental objectives in sectoral policies, (c) reconcile the
use of CAC and MBI, and (d) undertake research to
evaluate MBI uses and constraints.

....................................
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Potential Economic Incentives
There still exists a very important federal initiative on
water charges within a context of river basin authorities;
the legal framework under discussion in the National
Congress is facing problems related to overlapping
boundary jurisdictions and criteria for charge level and
revenue distribution. Several states are also passing
similar bills. In Sao Paulo state, for example, the law is
already approvedbut similarproblems are now impeding
its implementation.
Another area of intense discussion within the environmental managementsector is the introductionof gasoline and alcohol fuel taxes in cities where air pollution
problems are severe. Tax reform under discussion in the
congresshas been seen as an opportunityto introducethis
new tax which, in the city of Sao Paulo alone, could generate US$500 million for public transport purposes.But
negative public reaction to this taxation may reduce
chancesthat such legislationwill be sentto congress.
The introduction of tipping fees in landfills is another area of interest in large urban areas in Sao Paulo
and Rio de Janeiro. Fiscal incentives for the recycling
sector are also under discussion.

Caribbean
In contrast to the other countries and papers in this se8
ries, the case study relating to the Caribbean
is approached from a somewhat different angle to reflect the
following"stylized facts" about Caribbean island states:
* Small-island vulnerabilities and institutional opportunities are conceptually differentfrom those in

larger ripariancountries.Extensiveresearchover
the past few decades has illustratedthat economic,
environmental, and social vulnerabilities make
small-islandcommunitiesmore susceptibleto external shocks.Also, however,the smaller size can
be an advantagein pursuinglow-cost interventions
with low institutionaloverheads.
* The "urban challenge" in small-island states does

not stop at the city's edge. Althoughthe connections between urban and rural activitiesare often
less than clear even in large countries,the distinction becomes even more problematicin smallislandstates withrelativelysmall populations.
As a consequence of these conditions,some of the
MBI prescriptions in this study differ markedly from
those in other studies.
The paper concentrates on the island of Barbados
and provides comparative analyses with other Caribbean
countries, in particular with Trinidad and Tobago and
8. This sectionis extractedfrom Ruitenbeekand
Sawyer1995.
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with Jamaica. The issues in Barbados generally include
the followingas key priorities: (a) coastal zone degradation, (b) inadequate land disposal of solid waste,
(c) uncontrolled management of toxic and agricultural
chemicals, (d) marine pollution, (e) destruction of natural forests, (f) lack of environmentallysound planning;
(g) fragmentation of institutional responsibility, and
(h) lack of environmentalawareness.
To some degree, the priorities of Barbados are also
reflected in the major investment projects currently being undertaken in the country. These include: (a) west
coast sewage project, (b) south coast sewage project,
(c) solid waste management plan, (d) coastal zone management plan and coastal conservation project,
(e) coastal conservationinstitutional strengthening, and
(f) agriculturaldiversification.
Legislation and MBIs in Barbados
The current legislation concerning environmentalmanagementin Barbadoscan be characterizedas incomplete
and fragmented with a high degree of overlap and duplication. Wastewater standards have not been legislated
and World Health Organization (WHO) standards are
currently being used for major environmentalpollutants.
Penalties are often inadequate and differ between acts
which are designed to regulate similar offenses. The
regulation of similar offenses by several different acts is
in itself an area of overlap which creates confusion in
terms of determining which provisions should prevail.
The legislation is weakenedby the incomplete nature of
the enactment, the division of responsibility between
several ministries, and insufficient enforcement capa-

bilities. Also, a number of legislative gaps exist. For
example, the legislation which is designed to protect
coastal ecosystems is focused mainly on the prevention
of overexploitation and makes little or no reference to
the potential toxicity of contaminants.
MBIs in Barbados
Direct Regulation. Regulation of the tourism sector is

primarily administeredthrough the planningprocess. For
example, a condition attached to building permits
requires new hotels, as well as old hotels undergoing
major refurbishing, to adopt facilities for pretreating
wastewaterbefore it enters septic tanks. Given that there
are no wastewater standards in Barbados, a BOD standard based on the WHO guidelines is being used to set
minimumdischarge standards.
Duty and Tariff Relief for Importationof Environmental
Equipment for Hotels. Incentives for the importation of
duty-free goods are outlined in the Hotel Aids Act for
new establishments, and in a refurbishing program for
existing hotels that are expanding their operations. For
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existing hotels, applications for the importation of dutyfree goods are made to the Permanent Secretary of the
Ministry of Finance. Duty-free goods in both of these
programsinclude environmentaltechnologies.
Fiscal Incentivesfor Hotels. The hotel industrycurrently
receives a number of fiscal incentives through direct or
indirect subsidies. These include (a) assistance with
project financing, (b) tax holidays of up to 10 years,
(c) relief from multiple taxation, (d) leasing of property,
(e) mnarketingsupport, and (f) training and support organizations. Also, some smaller hotels have had their
outstanding water bills waived by the Barbados Water
Authority.
Building Regulations and Rebate. Recent demandmanagement proposals include both CAC and MBI
approaches. For example, all new commercial buildings over 1,000 square feet and all new residences with
a roof area or living space in excess of 3,000 square
feet will be required to construct rainwater storage
facilities. This regulation is being complemented by a
rebate of Bds$1 per gallon of installed tank capacity up
to a maximum of one-quarter of the roof space. Although existing commercial and residential units are
not required to install holding tanks, they do qualify
for the rebate. Enforcement is scheduled to begin in
January 1996.
BuildingRegulations and Tax Incentives. New commercial and governmentbuildings will be required to install
watersaving taps and, where applicable, showers. This
will be enforced through the Town and Country Planning Regulations. Retrofitting of existing commercial
buildings and residences will be encouragedby allowing
clairmson corporate and personal tax for the amount of
the watersaving device. All regular showerheads and
taps should be phased out within five years. Enforcement is scheduledto begin in January 1996.
Water and Sewer Charges. Those connected to the
Bridgetown sewer and water supply system are charged
a quarterly fee by the Barbados Water Authority. This
includes water and sewer charges, where sewer charges
are calculated on a ratio with water use. Those outside of
the Bridgetown project do not pay for disposal services.
Once the west coast and south coast sewer projects are
operational, sewer charges will be instituted. Some
44,000 water users (approximately 33 percent of all
users) have meters, with another 30,000 planned under
the south coast sewer project. Water is priced according
to a subsidized scheme with domestic charges equal to
one-third of total supply costs and industrialusers priced
at two-thirds of total cost.

Regulationof Water Charges-Water Permits for Agriculture. Agricultural water permits are required for
agricultural plots above a certain size. To avoid obtaining the permit and having to pay a usage charge, farmers
report their holdings in smaller parcels. This results in
many farmers using water for irrigation free of charge.
Also, a significant amount of peri-urban agriculture is
conducted on the island. Based on the size and number
of plots on urban properties, water usage could be quite
high for this use. But for the most part, calculation of
water usage and therefore water bills for urban properties is based on a coefficientthat includes the number of
bathroom fixtures and bedrooms; the more toilets in the
residence, the more the householdis charged. Given the
lack of metering, and the number and size of urban agricultural plots, in many cases water use will be underestimated and billing will be too low.
Pricing and Subsidizationof Waste Collection.Approximately 85 percent of households are on scheduled pickups by the sanitationservice. Disposal services are provided free of charge and not according to the marginal
cost of supply. Many hotels, enjoying tax holidays, are
therefore receiving a free service, although some do pay
transportation costs to private sector collection services.
The main subsidies result from government subventions
channeled to the Sanitation Services Authority (SSA).
Between 1991 and 1994, the SSA received subventions
totaling Bds$78.5 million (US$39.25 million). Waste
collection and disposal accounts for 4 percent of 199596 governmentexpenditures.
Deposit-Refund System. When glass bottles were the
dominant drink containers, manufacturers enjoyed a
95 percent return rate for reusable bottles. This high rate
was facilitated by a deposit-refund system. With the
introduction and subsequent domination of plastics in
the bottling industry, the original deposit-refund system
was canceled. Another deposit-refundsystem was instituted in 1985. This program was in direct response to
increased foreign competition from regional beverages
and was not intended to reduce waste streams destined
for landfills. In fact, until recently all of the returned
plastic ended up in the landfill. The program has facititated a 30 percent return rate for polyethylene terephthalate (PET) bottles. The major weakness of this
program has been the lack of incentives to facilitate
packagingand preparationof PET bottles for recycling.
NewTippingFee and EnvironmentalLevy. A new tipping
fee is includedin the 1995-96budget.A fee of Bds$40 per
ton is proposed in additionto item-specificfees for bulky
wastes.The importationof bulky waste will be subject to
an environmental levy. Domestically produced bulky
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wastes will be subject to an increasedconsumptiontax.
The new tippingfee and the envitonmentallevy are anticipated to generatearmualrevenueof Bds$2 millionand are
a directresponseto anticipatedgovernmentcost increases
associatedwith a new landfill. Recycling businesseswill
also be granted fiscal concessionsbut specific proposals
are not availableat this time.
Summary of New MBI Opportunities
By Caribbean standards,Barbados is quite far advanced
in its application of MBIs. Its historical focus on subsidies has also recently moved the next step toward an
orientation based on charge systems. These charge systems, however, are not likely to be adequate to cover a
large share of all recurrent costs (under the polluter-pays
principle) while also providing a buffer for environmental emergencies(under the precautionaryprinciple).
Two opportunities do, however, stand out as being of
potential applicabilityin the Barbados context.
Liability Approaches.The basic principle behind liability
approaches to environmentalmanagementrequires only
that legislationbe in place that confers relativelystraightforward rights and obligations to resource users. These
approachesform a legal umbrella for court cases, which
then considerthe nature and extent of environmentaldamages on a case-by-casebasis. These approachesare relatively new, and have seen very limited applicationin developing countries because legal systems are themselves
weak in such countries.There are, however,opportunities
for voluntary liability mechanisms that do not suffer the
same problemsas their formal counterparts;such informal
systems have operated successfully in Trinidad and
Tobago to controldamagesfrom oil development.
In the Barbados context, a voluntaryliabilitysystem
would be most relevant to the hotel sector. The basic requirementsare that (a) thereis a relativelywell established
sector, (b) the sectorand individualmembersof the sector
have a public image to maintain to assure the continued
success of the sector, and (c) the potential impacts are
monitored by an independentbody. The hotel sector in
Barbados,which effects coralreefs and local marineuses,
and has a stable presence,suits these conditionswell.Under a voluntary damagesscheme, individualhotels would
in effectpost performancebonds with an industryassociation that wouldin turn monitor environmentalimpactsand
draw down on the bonds in the event of damages being
assessed.The role of NGOs wouldbe an importantcontributionto the successfulimplementationof sucha program.
Market Creation. Market creation may be an option for
tradable permits for water allocation between hotels in
Barbados. The major constraint to implementingsuch a
systemis that water meters are not in place for all hotels.

Tradable permits require that water use data be available
on demand, and without accurate metering or a viable
equivalent it would be difficult for an administrative
office to track water use and compare this rate to the
permitted allowance. Without metering for all participants, it would be difficult to enforce and monitor the
program. If this can be overcome, however,then a number of conditions exist which support the use of tradable
water permits for the hotel sector.
First, the hotel sector is a major user of water and
generatorof water pollution. Conservationincentives are
not in place, other than the planned tax deductionfor watersavingdevices. Opportunitiesthereforeexist for a program which promoteswater conservationfor this sector.
Second, the hotel sector can be characterized as
mature, with very few new entrants into the market.
Most construction activity involves expanding and refurbishing existing hotels. It can be concluded that the
hotel sector has a relatively stable demand for water.
Stable demand presents an opportunity for tradable permits given that a maximum level of water consumption
for the sector can be established based on historical use
and demand. New entrants into the market, or existing
operations expandingcapacity, must secure water supply
within the established cap. The relativelystable demand
for water by the hotel sector means there is less pressure
to increase the cap. To reduce demand, the cap is ratcheted down over time, or not expanded to keep pace with
moderatelyincreased demand.
Finally, given the level of water use by the hotel
sector and the required conservation measures that Barbados faces, political and popular support for the program could be forthcoming.This wouldbe contingent on
some sort of policy analysis that showed that the policy
would not overly burden or constrain the industry. But,
given the concern over water supply on the island, political support could be forthcoming for tradable water
permitsfor the hotel sector.
Institutional Requirements
The trend in Barbados is toward consolidationof environmental managementfunctions within a single body to
minimize jurisdictional overlaps, to streamline operations, and to provide the ability to deal with environmental problems on a broader ecosystem basis. All of
these moves are consistent with the ideas of institutional
sustainabilityrelating to cost minimization,priority setting, and flexibility.The two most significantconstraints
to implementingMBIs at a more substantiallevel, however, are (a) current lack of self-financing mechanisms,
and (b) lack of specializedtraining.
Self-Financing.Most of the current structures still are
subsidy based, and even those with a tax or fee element
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are introducing rebates for social reasons or to prevent
distortionsto economicproduction.As a result, there are
few self-financing mechanisms in place. Moreover, the
scale of industry is unlikely to be sufficiently large to
provide an incremental tax base that can be earmarked
for environmentalinstitutions. The primary focus of any
MBI effort must therefore be to use low-cost systems
that promote self-monitoring.
Training. The design of MBI systems is constrainedby a
lack of technical expertise to design and implement appropriate structures. While some countries are pursuing
this through grant assistance from foreign donors, Barbados has not yet made any such moves at this stage.
Training requirements in the area of environmentaleconomic analysis and in decisionmaking based on environmental economic information are therefore a prerequisite for effectivelyimplementing most MBI structures.

means for avoidingdistortionsthat may effect the fragile
competitive position of many of these economies. As
such, self-financing mechanisms for many such economies are not possible.
Role of Voluntary Self-Monitoring.The lack of implementation capacity has consistently undermined collection efficiency, regulatory monitoring, and enforcement
of those charges and regulations that do exist. Even the
simplest forms of monitoring,those involving metering,
have traditionally seen poor performance. As a consequence, even the simplest CAC procedures are likely to
be ineffectiveunless incentives are put in place that induce self-monitoring. From this perspective, market
creation mechanisms and voluntary systems of damage
compensationthat take advantage of social (peer group)
pressures are likely to see broader success rates in a
small-islandcontext than they would in a larger country.

Con,clusions
In Barbados, the conclusions relating to the use of MBIs
are similar to experienceelsewhere in the world. In particular, however, the examples from Barbados support
the general conclusionsthat:
* Systems based solely on control-oriented approaches often are not enforceable given existing
institutionalcapacity.
* Market-orientedinstruments are relativelysimple
to design, and allow regulators to target highpriority areas, polluters, and resourceusers first.
Local authorities play an important role in the
success of market-orientedmechanisms.
Also, from an operational perspective,MBIs should
be designed with a number of key points in mind to ensure sustainability. The successful MBIs in Barbados
incorporatethe following elements:
• The mechanisms reflect the polluter-paysprinciple to ensure that externalitiesare reduced.
• Revenue generation is designed in a manner that
allows some of the revenue to flow to local-level
authorities to provide an incentive and a means
for local empowerment.
But some of the MBI conclusions in this study differ
markedly from those in other studies because of the
small-islandcontext.

Liability Instruments. Liability instruments are an appropriate mechanism that take advantage of the flexibility inherent in small-island institutions. They have few
administrativeoverheads and create fewer burdens in a
small-islandcontext than they would in a larger country
where other institutionalimperatives might conflict with
those of the particular liabilityinstrument.

Subsidies versus Charges. Most of the MBI approaches
used to-date focus on providing incentives through subsidies rather than taxing or charging for damages. Even
where damage charges are assessed, a subsidy element
in the form of a rebate is often introducedthat makes the
overall interventionrevenue-neutral,even though it does
provide an effectiveincentive.The role of revenue-neutral
systerns in small-island states is seen as an effective

Policy Synopsis
The policy prescriptionscan be summarizedas follows:
(a) historically,effectiveMBIs in small-islandstates typically are subsidy orientedto avoid distorting local comparative or absolute advantages, (b) any form of CAC
structure is likely to be unenforceable unless selfmonitoringstructuresare in place, (c) complete decentralization using liability instruments is readily implemented

Ecosystem Orientation. Institutional boundaries in Barbados are being oriented toward ecosystem boundaries,
which is appropriate to a systems analysis and implementationapproach.In part, this is dictated by the lower
implementationcapacity available, but it also reflects a
need to coordinate ecosystem-basedproblems that overlap districts or cross over between urban and rural
boundaries.
Nonurban Targets. The distinction between urban and
rural interventionsshould not be regardedas a constraint
to effective MBI implementation. The analysis of
macroeconomicpolicies, and of selected sectoral policies, illustrates that all of the sectors and areas are
stronglylinked eitherbiophysically or through socioeconomic factors such as migration. The most effective
means for preventing urban decay may therefore be
through interventionsin rural sectors.
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within capacity-constrained, small-island institutional
structures,(d) institutionalframeworksrelying on ecosystem boundarieswill be more successfulthan those relying
on administrativeboundaries,and in many cases the most
realistic ecosystemunit will includethe islandas a whole,
and (e) the most effectiveMBIs for tacklingurban problems may,in fact, be those outsideof the urban areas.

Chile's Economic Policy
In the mid-1970s,Chile began a major reform process of
its economycharacterizedby a strongrelianceon the mar-

adequately collected and disposed at sanitary landfills,
while the remaining 20 percent is less controlled. The
Santiago area generatesapproximately60 percent of the
wastes and houses 40 percent of the population. The
disposal options for Santiago are landfills. At least two
major problems exist with waste disposal in Santiago.
First, existing landfills are at full capacity, and second,
there are many illegal dumping sites that do not comply
with minimal sanitary regulations.New landfills will be
constructed north and south of Santiago to solve the
disposal problem, but they have been strongly opposed
by the neighboringcommunities because of the extemal
costs. These costs include depreciation of property val-

ket and a trade liberalization policy.9 Relative price distor-

ues and potential health and sanitary risks.

Chile

tions were eliminated in a significant way. Government
interventionin productiveactivities was stronglyreduced
throughmajor privatizationof state enterprisesduring the
1980s,and a strong and stable systemof privateproperty
rightswas achieved.Growthrates in the Chilean economy
have averaged 8 percent during the 1986-94period. Exports rely mainlyon naturalresourcesand have grown at
an average rate of 6.7 percent during the past 15 years,
reachingUS$11.645billionin 1994.
With respect to sectoral policies, few distortions
exist. In the case of agriculture,price bands for wheat,
sugar, and oil seeds were implementedfor income stabilization purposes.The forestry sector has benefitedfrom
an afforestation subsidy since 1974, which partially explains the 1.7 million hectares of exotic species planted
during the past 20 years; these constitutethe basis of the
forest exporting activities. Mining (particularly copper
mining) is one of the main economic activities in Chile,
contributing 8 percent of GDP and 45 percent of total
exports in 1994. CODELCO, a state-owned firm, contributes 52 percent of copper exports. There is strong
participation of foreign investmentin this sector.
Environmental Quality in Urban Areas
Santiago is by far the largest urban area of Chile. Its
population of approximately 4.5 million represents 40
percent of the total population of Chile. Two other important but smaller urban areas are Valparaiso and Concepcion, which although presenting important environmental problems such as industrial pollution, were excluded from the analysis because of information limitations that are not present in the Santiago area where
problems have been better addressed and analyzed.
Domestic Solid Wastes. It is estimated that 2.5 million
tons of domestic wastes are generated in urban areas in
Chile. Approximately 80 percent of these wastes are

9. This sectionis extractedfrom Rios 1995.

Industrial SolidWastes (ISWs).Informationon the quantity and qualityof industrialwastes at the national level is
limited.Recentestimatesbased on the systeminitiatedin
1993of declaringand trackingISWs,indicate that for the
Santiago area alone the generation of ISWs is approximately 70,000tons per month,which equals 840,000tons
per year. Part of the ISWs are disposed through the municipalcollectionsystem, but they are mainlydisposedof
by privatefirms that deliverthe wastes to landfills.Informationaboutthe generationand disposalof toxic wastes is
very limited.Indirectestimates suggest that 133,000tons
are generatedin Chile per year.
Water Pollution. Chile has higher morbidityrates for typhus and hepatitis than other countriesin Latin America.
In the case of typhus, for example, the morbidity rate in
1990reached 52.7 per 100,000inhabitantsin Chile, compared with an average of 20.5 for Latin America. This
seems contradictorygiven Chile's high coveragerates for
drinking water and sewerage systems, which for 1992
were estimated at 97.6 percent and 84.8 percent respectively. The reason for this sanitary problemis the lack of
adequate treatment of domestic and industrial effluents,
which causes water pollution and results in widespread
use of pollutedwater for vegetableirrigation.Historically,
morbidityrates for typhus in the Santiagoarea have been
higherthan in the rest of the country.
Air Pollution. Santiago's air pollution is one of the most
evident environmentalproblems in the country. One of
the major consequencesis the threat to health from fine
particulate matter (PM-10) which can cause premature
death and respiratory diseases such as pneumonia. According to a World Bank study "the populationof Santiago is routinely exposed to concentration levels that
violate air quality standardsfor total suspended particles
(TSP), PM-10 and carbon monoxidein winter and ozone
(03) in summer." Several initiatives have been taken to
control air pollution in Santiago, but with the exception
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of TSP, the quality indexes for most pollutants do not
show major improvement.A factor to be kept in mind
though is that Santiago's population and economic activity continueto grow.
Chile's Environmental Policy
Even though part of Chile's environmental law was
passed by the beginning of the century, implementation
and enforcement began less than 10 years ago. Most of
the existing laws correspond to isolated efforts made by
individual government institutions. In March 1994 the
General Environmental Law was passed, which establishes guiding principles and goals for Chilean environmental policy. Since then efforts have continued to be
made to define water and air pollution control policies
and to implement a system of environmental impact
assessments(EIA), among others.
The 1994law defines six guiding principles that are
to be followed when designing environmentalpolicies
and regulations: polluter-pays, prevention, gradualism,
citizen participation, liability for environmental damages, and efficiency. It is interesting to note that econornic concepts such as having polluters internalize the
economic costs of polluting activities (polluter-pays),
aiming for economic efficiency through flexible and
cost-effective policies (efficiency), and favoring reparatiori and compensation for victims of environmental
damage (liability for environmentaldamages) are stated
explicitlyin the Chilean environmentallaw.
The implementation and coordination of environmental policy and regulation in Chile, according to the
1994 law, is the responsibility of the governmentenvironmental agency CONAMA (Comisi6n Nacional del
Medio Ambiente).The existence of multiple government
agencies involved in environmental management, as
well as lack of coordination in the past, has generated a
regulatory framework which is characterized by overlapping institutional responsibilities and lack of consistency. Currently,most environmentalregulationsconsist
of command-and-controlinstruments, such as emission
standards and technological requirements. In general,
Chile's economicpolicy relies heavily on the marketand
on lprivate property rights. From this perspective less
resistance should be expected if implementingMBIs for
environmentalprotection.
Air Pollution. Air pollution control relies primarily on
non-MBIs. National air quality standards have been established by the ministry of health for each of the important pollutants, representing goals that every policy
should aim at but that are not legally binding. Mobile
sources contribute significantlyto PM-10, NOR,and CO
emis,sions;major regulatory initiatives include mandatory retirement of old buses, introduction of vehicle

emission standards (which in practice makes the use of
three-waycatalytic converters mandatory), and limits on
the operation of vehicles without catalytic converters
based on license plate numbers. Fixed sources pollute
mainly with SO2 and PM-10 (industrial processes), and
TSP (street dust and open lands). Regulations for fixed
sources include a ban on the use of wood-burning fireplaces during the entire year, emission standards, and
decontaminationplans for somefixed sourcesin Santiago.
Some MBIs are being used for air pollution control,
for example, auctioningof road routes for urban buses in
Santiago, and a system of tradable permits for PM-10
emissions from industrial sources in Santiago to be
phased in during 1997. Since 1994, any new emission
source requires compensationfrom an existing source. In
addition, an initiative for road pricing of private cars in
downtown Santiagois being discussed by the congress.
Water Pollution. Because of the generalizedpractice of
discharging polluted waters from sewage systems and
industrieswithoutprevious treatment,water pollutionis a
major problemin the whole country. Facilities for wastewater treatmentare uncommonin most areas. Investment
in interceptionand deviationfacilitiesare underway in the
Santiagoand Valparaisoareas. Theseinvestmentplans are
the responsibilityof the correspondingsanitary companies
which are autonomousstate companies.It is importantto
mentionthat charges for the provisionof drinkingwater
and sewagecollectionservicesare based on marginalcost
pricingand full cost recoveryincludinga 7 percent return
on the investedcapital.
Existing regulations consist mainly of non-MBIs.
Ambient water quality standards exist depending on the
use of water. Several bans on the discharge of polluted
waters into rivers and other aquatic bodies used as a
source for irrigation and/or drinking water are in place.
Their enforcement though is weak. Provisional regulation by the Superintendent of Sanitary Services establishes effluent standards for industrialsources independently from the type of watercoursereceiving the effluent.
As with most environmental laws in Chile, several
pieces of legislation on water pollution control do exist,
but do not represent a coordinatedframework.CONAMA
is currently revising a draft proposal for the control of
water pollution which includes effluent standards and
sanctions for noncomplianceas well as an MBI consisting of a system of tradable emission permits
Solid Wastes. According to Chilean regulations,municipalities are responsible for the adequate collection and
disposalof solid wastes, and the ministry of health is in
charge of enforcingcompliancewith technical norms for
the managementand operationof landfills.Since the early
1980s,municipalitieshave had the option of subcontract-
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ing the collectionand transportationof solid wastes with
private companies. Part of this cost is recovered from
householdsthrough a flat fee, the collectionof which is a
municipalresponsibility.The constructionof landfillsis
subjectto the approval of the correspondinghealth services agency;for new landfillsan EIA needsto be approved
in orderto obtainthe constructionauthorization.Recycling
of paper, cardboard,and glass occursspontaneouslyand is
an interesting business in Chile. A voluntary depositrefund system that is in place for plastic soft drink containerswas an initiativeof the bottlingcompanies.
With respect to industrial and toxic wastes, the
regulatory framework is very vague and weak. Municipalities are responsible for "waste" disposal, but it is not
clear if industrial and toxic wastes are included or not.
On the other hand, according to the sanitary code, health
services agencies are responsible for the approval of
projects that generate industrial or mining wastes requiring adequate disposal. In 1993 a system for declaring and tracking industrial wastes was implemented in
Santiago to generate informationand create an inventory
of industrial wastes. This will serve as the basis for adequate regulations.The regulationfor toxic and hazardous
wastes is incomplete, but the laws needed to fill this
void are currentlyunder preparation.
Other Areas. Other MBIs that have been implementedin
Chile include:
* The 1981 water code, which established a system
of tradable water rights for water allocation
among different users. Water rights are completely separated from the land and traded freely
in the market.

* The 1974 afforestation law, which includes an
afforestation subsidy, an income tax exemption,
and management plans. This law supported the
developmentof plantationforestry in Chile.
* The 1991 fisheries law, which basically includes
non-MBIs such as management plans, seasonal
restrictions, global quotas, and control on the
number and size of the fleet. Individualtradable
quotasare used for new and in-recoveryfisheries.
* The 1992 Chilean country program to protect the
ozone layer in accordance with the Montreal
Protocol. This includes, among other,components, an product ozone seal to allow for consumer discrimination among products and a
monetary subsidy for technologicalreconversion.
High-Priority Areas
The following two high-priority areas were selected on

the basis of gross estimates of environmentalbenefits
and costs as well as their priority in the government's
agenda.
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Management of Domestic Solid Wastes (DSWs). A
rough estimate is that the private costs of DSW managementin the Santiagoarea are at least US$30 million,
and are expected to grow by least at 7-8 percent per year.
Landfills are the only available option for urban disposal. Their location is a very controversial issue because of the negative externalitiesthey cause. A reduction in the generation of DSWs seems economically
desirablein the Santiagoarea, which may not be the case
for other areas with higher carrying capacity.Given the
varied nature of the economic issues related to DSWs, a
combinationof MBIs should be analyzed in more detail
("one instrumentfor each goar'):
* Implementationof differentiatedfees by volume
or weight for waste collection and disposal to
provide incentives to reduce waste generation
and to recycle and/or reuse certain wastes. This
is an application of the polluter-paysprinciple. It
would require gathering information at the
household level and improving control of illegal
dumping. Administrative costs should be compared with the benefits of correcting the existing
price distortion generatedby flat fees.
*

Creation of compensation mechanisms to inter-

nalize social and environmental costs borne by
municipalities housing landfills, which are implicitly subsidizing all other municipalities (and
the correspondingcommunity)using these landfills. A direct mechanism is to have all other municipalities pay an extra charge for disposing
their wastes at the landfill, which would result in
higher fees at the household level.
* Environmental

insurance for possible damage

claims resulting from unexpected environmental
impacts caused by landfills. Even though, according to current legislation, landfills are subject to EIAs to assure that no major impacts on
health and environmentexist, long-term damages
can occur. If the cost of such an insurance is included in the disposal cost charged to other municipalities, part of the environmentalcosts will
be internalizedby all users.
* Provision of accurate information on the degree

of recyclability or cost of disposal of a given
product would allow consumers to discriminate
among products. If the consumer population has
a positive willingness to pay for recyclable
goods, but no reliable informationis available (as
is the case in Chile), it will not translate into
higher prices and/or consumption choices.
* Monetary

incentives to encourage more recy-

cling. Even though recycling occurs on a spontaneous basis in Chile, and there is significant economic activity in recovery of paper, cardboard,
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plastic, and glass, household involvement is still

* Privatization of sanitary companies. In light of

minimal. Specializedprivate recycling firms obtain recycled materials from seperators or
"cartoneros"that collect at the curbside level before municipal collection, and industrial plants
that sell their wastes directly.
Abatement of Domestic Water Pollution. Total annual
benefits of wastewater treatment have been estimated at
between US$24 million and US$77 million. This includes savings in health costs by preventing typhus
caused by contaminated water in the Santiago area,
avoiding agriculturalexport losses from possible healthrelated trade restrictions in the event of a cholera outbreak, a lower incidence of cholera, expanded farm output, and reduced consumer costs. Estimates for the cost
of reducingwater pollution in the Santiago area, basically by building a network of wastewater interception
and treatment facilities to meet Chilean water quality
standards for unrestricted irrigation, are estimated at

the major investment plans in water treatment
adopted by EMOS (and the lack of resources) as
well as the serious management failures evidenced in recent months by some of these companies, privatization seems a reasonable option,
particularly given the existence of a wellconstituted supervisory authority, the Superintendent of SanitaryServices.

Colombia
The objective of this paper is to provide a practical study
of the use of economic instruments for environmental
managementpurposes in Colombia.'0 The paper focuses
on two high-priority areas for environmental policy:
control and reduction of water pollution in urban areas
arising from industrial sources, and control of air pollution from fixed and mobile sources.

US$78 million per year. The decision made by EMOS,

Environmental Management and Law 99/1993

the sanitary company for the Santiago area, to invest
massively in treatment plans to cover the entire area,
does not seem economicallysound. Other alternativesto
be analyzed are the following:

Prior to the passage of Law 99 in 1993, environmental
managementin Colombia was characterizedby severely
limited success in controlling environmentaland natural
resourcedegradation,mainlydue to the followingfactors:

* Incrementalism for investment plans. The goal of

unrestrictedirrigation seems too ambitious given
the current benefits of treatment plans; a lower
standardfor certain areas at least should be considered. A more gradual approach seems more
advisable,especially consideringthat willingness
to pay for environmental goods increases with
higher income and environmental education.
Some supplementary actions to minimize the
risks of a cholera outbreak can include chlorinating of irrigation channels and public education.
* Agricultural zoning. There is an important difference between the cost of using clean water
(underground or treated effluent) versus unclean
water for the production of vegetables in the
Santiago area. Different zones in Santiago have
different water supply sources, thus implying
that there might be an efficient solution if a policy of agriculturalzoning is implemented.
* Certificationmechanisms. The existence of reliable information on some specific environmental
characteristics of goods such as use of clean water for irrigation might allow for the creation of a
market for "clean vegetables." Consumer demand for safe products would develop in this
market if adequate and reliable informationwere
available. Currently this market is being eroded
by lack of consumer confidence. This type of
certificationmight be a cost-effectiveinstrument.

* Environmental management was scattered over a

*

*

*

*

multitude of institutions,which made design and
application of environmentalpolicy difficult, and
made the environmentalsector politically weak.
As a result, there was a failure to introduceenvironmental concerns into sectoral and economic
policies in general.
In many cases environmental regulation was a
responsibility of sectoral ministries. For example, managementof the basic natural resourcesof
the country was the responsibility of the ministry
of agriculture, which also was required to promote agricultural production and productivity,
resulting in a higher degradation rate for forests
and natural resources.
Together with the scattering of authority for environmental management, the definition of policies was too centralized and there was little involvementof local communities.
Budgetary constraints, which were reflected in
personnel and technical limitations (low salaries
and technical skills).
Excessive political influences in environmental
management.As a result, employmentof managers and skilled labor was very unstable. It was

10.Thissectionis extractedfrom Ramirezand
Cubillos1995.
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also common to relax enforcement when environmental regulation was in conflict with political interests.
* There was practically no presence of environmental authorities in the cities. Environmental
management in Colombia was historically related to rural areas, especially the more developed rural areas, while poorer areas like Amazonia or the Pacific Coast were not under the
control of environmentalauthorities.
With the 1991Constitution and Law 99/1993, environmental managementwas completelyreorganized:the
Ministry of the Environment was created together with
16 more regional EPAs (for a total of 34) and 4 urban
EPAs in the most importantcities. In addition,five environmental research centers were established. Law 99
also defined new sources of income for the environmental sector, new incentives and economicinstruments
for environmentalmanagement, and new possibilitiesfor
public involvement.
MBI Experiences before Law 99/1993
The use of economic instruments in environmentallegislation has a longer tradition in Colombia than in many
Latin American countries. In 1974 resource use charges
and taxes to offset recurrent expenses were introduced
for the first time. In 1982 charges were introduced for
atmospheric emissions resulting from commercial activities, and in 1984 they were extended to wastewater
discharge as well.
In spite of this, the effective use of economic instrumentsas a way to achieve restoration and conservation of resourceshas been almost nonexistent:
* Althoughsuch instrumentswere envisionedin the
legislationsome of them were never applied,such
as the charges for air pollutant emissions, which
were not implemented because the ministry of
healthnever drafted the necessaryregulations.
* Although during the past 20 years the Regional
Autonomous Corporations (CARs)-regional
EPAs-have applied compensation charges for
wastewater discharges and for the use of water
and forests, those charges were not systematically billed except in a few cases: US$116,000
was collected from a potentialof US$90 million!
The forest and fishing use charges have not been
successful either.
* In the few cases where retributivetariffswere put
into effect, they were implementedon the basis of
the operatingcosts of a water quality monitoring
program rather than as part of a resourcerestoration plan.
* The charges have been too low to induce a more
rational use by resource users.

* In general, failure to apply pollution and user

charges has beenrelated to design problems,technical and institutionalweaknessesin the environmental management sector, and lack of political
will togetherwith pressure from the private sector
to not apply suchcharges.
Nevertheless,there are two elements that should be
underlined from the Colombian experience with water
pollution and user charges.
First, it is an experienceof more than 20 years that
serves as a basis for refining these instruments and their
application.Second, there are some specific experiences
that suggest the potentialof this instrumentfor environmental management:for example, a regionalEPA had to
increase water use charges threefold in 1990, and by
70 percent in 1993 due to a drop in water supplies. As a
result, consumptionof water was reduced by 50 percent.
In another example (quoted by environmentaleconomist
GuillermoRudas),the threatof applyinga water pollution
tax to the largestiron and steel plantin the country(the tax
was never effectively applied because of legal disputes)
was enough to induce the plant to control pollution to
avoid the charges it calculatedit would have had to pay
every year if the tax were implemented.
Current and Potential Use of MBIs in Colombia
Law 99/1993 covers, as one of its most importantgoals,
the use of economic instruments as an essential tool for
environmental policy "to encourage natural resource
users to complywith environmentalstandards,to modify
their consumptionpatterns and to induce the adoptionof
processes and consumption of goods produced through
clean technologies." Here we summarize some of the
key issues related to experience in the use of MBIs and
their potential application in Colombia, emphasizing in
each case the advantagesand disadvantages.
Market-BasedReforms. Colombiahas two characteristics
that help to promote the use of MBIs in environmental
policy:first, the economyhas been one of the most stable
in Latin America over the past 30 years; second, a trade
liberalizationprocess was started in 1991together with a
set of market-basedreforms in the labor and financial
markets, health and social security, infrastructure and
publicservices,and other sectors.
The liberalization process can help to increase
competitiveness, as well as lessen environmental impacts. The renewal of a good part of capital stock may
have resulted in adoption of cutting-edge technologies
with lower environmental impacts in several manufacturing sectors. The efficiency changes induced by
the liberalization process can also help to lower generation of wastes, and thereby decrease emissions per
unit of production.
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A key issue is to evaluate the possibilitiesof using
economic instruments to stimulate the adoption of less
pollutingtechnologies.This is one of the current priorities
in the definitionof environmentalpolicyin Colombia.
On the other hand, there are some problems for the
use of MBIs in environmental policy (specifically for
environmentaltaxation at the national level) arising from
current macroeconomicissues: (a) existence of a growing fiscal deficit, and (b) tendency toward the simplification of tax structure and administrationof fewer taxes.
In this respect, environmental taxation is complex and
discriminatory,taking into account differencesin pollutants, resources,and assimilativecapacities.
Recently there was a tax reform that included some
enviironmentalproposals like incentives for importing
capital goods for pollution control purposes, incentives
for conservationof naturalforests, and elimination of the
value-addedtax for income associatedwith the Montreal
Protocol. A more relevant reform for environmental
purposes could be the regional tax reform (at the municipality level) that is currently under preparation. Initial results from a study for the ministry of environment
suggestthat it is at a local level (regionsand municipalities)i where fiscal and other economic instruments for
environmentalpurposes might have more relevance and
applicability.
Institutional Basis and AdministrativeCapabilitv. With
the recent creation of the ministry of environment and
several related environmental agencies, institutional
capability of environmentalmanagement has improved
significantly in Colombia. Some of the achievements
related with this reform are:
* Establishment of the ministry of environmentas
the head of environmentalmanagementin Colombia, with increasingpoliticalpower and influence.
* Creation and consolidation of regional environmental authorities in charge of environmental
managementin their respectiveregions.
* Decentralization of environmental management
with more presence of regional concerns and local involvement in the definition and implementation of environmentalpolicies.
At the same time, capability and efficiency of environinental managementin the future will dependon two
main efforts: (a) increasing the technical capability of
the environmentalmanagementsector, and (b) improving
environmentalinformationand related databases, mainly
in urban areas. Different studies on environmentalproblems have emphasizedlack of informationas one of the
most important restrictions affecting the capability of
environmental authorities to effectively regulate use of
natural and environmentalresources and to control pollution. Currently, there is a study under way with the

objective of designing a system of urban environmental
indicatorsand to propose a data generationstrategy in the
mediumand long run that can serve as a basis for defining
prioritiesand strategiesfor environmentalpolicies.
EconomicInstruments:PollutionTaxes. Law 99/1993and
the National Development Plan emphasize the priority
given to the use of economicinstruments,and especially
the use of retributiveand compensatorypollutioncharges
or taxes.
The concept of a retributive tax refers to the compensation that should be paid in exchange for using the
environment for the provision of a service, such as
serving as a dump for refuse generated by both the
commercial and residential sectors. The retributive
charge refers to the compensationrequired to guarantee
the qualityof a resource.
The way in which the new legislation defines these
charges is innovative.While traditionallythey have been
used to permit coverage of the administrative costs of
the maintenance and control of resources, the new concept is that the tax must reflect the social cost caused by
the pollution. In this cost, the negative impact generated
by activities (whether productive or not) on the welfare
of the community is a balance between the internalization of the cost of the externalityand the benefits arising
from its control. Theoretically, the result must be an
optimum reductionin welfare losses.
The task of implementinga tax is not easy. Proposals
vary from the extreme position of applying the charges
accordingto the exact terms of the law, to a tax based on
the costs of treatmentor on the actions taken by contaminators to rehabilitatethe affectedresource.In addition, in
this scheme it is not necessary to focus on the revenues
generatedby the tariffs, but rather to focus on a tax that
promotesa changein the mode of productionthat leads to
an improvementin the environmentor a reductionin contamination.The scheme would work by trial and error,
seeking an adequate level for the tariff; this is expected,
for example,to correspondto about 6 percent of profitsin
the tanneryand wood industries.This figure suggeststhat
the inflationaryimpact of the taxes wouldbe low.
Nor does it seem probable that industrial growth
would decelerate as a result of these taxes. To the contrary, it will promote efficiency and growth in productivity in the use of resources.
Finally, the resources collected from the tariffs are
beneficial from an environmentalmanagement perspective. Some of the regulationshave introducedmechanisms
for income generationfor the environmentalsector. That
is the case for watersheds, where part of the environmental costs derived from such activity are internalized.
Likewise, 30 percent of the Royalties Fund, which is
financed by the exploitation of nonrenewable natural
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resources and their exports, goes to preservation and to
fund priority environmentalrestoration work in regions
where such resource exploitationtakes place. This constitutes a compensation for the environmentaldeterioration associatedwith such resource exploitation.
The importance of these income-generatinginstruments for the environmental sector is indisputable.
These resources will represent around 500 billion pesos
during 1994-98. Colombia is the only Latin American
country where the environment sector has such incomegenerating systems, which are stable and easy to collect.
In contrast, some other instruments such as pollution
charges imply serious technical and administrativecomplications,as analyzed further on. It is not yet possibleto
assess the impact of these financial mechanismson environmental preservation and improvement.Undoubtedly,
their success will depend in good part on the efficiency
of environmentalexpenditures.
Legal Mechanisms. Another potentially powerful tool
for environmental change and protection is the set of
legal mechanisms that originated in the constitutional
reform of 1991, such as the "Citizens' Rights Action"
(Acci6n de Tutela), the "Compliance Action," and the
"People's Action." The last of these mechanismshas the
character of an economic instrument since anyone who
files a People's Action has the right to compensationof
between 10 and 15 percent of the total value of the work
necessary to correct the environmentaldamage caused.
The effectiveness of these instruments has been proven
in a short time: in three years there have been almost 300
"tutelas" (Citizens' Rights Actions) related to environmental disputes.

Ecuador
Experience with Command-and-Control
Regulatory Approaches
Ecuador has had adequate legislation and institutions
to encourage proper environmental stewardship." The
problem has been lack of political will, overlapping
institutional mandates, limited capacity, and meager
budgets to implement the laws. As a result, until very
recently, there were no examples whereby the polluterpays principles were enacted or whereby an industrial
concern was fined or charged for illegal effluent discharge. Quito presents the most optimistic view
whereby industrial plants have been requested to do
environmental audits, and the municipality is beefing
up the environmental unit to better monitor emissions
and effluents.

11.This sectionis extractedfrom Huber1995.

Experience with Market-Based Incentive Approaches
Ecuador is investigatingappropriateinstrumentsfor environmentalpolicymaking.In the govemmentof Ecuador's
Proposalfor Political EnvironmentalStrategies, the precursor to the NationalEnvironmentalAction Plan, the use
of market-based incentives and correction of perverse
macroeconomicdistortions is mentioned frequently. In
addition,in the Agendafor Development1993-1996of the
presentadministration,an importantagenda item is (a) to
evaluatethe problemof solid wasteand industrialeffluent
and (b) to apply as a first prioritymarketincentives and as
a secondpriorityregulatoryfines.
There are examples in Ecuador where economic
instrumentshave beenutilized, the most recent of which is
the Quito Effluent Charge (Mark Kenber,personal communicationwithauthor).
The Quito Effluent Charge
As part of the reform of Municipal Ordinance 2910 for
the Prevention and Control of Fixed Source Pollution,
the Municipal EnvironmentDirectorate (DMA), in collaboration with Fundaci6n Natura, Ecuador's most
prominentNGO, has designed a pollutioncharge system
to control industrial organic effluents and combustion
emissions. The system is similar for both types of discharge so the description here concentrates on liquid
organic wastes.
Originally all firms had to remove 80 percent of the
combined organic content (combined content = f2BOD
+ ChOD]/3 + suspended solids) from their liquid waste
stream, which was assumed to guaranteeat least 2 milligrams per liter of dissolved oxygen in the two rivers.
The new mechanism is a hybrid between the establishment of a norm and a pure effluent charge, based on
national water quality regulations that establish eight
differentwater quality standardsdepending on the use to
which the resource is to be devoted.
The DMA will set the dischargenorm at the level required to guaranteein the short-runthe least strict of the
water quality standardsin the city's two rivers. At present
this is around56 kilogramsof combinedorganicdischarge
per firm per day. Firms whose emissions are below this
level pay no charge,while those whose emissionsexceed
the norm pay a per-unit charge equivalent to the cost of
municipaltreatment(US$0.36per kilogram).In time, and
in keeping with a predeterminedand published schedule,
the dischargenorm will be made graduallystricter, so that
the quantity of emissions exempt from payment of the
charge will correspondinglybe reduced. Each reduction
will correspondto a new level of water quality. After a
period of 8 to 10 years the discharge norm will be at a
level which assuresan ambientwater quality such that the
rivers can be used downstreamfor irrigation,cattle, and
drinkingafter primarytreatment.
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On the basis of firms' biannual discharge reports,
the combined organic discharge is computedand the sixmonth charge (the total discharge for the period less the
value of the norm multiplied by 125 days, all multiplied
by UIS$0.36)is calculated, based on the assumptionthat
a firm's discharge levels will not be reduced (or increased) during the period. If a firm subsequentlyintroduces some new form of reducing its effluents, it can
apply for a reevaluationby the DMA, and if its claim is
corroborated,the new lower charge level will be applied
from the date of the application.
Other Direct Incentives
Regarding direct incentives, price instruments in effect
in Ecuador are stumpage fees for forest exploitation,
deposit-refund schemes for bottled products (beer and
mineral water), and effluent charges on industrialwaste.
Recently, in Quito, fines on mobile air pollution sources
(cars, trucks, and buses) have been introduced that are
higher than the cost of fixing the problem through adoption of appropriate technology or a tune-up. Here is a
clear example of where the positive marginal costs of
reducing emissions are outweighed by the marginal
benefits. This is the implicit economicrationale for Municipal Ordinance 3120, which went into effect on January 2, 1995 and which targets large vehicles. Owners of
vehicles with exhausts that do not meet the norm set
forth in the ordinance are subject to a fine equal to five
minimum monthly salaries. Currently, that fine is worth
US$160. In addition, violators face a 375,000 sucre fine
(equal to US$155 at current exchange rates) and must
post a guarantia of 1,125,000sucres (US$465),which is
approximately double the cost of making the repairs
needed to bring an engine up to standard. Nearly
US$-l00,000in fines were collectedin January 1995.
By 1995, tariffs on private automobileshad fallen
from 200 percent to 40 percent and duties on private
buses and heavy trucks amounted to just 10 percent.
There are no tariffs on vehicles importedfrom Colombia
or Venezuela or on buses used for public transportation.
Between 1988 and 1993, the number of vehicles in the
country rose by 5.8 percent per annum,reaching a total
of 450,000.This tariff structure is designed to keep public transportation costs low, and may be considered not
only a subsidy for the poor, but also an incentive for the
public to take public transport, thereby diminishing air
pollution and traffic congestion. Air pollution in the
central historical district (where buses, cars, and trucks
discharge2,511 tons of combined emissions annually)is
affecting tourism revenues. Named by UNESCO as a
cultural World Heritage Site, tourism revenue in an historic center is certainly affected by poor air quality.
'Possibly the most appropriatecase for the introduction of a market-basedincentive would be to encourage

industry to phase out leaded fuel. However, this is an
expensive proposition. A major investment would be
required to produce unleaded gasoline at the Esmeraldas
refinery. To be specific, US$490 million (in 1991 dollars) would have to be invested to retrofitthe refinery to
produce unleadedfuel.
There are examples in which private industry has
identified cost-effective pollution prevention measures.
This approach, which involves assessments of the use of
energy and chemicals to identify waste prevention opportunities, has been applied successfully by Quito's
municipal governmentin a pilot program carried out in
an industrial district, El Inca. Pollution prevention was
implementedin Guayaquil by a company that manufactures nonferrous metal products and ceramics. During
the last two years, it has invested approximatelyUS$1.5
million to upgrade bumers, replace pumps, recover salable by-productsfrom tile cuttings, and switch to chemical additives that are environmentally preferable according to the U.S. vendor. These innovations, which
reduced energy consumption as well as the volume and
toxicity of process wastewater, had nothing to do with
environmentalregulations,subsidies, or tax breaks. The
reengineeringand yield enhancementwas not motivated
by environmentalconsciousness, but rather to improve
the firm's competitiveness in a marketplace that is
moving toward free trade. For this company and many
others in Ecuador, the need to avoid waste of energy,
water, chemicals, and other inputs is blurring the distinction between technologicalchange aimed at reducing
pollution, and innovationaimed at containing costs.
Indirect price instruments do not exist. However,
subsidies on agricultural inputs (pesticides and fertilizers), fuel oil, and gasoline (with the exception of diesel)
have been phased out. Air pollution improved over the
last two decades because of substitution of cleaner fuels
such as natural gas and hydroelectricity for dirtier ones
such as wood, charcoal, and coal. The substitution
reachedthe poor because of fuel and electricity subsidies
that peaked at 7 percent of GDP in 1980. However,
while energy subsidies might have diminished pollution
by stimulatinga switch to cleaner forms of energy, they
simultaneouslyaffected air quality for the worse by encouragingenergy-intensiveindustryand the use of motor
vehicles.
Industry had enjoyed large energy (fuel and electricity) subsidies since the early 1970sand reacted to an
end to these subsidies with protests and lobbying. Likewise, subsectors that use water intensively, including
pulp and paper, textiles, and chemicals,have complained
about diminished water subsidies. Positive environmental benefits have arisen from the end of subsidies
because industryhas reacted to higher prices by trying to
conserve energy and water. For example, tanning and
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textile enterprises are much more interested than they
used to be in the recoveryand reuse of process waters.
No examples of quantity-basedor technology economic instruments for environmentalpolicymakingsuch
as tradable emission permits were found. One interesting
solution to a recurrent problem of cost recovery in solid
waste is the 10 percent surcharge on electricitythat pays
for solid waste management.This solution to cost recovery has been highly successful because electricity has
the highest incidence of payment. Nonpayment is met
with electricity cutoff and illegal hookups are quickly
found and disconnected.
Regarding solid waste management, in Guayaquil,
Ecuador's largest city, trash collection has been contracted out with some success. The municipality of
Guayaquil askedfor bids to haul garbage from the city to
a landfill. The contract was awarded to a Canadian firm
that is paid US$9 per ton (the lowest bidding price by
more than half) for garbage delivered to the state-of-theart sanitary landfill. While they may lose money in the
residential pickup areas, they are making money on the
larger scale industrial pickup sites. Original estimates
were that they would be delivering 1,200 tons per day
when in fact they have been delivering 1,600 tons per
day. The contract is up for review and renewal every
five years, guaranteeing that they will serve the residential neighborhoods well. This represents an interesting
incentive because the private-sector solid waste management company is paid by the ton to deliver garbage,
thereby encouragingthem to pick it up. Whereasin other
cities solid waste management is of poor quality and
imposes a net cost, in Guayaquil the municipality may
turn a profit, because deliveries multiplied by the US$9

to the gold miner. This is an example of subsidizing the
cost of appropriate technology for environmental and
health benefits. The cost of a retort is about equivalentto
1.5 grams of gold, but will provide a 5-10 percent improvementof capturinggold in the amalgamationprocess.

fee are less than revenues from the 12 percent surcharge
on electricity bills that finances solid waste collection

creasing attention is given to environmental policies, their
existing state is far from what is required for sustainable

and street cleaning.
One environmental institution, the Ecuadoran Institute for Eco-development in the Amazon Region
(ECORAE), is funded by revenues from a tax levy on
oil. ECORAE, formed in 1992, is responsible for the
sustainable development of the Amazon region and is
funded through a levy on petroleum that passes through
the pipeline that brings oil from the Ecuadoran Amazon
to the refinery in Esmeraldas, on the coast.

development.And the consequencesare dire, leading to
the poor state of services in areas such as waste management and water supply,and serious enviromnentaldegradation, poor air and water quality, careless handling of
toxic materials,poor managementof water resources, and
intolerablerisks and consequencesto health.
While presenteconomiccircumstancesare not propitious for movingquicklyto the adoptionof full cost recovery in areas such as waste managementand water supply,
appreciationof its need is increasing and in some areas

Subsidy for Conversion to Retort Amalgamation to
Minimize Mercury Loss in Artisanal Mining Processes

great progress is possible in improving the framework of
policies and in beginning to move in the right direction. In

Finally, an MBI was utilized to promote the use of retorts to reduce mercury loss in the amalgamationprocess
of artisanal gold mining. While not heavily taxing mercury at its point of entry (that would have been somewhat ineffective because mercury results in less than
1 percent of total costs to the artisanal gold miner) an
incentive is being offeredto reduce the costs of the retort

some areas, affording change is difficult, but without
change, degradation would reach intolerable levels-in
somecases it has alreadyreachedsuch levels.

Jamaica
This study is a preliminarysurvey of existing approaches
to urban environmental problems and associated re12
source management.
It pays particular attention to the
extent to which market-basedinstruments are used and
could be used to improve environmental protection.
Three areas regarded as high priority are selected for
detailed consideration: solid waste management; urban
water quality including coastal, surface, and groundwater; and urban water resources.
Jamaica has been giving creditable attention to environmental management. Standards are being set and
regulations are being put in place. In addition to command-and-control measures, market-based instruments
are being considered. Where some of these concern traditional measures such as user charges for public utilities, there is increasing recognition of the need to move
from subsidized and free services to cost recovery and
market pricing systems, which use marginal social cost
principles.
Jamaica is fortunate in that the need for a wide array of policies including market-based instruments is
more widely appreciatedthan in many other developing
countries.
The most cogent reason why a wider array of policy
instruments needs to be consideredis that although in-

12. This section is extracted, with permission,from
Persaud,Wright,and Benfield 1995.
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Water Quality
The poor state of coastal and groundwater in Jamaica
can be largely attributed to major inadequaciesin sewer
systems, the run-down state of treatment facilities for
liquid waste from sewers and industrial waste pipes,
poor garbage disposal practices, high chemical use in
export agriculture, and illegal waste disposal by cruise
ships. The most notable example of the severity of
Jamaica's urban water pollution problem is the degradation of water quality and ecosystem health in Kingston
Harbour. About 12 million tons of untreated sewage
flow into the harbor daily.
The 1992 survey of the harbor showed that the
ambient BOD value in the harbor ranged from a low of
1.2 milligrams per liter, to an extreme of 102 milligrams
per liter, with the highest value greatly exceeding the
BOD standard of 20 milligrams per liter for sewage effluent levels. Fecal coliform levels have exceeded
maxi:mumallowable levels in some samples. There are
high levels of lead and zinc. High levels of pesticides
and mnetalswere found in fish. Species diversity and the
numbers of benthic organism living within the harbor
decreasedsignificantly.The naturalecosystems,especially
pelagic fisheriesand shrimp populations,were degraded.
This meant lost income to the marine fisheries industry;
increasedcosts in order to utilize fisheriesresourcesalso
greatlyaffectrecreationaland tourist activities.The threat
to the valuabletourist industryis real because of the high
pollutionlevels in some coastalwaters.
In the Kingston Metropolitan Area about 30 to 35
percent of the population receives sewage collection and
treatment. But of the 26 sewage treatmentplants, 23 are
scarcelyfunctioning.
Groundwaterprovides about 80 percent of the National Water Commission's supply of potable water.
However, wells are having to be abandoned because of
high nitrate levels and this could increase dependenceon
surface water which is costly to procure and distribute.
There is a large reliance on septic tanks for sewage disposal but because of the limestone formations, wells
sometimesbecome contaminated.Both undergroundand
surface water could benefit from a more controlled use
of agriculturalchemicals.
An urgent need is the improvement of sewage
treatment and a great extension of the sewered population. There has been a significant response to this need.
The facilities at Montego Bay and Kingston are being
exten(led.
Further advances in the work of the Natural Resources Conservation Authority (NRCA), the umbrella
institution with the leading role for the preservation of
the quality of the Jamaican environment,could do much
to arrest the degradation of water quality and the environment in general. The NRCA has an appropriate level

of autonomy and independence and it can reduce its
dependence on government subvention. Very little
monitoringis done on air and water quality and on the
handlingof harmful wastes. The NRCA has the power to
set compulsory requirements for users of toxic substances and harmful emissions, implement pollution
taxes, and license and monitor emission standards.It has
begun to set standards, but even in command-andcontrol measures it has a long way to go. In relation to
economic instruments,the NRCA appreciatestheir need
but it has scarcelybegun to move in this direction.
Solid Waste
The solid waste situation can also be considered critical,
especiallyin relation to the locationof existing sites, poor
organizationand managementof disposalservices,and the
lack of propermonitoringby regulatoryagencies.Approximately2,726 tons per day of domesticsolidwaste and 562
tons per day of industrialsolid wasteare disposedof at the
25 officialdump sites in Jamaica.Only two of these sites
have availablecover materialand only one operates in a
manner similar to that of a landfill. No leachateflow diversionprovisionis found at any of the sites, nor are any
lined to preventgroundwatercontamination.
The dangerousnature of some of the waste disposal
at these sites poses risks to both humans and livestock
which frequent the dumps. They are a breeding ground
for vermin and pose serious risks for the spread of disease. In some dumps, such as the Riverton City site,
scavenging is a major economic activity practiced by
members of the surroundingcommunity.The free access
that scavengers have to the dump also poses a threat to
the wider public, since disposed food items sometimes
find their way back onto the market where unsuspecting
persons may purchase them. In addition, the persistent
fires at the Riverton, Lakes Pen, and Six Mile dumps are
believed to be responsible for the high incidence of upper respiratory tract infections recordedfor the Kingston
MetropolitanArea.
Due to the porous geological substrata over which
most of the dumps are situated,leachate from decomposing material finds its way into groundwaterand surface
water sources.Medicalwastes are carelesslyhandled and
indiscriminately disposed in municipal dumps. The
amounts of toxic waste generatedby local industriesare
unknown,but about 300,000 tons of hazardous material
were importedinto Jamaicain recent years.
While a survey of pollutionin 1992 found that levels
of total suspendedsolids were below Jamaica's standard,
in three sites in urban areas-Montego Bay, Harbour
View, and Half Way Tree in Kingston-samples indicate
levels of 260, 139,.and 158 microgramsper cubic meter
respectively, when the maximum allowable level in
Jamaica is 150 micrograms per cubic meter. Lead con-
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tamination is a serious problem-sampling has shown
elevatedblood levels,especiallyamongchildren,and there
havebeen casesof bloodpoisoning.
It is importantthat the waste managementprogramin
Jamaica seek to incorporate the informal groups whose
livelihood is bound up with the recovery, recycling, or
reuse of materials from the dumps. This would result in
the employmentof the otherwiseunemployed,laying the
base for the developmentof a recyclingindustry.
The study recommendsthe introductionof domestic
waste disposal charges and landfill tipping fees in ways
that would be broadly related to the amount of waste
generated and take into account ability to pay. Success
in imposing disposal charges and landfill tipping fees
would depend on adequate policing against illegal
dumping. Deposit-refund schemes have begun to be
adopted, but integral to the extension of such schemesis
the expansion of recycling. The deposit-refund system
should be more widely used to facilitate recycling. Incentives might be needed to encourage recycling activities. Disposal facilities need to be greatly improved.
Sites should be better chosen and regulations against
illegal dumping need much stronger enforcement. Litter
laws need to be strengthenedand enforced.
Water Supply
The National Water Commission(NWC) has the overall
responsibility of providing and distributing water in
Jamaica. Financial constraints, poor management practices, and inefficient water collection and distribution
systems have limited the Commission's ability to effectively provide a satisfactoryservice.
In addition to the above problems, water shortages
in urban areas are caused by uneven rainfall and frequent
droughts, lack of conservation practices generally, and
the degradation of watershed areas. Jamaica is particularly susceptible to watershed degradation because approximately 80 percent of the land surface is hilly. Of
the 33 watersheds on the island, 19 are badly eroded.
The main causes of watershed degradationand resulting
shortages in water supply have been infrastructuredevelopment and deforestation arising from agricultural
intrusion and charcoalproduction.
The NWC currently has a volume-based pricing
structure in order to allow for full recovery of operating
costs and to encourage greater efficiency in use, but a
significant number of households are not metered and
water is provided free in some areas through public
stand pipes. The NWC also applies a rate differential
between households and firms, with firms paying a
higher price. This has not encouraged economy in the
use of water, especially among domestic water consumers. Even at the subsidized rates, price adjustment to
cover inflation is sometimesslow.
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To address the problem of diminishing water resources, the study recommendsthe introductionof:
* Quantity-basedwater charges
* A quantity-based charge by the Underground
Water Authority for water extraction from undergroundsources
* A utility regulatory board for water which would
control monopoly pricing but also help to ensure
efficiencyin treatmentand distribution
* Improvedmonitoring of water quality
* Greater enforcement of watershed protection
regulations
* Improved access to land, by easing the pressure
on hillside farming.
Conclusion
Market-based instruments can greatly help to provide
more efficient, less costly, and more effective environmental policies. But they also require institutional
strengthening.In the process of their introduction, and to
achieve soundenvironmentalmanagementgenerally,the
ability of the NRCA to carry out its functions must be
strengthened. A determinedeffort on the part of policymakers is needed to make the legislation work. It is not
enough to have the legal and institutionalmechanismsin
place without the capacity for monitoring and enforcement. Pollution taxes should on the whole play an increasingly significant part in fiscal policy, but marketbasedinstruments can be adopted on a wider basis.

Mexico
The objective of this study is to contribute to discussion
of the potential use of economic instruments in environmental management in Mexico.'3 Although application
of these tools has been limited, their potential is certainly wide. The high-priorityareas chosen are contamination of air and water, and disposal of solid and toxic
waste.
While few practical cases exist where economic instrumentshave been implementedin Mexico, the debate
on their possible application has gained strength. What
has accelerated the discussion of economic instruments
in Mexico? Three factors are worth mentioning. First,
there has been an increasein the number and intensity of
environmental problems, along with their consequent
risks for the population.Second, ineffectivenessof other
policies has been a contributingfactor. Third, there is a
necessity to look for solutions in economicallyadverse

13. This section is translatedfrom Belausteguigoitia,
Contreras,and Guadarrama1995.
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sector. There are 18 OMNs for atmosphericcontamination: 5 for monitoring,5 for stationary sources, and 8 for
mobile sources. Norms for solid wastes have also been
published, as have norms for hazardous goods and use of
natural resources. In general, the authorities require environmental impact studies and operating licenses for
differenteconomic activities.
Besides the OMNs, there are control measures, especially in the case of air pollution in Mexico City. The
most importantis the "Don't Drive Today" program that
restricts circulation of 20 percent of the vehicles of the
MCMZ on a revolving basis. Verification of vehicular
emissions is required at least once per year. Catalytic
convertershave been required since 1991.
In addition to the water OMNs, the National Environmental Commission (CNA) demands that the industrial sector treat its effluent. At the same time, the CNA
has substantialresources for the installation of treatment
plants and the developmentof hydraulic infrastructure.
The establishmentof hazardous wastes norms has
been supplemented with other actions such as inventories, identificationof disposal sites, and classification of
wastes. Nevertheless,the results of these initiatives have
not been encouraging.Environmental deterioration continues, and Mexican authorities are forced to look for
alternative solutions to environmental problems. Three
MBIs are under discussion:a marketfor tradable permits
for SO2 mitigation,rights for wastewaterdischarges,and
a gasoline tax in the MCMZ.

situations, where the resources dedicated to the environment are scarce.
The most significant example of increasing environmental problems is in the Mexico City Metropolitan
Zone (MCMZ), which harbors more than 30,000 polluting companies. Three million vehicles circulate daily
and 20 million people reside there. The high incidenceof
atmospheric pollution, as well as the greater water demand for residential and industrial use, put the wellbeing of a large number of people in danger. Increased
incidence of pulmonary and gastroenteritisare occurring.
T'heenvironmentalproblems in Mexico City are not
restricted to the valley because 30 percent of the water
used comes from places more than 100kilometers away.
In other cases, dischargesof wastewaterare deposited in
agricultural lands, causing water qualitydeterioration.
In addition to the high levels of atmosphericpollution and water demand in the MCMZ, the border area
with the United States presents a widespreadproblem of
toxic and hazardous substances. This area has rapid industrial and populationgrowth from assemblyfactories.
To date, the Mexicanauthoritieshave faced the problems of environmentaldeteriorationby imposinglaws and
operationalnorrns. The environmentaladministrationin
Mexicois based legally in the constitutionand detailedin
the GeneralEnvironmentalProtectionLaw of 1988.At the
same time there are several related laws and regulations,
the most importantbeing the water law and the hazardous
wastes regulations.Regardinggeneral policies,it is worth
highlightingthe National Program of EnvironmentalProtection 1990-94,as well as the subsequentsectoralplans.
Table A3 summarizesthe main instrumentsused for
environmentalimprovementin Mexico.
The main instruments derived from the Mexican
laws are the Official Mexican Norms (OMNs); these
give specific guidelines for the quality of natural and
environmentalresources. There are 33 water OMNs that
set specific standards for wastewater discharges and
establish limits for pollutant emissions in each industrial

Tradable Permits
Norm 085 was approvedin 1994and establishesmaximum
atmosphericemissionlevelsfor carbonmonoxide,nitrogen
oxides, sulfur dioxide, sulfuric acid rain, and suspended
particulates.It also sets requirementsand operatingconditions for using combustiblesin stationarysources.
Withinthis norm, local "bubbles" have been created
that allow the trading of SO2 emission permits for stationary sources. The intent is to maintain the levels of

TableA3 MainInstrumentsUsedfor EnvironmentalImprovementin Mexico
Air

Hazardous Wastes

Water

Comnmand-and-Control
Instruments
Regulations and Sanctions

.........................

.................................

* 7 norms

* 18 norms

* "Don't Drive Today" program
* Vehicular emission verification
* Inprovementin the qualityof gasolines

.............................................................

..............

* 33 norms

................................................................................................................................

Economic Instruments
Charges, Taxes, and Pernits

* Gasoline tax

. Environmental tax

* Rights for discharge of wastewater
* System of prices and introduction

of electronic meters
Market Creation (tradable
pernits)

* Norm 085
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pollution inside the established limits. It is hoped that
the markets will begin operationby 1997.
Markets that operate in the designatedbubbles will
be designed during the period between approval and
enforcement of the norms. The bubbles, in turn, are
specifiedbased on the seriousnessof the local emissions
problem. One of these bubbles integrates the Federal
District and the municipalities.
To implement a system of tradable permits, however, it is necessary to modify the General Environmental Protection Law so that it incorporates concepts
such as "bubble pollution." Once the legal frameworkis
modified, a market of tradable permits will be created.
The detailed design of the MBIs is underdiscussion.
The participatingcompanieswill comply with the norms
once measurementsare made, either for current emissions
or emissions allotted under the permnits.Also, to assure
compliance,it will be necessaryto determinea series of
applicablesanctions.These should be severe enough that
the company opts for satisfying the environmentalnorm
instead of simplypayingthe correspondingsanctions.
Gasoline Tax
The tax was designed as a mechanism for the Department of the Federal District to use to finance gas station
remodeling in order to reduce and recover vapor emissions. The tax has been in operationsince January 1995.
Because the price elasticity of gasoline varies
between -0.4 and -0.8, the impositionof a tax that represents 0.5 percent of the fuel price will have marginal
impacts on consumption. However, in terms of collection, the tax represents an important source of financing
for environmental projects. In the Federal District the
amount collected could reach US$20,000per day, given
a consumptionof about 13million liters in 1993.
One of the advantagesof this tax is the low transaction cost, since collectionoccurs directly throughthe purchase of gasoline.The amount collectedis given to the
Secretaryof Finance,but the redistributionmechanismis
automatic.While the tax has many advantagesas an instrument of environmentalmanagement,some problems
exist.First, the law did not contemplatethe possibilitythat
a local authoritycould implementa gasolinetax. Second,
a tax is never easy for society to accept; it was necessary
to earmark the revenues for gas station conversion.Finally, thereis a belief that an incrementin energypricesin
turn raises the prices of other products,causing inflation.
This last point has been studiedby Weihmannfor the case
of Mexico;the study indicated that less than 10 percent of
totalcosts were energyrelated.
The tax in Mexico City lacks the dynamicincentives
characteristicof a long-termsolution.The amountscollected
are independentof consumptionor type of vehicle,and do
not influence marginal consumptiondecisions.Also, the

percentageof tax withinthattotalpriceis verylow;it is very
likelythat consumersdo not realizethat a taxexists.
Anotherproblem is that the earmarkingof the tax is
not permanent.Althoughthe revenues are currently allocated to gas station conversion, there has been no announcement about future investment targets (after two
years) once the conversionprogram is complete.
The tax therefore still is not a clearly defined longterm instrument. This hinders the decisions of individuals to make technological substitutions that improve
energy efficiencyor reduce fuel consumption.It is therefore not clear what long-term environmentalimpact this
instrumentwill have.
Wastewater Discharge Rights
Water pollution has generated concern because it causes
serious health impacts. The cost is about US$3.6 billion
annually, which includes the cost of illnesses related to
water and food contamination.
Pollutionloadsare concentratedin a fewbasins.Of 218
basinsin the country,20 basinsgenerate89 percentof the
totalload. Just four basins-Panuco, Lerma, San Juan, and
Rafts-accounted for 50 percent of wastewaterdischarges.
These receivethe dischargesof the main cities, as well as
thosecomingfromindustrialand agriculturalactivities.
Population growth in zones where water is scarce,
coupledwith the high cost of developingnew water supplies, dictates using wastewater recovery methods to
satisfy the growingdemand for water. However, existing
water treatment capacity in the country is limited, treating only about 5 to 10percent of total effluents.
Besides direct investmentin treatment, Mexico uses
direct control such as OMNs, as well as a system of
charges tied to wastewater discharge rights. This last
systemwas put into practice in October 1991to decrease
the volume of wastewater and to induce companies to
invest in water quality improvements.It was one of the
first environmental management instruments based on
the polluter-paysprinciple and market incentives.
The designand calculationof the economicinstruments
is basedon the FederalWater RightsLaw.The amountpaid
for the right for each cubic meter of discharge is set in
accordancewith intervalsestablishedunder the law. Intervals are set both for water quality(for example,suspended
solids) and for total discharges.There is also a simplified
procedurethat is applied when the monthlyvolumeof the
dischargefor a user is less than 3,000 cubic meters.In this
case,the chargesare dependentonlyon dischargevolume.
One of the problems has been that the polluters
generally do not pay the required amountsfor their discharges. This is the case in practicallyall of the municipalities and a great proportion of industries. In 1992,
N$17.4million were collected;revenues grew to N$24.2
million in 1993, and N$52.4 million in 1994. This in-
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crease is due to various measures taken by the CNA, but
althoughcollectionsincreased, the impact in terms of the
total amountsowed is not very significant.
In conclusion,althoughthe purpose of the economic
instruments is to induce agents to change their behavior
by means of intemalizing costs, the charges have not
been high enough to modify behavior. Once taxpayers
get used to the established norms, the CNA will collect
based on unit discharges instead of only collecting from
those that exceed the permissiblelevels.
Finally, it is necessary to recognize that early use of
this economic instrumenthas not generatedthe intended
results. However, these procedures require further revisions if they are to create a permanent stimulus for polluters to find new technologiesand practical processes to
reduce emissions.
Final Considerations
Economic instruments until now have suffered from a
numberof practicalflaws. In somecases these flaws relate
to the very design of the mechanisms,while in others the
obstacles are of a more general nature. These obstacles
must be overcomebefore economicinstrumentsare extensively adopted within Mexico's environmentalpolicies.
The constraintsmay be summarizedas follows.
Economic obstacles
* Costs to industry. One must considerthe current
economicsituationthat the country faces, as well
as the situationof competitivenessof the industry.
* Costs of monitoring. Faulty institutional and
administrative capacity increases the costs of
monitoring.
Political obstacles
* An economic instrument could make environmental groups and other NGOs feel that they are
left without "legal space." These groups might
perceive the application of any economic instrument as a type of threat, because in effect it
"permits" pollution.
* Lack of consensus regarding implementation.
* Economic instruments could have negative distributional impacts.
* Lack of consistency with other government
measures.
* The application of economic instruments is perceived to be inflationary.
* Lack of a "body of support" toward these instruments.
C:ulturalobstacles
* Lack of informationon their operation.
* Lack of informationon likely impacts.

* Lack of confidencein the anticipatedresults.
* People do not find it moral or ethical to permit

contaminationthrougha polluter-paysprocess.
Administrative obstacles
* New administrativeinstitutionsare required.
* A strong policy traditionexists in command-andcontrol approaches.
Legal obstacles
* Mexico's legislation does not explicitly include
the use of economicinstruments.
To overcome these obstacles, it is not only necessary to facilitate the implementation of the economic
instruments, but also to address environmentalpolicies
as a whole. To achieve maximum effectivenessof environmental policies, economic instruments should be
used in combination with other policy instruments
(education, regulation, infrastructure investments, etc.).
Finally, the applicationof economicinstruments may be
used to promote the integrationof policies.
Also, a key obstacle facing decisiomnakersin environmental policies is that there is not enough reliable
data. Although work has been carried out on this matter,
there is still a long way to go. Informationchanges continually and often does not have the historical consistency required for certain types of analyses.
Finally, there is a general understanding that environmentalpolicies until now have not been effective and
that in general they have resulted in high costs to society. Now seems like a good time to try new alternatives
that reduce costs and that are consistent with the economic changesthe country faces.
Peru
Environmental Policy
Peruvian legislation on natural resources-especially
forests, wildlife, and water-has been relatively well
developedfor more than 50 years, though its application
has been limited.14 Currently, new laws proposed for
these resourcesare awaiting approval.
Traditionally, natural resource management
("green") issues have attracted the most attention in
terms of legislation and institutional capacity building.
By contrast, the developmentof a legal and institutional
frameworkrelated to environmentalpollution ("brown")
problemsis very recent.
Before 1990, when the first Environmentand Natural Resource Code was promulgated, the country only

14. This sectionis extractedfromTolmos 1995.
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had scattered and conflictinglegislation with widespread
noncompliance.The code was a significant step forward,
which tried to set forth a workingoutline for an effective
national environmental policy. However, it has been
subject to criticism since its inception, and various
amendments to the code have diminished its effectiveness and made its applicationdifficult.
The code did not set up a specific environmental
authority, nor the financial mechanismsthat would allow
its effective application. These points reduced its
strength. Other important limitations included lack of
adequate financialmechanismsto carry out the mandates
of the code, weak environmental institutions with few
resources, and lack of sectoral regulatory frameworks,
including standards for effluents, emissions, and environmental quality.
The have been no norms for effluents, emissions,
and environmentalqualityin most sectors since the code
was promulgated in 1990. Also, the periods set for carrying out the code's mandates were very short.
The Democratic Constituent Congress of President
Fujimori's prior administration (1990-95) approved a
law creating the Consejo Nacional del Ambiente
(CONAM), which serves as the national environmental
authority.
The country had never had an environmental
authority at the central level, nor an institutional structure for environmentalmanagement that allows coordinated actions for environmentalprotection at the local,
regional, and national level. Currently, the functions of
the executive branch in environmentalmatters is exercised through the environmentaloffices of various ministries such as the presidency,agriculture, fisheries, defense, interior, health, mining and energy, industry,
tourism, transport and communication,housing and construction, internationalcommercial trade integration,and
the foreign office. This multiplicity of governmentagencies involved in environmentalmatters produces redundancy and overlapping responsibilities. Each ministry
resolves whatever issues fall within its sector, in effect
becoming 'judge in its own case" and leaving other affected parties with no venue for administrative appeal.
Civil society and government have come to recognize
that it is necessary to have a central point of coordination, regulation, and policy that serves as a guiding institutional framework for these currently dispersed sectoral activities.
CONAM's main functionsare to (a) formulate,coordinate, lead, and evaluate national environmentalpolicy
and ensure that it is strictly carried out, (b) coordinate
sectoral activities with the environmentalactivitiesof the
central governmentas well as regional and local goverments to acheive harmony with established policy, (c)
establishgeneralcriteria and guidelinesfor environmental
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qualityand regulation,and coordinatewith the sectorsin
establishingpermissiblelimits for environmentalprotection, (d) propose mechanismsthat facilitate international
cooperationto help acheive nationalenvironmentalpolicy
objectives, (e) establish general criteria for conducting
environmentalimpact assessments,(f) supervise implementationof nationalenvironmentalpolicy and directives
by agencies of the central, regional, and local governments, (g) serve as the final administrativeauthority in
resolving challengesto acts or resolutionsrelated to the
environment,(h) propose legal standards,play an official
role in environmentalcontroversiesthat affectthe country,
and issue opinions in environmentalmatters in cases
where it is requested,(i) initiate appropriate administrative, civil, and/or criminalactionsin cases where the policies,regulations,and directivesmandatedby CONAM are
not followed, (j) help to recover and preserveindigenous
knowledgeand technologiesrelated to the environment,
(k) consolidateenvironmentalinformationfrom the vanious public agencies,(1) develop a national environmental
action plan, (m) proposethe creation and strengtheningof
the means, instruments,and methodologyneeded to determiinethe value of the country's natural heritage and
resources,and (n) make an annual report on the state of
the environmentin Peru.
Environmental Conditions in Urban Areas
Acute pollution of water resources and coastal zones is
perhaps the most importantenvironmentalproblem Peru
faces. Most of the rivers flowing through the most important cities are polluted with discharges coming from
domestic users, industry, and agriculture. Also, these
rivers are used as final disposal places for solid wastes.
It is also common for coastal waters to be contaminated
by untreated wastewater from industrial and domestic
sources. For example, it is estimated that 16.5 cubic
meters per second of untreated industrial and domestic
wastewater is discharged along the metropolitan Lima
coastline. Also, coastal pollution by wastewater from
fish meal production is widespread along the Peruvian
coastline. Other problems are the scarcity of water to
supply cities, aquifer exhaustion and pollution, insufficient collection and inadequatedisposal of solid wastes,
and air quality deteriorationin large cities.
The situation in the Lima metropolitanarea is critical and is the best illustration of the state of the environment in most urban areas.The Rimac River, the main
source of water for domestic use in Lima, has pollution
levels far beyond the maximum limits set by the General
Water Law and prevailing international standards. Samples taken in 1991 at the intake for the La Atarjea treatment plant, which supplies drinking water for Lima,
revealed total coliform levels that were on average 5.5
times higher than allowed, 90 percent of the time. Fecal
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coliform levels exceeded limits by an average of 15.5
times, 90 percent of the time. There is no industrial
wastewater treatment, and along the river there are
dumping sites for solid wastes. The Rimac River also is
affected by discharges from mining centers in the higher
parts of the basin and by pesticides from agricultural
activities.
I'he average production of drinking water in the
Lima metropolitan area in 1989, from wells and treatment plants, was 20.75 cubic meters per second, while
demanidwas 23 cubic meters per second. Total urban
demand (industrial and residential) is expected to reach
30 cubic meters per second in 1997, and 35 cubic meters
per secondin the year 2000.
T'he water supply problem facingLima makes it one
of the worst-supplied capital cities in Latin America,
with a high percentage of its population going without
adequate service (that is to say, a continuous water
source 24 hours a day and 365 days a year, with adequate water pressure, no chlorine residues in the network, water supply adequate to meet demand, low rate
of loss in the system, and tariffs that cover real costs).
For 1990, statistics indicate that nationwideonly 52
percent of the population was connected to the drinking
water supply system, and only 39 percent to the sewerage system. In the same year, 65 percent of the urban
population had drinking water service and 53 percent
had sewerage service.
Regarding air pollution, the most polluted city in
the country is the Lima metropolitan area, which has
nearly 7 million inhabitants-almost 30 percent of
Peru's population. In 1995, sedimentarysolid pollutants
exceeded the Pan American Health Organization's standard in 27 of the city's 33 districts.
Regulations and Economic Instruments
Environmental law in Peru is extensive but extremely
dispersed among a number of different pieces of general
and sectorallegislation.
The 1990 Environmentand NaturalResources Code
marked an important milestone in the environmental
sector, representing a first attempt at developing a comprehensive regulatory framework for environmental
managementin Peru. It introducedthe idea that any person has the right to demand quick and effective legal
action in cases of environmentalprotection. On the other
hand, it also incorporates a certain form of the polluterpays principle by establishingthat "the costs of prevention, monitoring, recovery, and compensation for environmental degradation are to be paid by the party that
causesthe damages."
Unfortunately,the code delegatedseveral duties and
responsibilitiesto the "competentauthority," which was
createdjust this year. This meant a fundamentalinstitu-

tionalrequirementwas lacking from 1990until CONAM
was created.
Natural resource conservation and environmental
protectionin Peru are based on environmentallegislation
that depends exclusivelyon direct command-and-control
regulations.These instrumentsinclude a system of natural protected areas, ecological zoning, sectoral environmental impact assessments, and fines and penalties,
among others.
In Peru, experience in the use of economic instruments for environmental protection does not exist. Instead there is an ever-increasingnumber of sectoral and
national environmental norms, which are based exclusively on command-and-control instruments such as
fines,penalties, or environmentalimpact assessments.In
practice, the amount collectedfrom fines and penalties is
minimal or nonexistent.
The newly proposed water law, based mainly on the
Chilean experience, allows for water trading through
water use rights. This constitutes the first effort to incorporate economicinstruments in a particular sectoral legal framework.
Few people in public and private institutions know
about the use of economic instruments in environmental
policy. There is little information about the advantages
and disadvantages of these instruments for environmental protection.
CONAM is carrying out a national consultationto
learn about environmentalproblems,institutional priorities for environmentalmanagement, and needs in terms
of human and financial resources. CONAM is interested
in incorporatingeconomic instruments in the design of
the Peru environmental action plan, for which it is responsible.
Solid waste collection and disposal service seems to
face a problem of poor pricing. This in turn causes underbudgetingof the service. Today municipalities seem
to be aware of the importance of conducting a study to
estimate tariffs based on real costs. Tariffs charged by
municipalities should reflect differences in the types of
solid waste generated-that is, their different densities
and volumes.
Pricing problems also are present in the case of
water supply and sewerage services. Again, this results
in underbudgetingof services and the waste of water. At
the present time the tariff for water supply is based on
average consumption and not on real consumption and
the real cost of service. Although tariffs charged for
water supply include a percentage to cover sewerage as
well, in practice this amount is insufficientto finance the
construction of treatment plants. For this reason industrial and domestic wastewaters are being directly discharged into rivers and the ocean. In the case of Lima, a
tariff based on the real costs of treating those industrial
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and residential wastewaters-17 cubic meters per second are discharged into the ocean and 1 cubic meter per
second into the Rimac River-needs to be introduced.
Also, a water supply tariff based on the real cost of
service is needed.
Regarding industrial wastewaters discharged into
the Rimac River, a system of charges could be implemented.Charges should be based on toxicity since many
mining and other highly polluting industries discharge
their wastewaterinto the Rimac River's upperbasin and
because the volume discharged by all sourcesincluding residential wastewater from some shanty
towns-is only 1 cubic meter per second. Toxicity and
water pollution levels are a crucial issue since water
entering the La Atarjea treatmentplant is not considered
treatable for domestic consumption.Because the Rimac
River is Lima's only source of water, the plant must
incur very high costs to make this water drinkable.
However, implementing a system of charges would
imply some requirements such as the establishment of
standards for heavy metals and other contaminants,and
appropriate institutional capacity. Determining the
charge level would be a key issue.
At present, the PROMAR project (Project for
Wastewater Management and Coastal Pollution Control), which is under SEDAPAL(Lima Water Company)
and is funded by the World Bank, is starting a study on
the regulatory framework and institutionalrequirements
needed to effectively and efficiently deal with wastewater management and coastal pollution control in the
Lima metropolitanarea. It is importantto point out that
one of the study's specific tasks consists of identifying
and evaluating the potential use of economicinstruments
in the context of these environmentalproblems.
Future Scopefor

Market-Based Instruments in Peru

There are three institutional constraints which prevent
the implementation of economic instruments for environmental management in Peru: (a) lack of standards for
emissions and effluents and for ambient air and water
quality at the national level, (b) unclear establishmentof
responsibilities among governmental and nongovernmental institutions that participate in environmental
management in Peru, and (c) lack of an enforcement
strategy and experienced institutions at different levels
of government.
In recent years, in part due to lack of a national environmental agency, each sector (energy and mining,
fisheries, agriculture, industry, and health, etc.) has establishedits own environmentalnorms, and in few cases
its own emission and effluent standards.These standards
have been set up without paying adequate attention to
ecological and health criteria. It is expected that this
confusing situation of setting up sectoral standards for
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emissions and effluents and for ambient air and water
quality will be resolved once CONAM establishes national standards.
There is a lack of coordination regarding the responsibilities of different institutions participating in
environmentalmanagement(for example, local governments, the ministry of health, and the various economic
sectors). This lack of coordination is especially evident
among govemmental institutions and among different
departments within the same ministry (for example, in
the ministry of agriculture).Also, it is fundamentalthat
the ministry of economy participatein discussions about
financial resources for enforcement activities and the
implementationof economicinstruments.
Avoiding overlappingresponsibilities,for instance,
between the recently created CONAM and INRENA
(the Institute of Natural Resources), which is under the
ministry of agriculture, is a fundamental issue that
should be taken into account. Any rivalry among institutions might result in conflicting situations that can delay
any initiative for successfully implementing economic
instruments as part of environmentalpolicy.
Given the macroeconomicand fiscal disciplinepursued by the new govemment, it is hard to think about
applying economic instruments for environmental protection without getting support and collaboration from
the ministry of economics.The target of 13.9 percent for
taxation in 1995, after having fallen as low as 6 percent
during the Garcia administration(1985-90), could make
the use of economic instruments even more difficult,
especially because the industrial and business sectors
consider the current tax level excessive. Some entrepreneurs argue that imports of clean technologies and
equipment should be tax-exempt. This proposal is not
acceptedby govemment.
At present, the free market policy advocated by the

government seems to have priority over other policy
considerations,includingthe environment.Undercurrent
circumstances, it is going to be problematic to apply
economic instruments for environmental protection if
these instruments affect the demand for imported goods.
For example, INDECOPI (the National Institute for Defense of Competition and IntellectualProperty) recently
questioned the appropriateness of five directives from
the ministry of agriculture.In INDECOPI's opinion, the
agriculture ministry sought excessive sanitary requirements that are incompatible with the free market. Another example is the highly polluting secondhandbuses
and cars that have been freely imported since 1991.
Government does not regulate or levy a tariff on such
imports even though air quality in Lima and other big
cities is getting worse. Using tariff and nontariff barriers
as part of environmentalpolicy probably would be seen
as contradictingthe government's free trade policy.
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Institutional capacity to carry out enforcement activities is almost nonexistent. For example, there is a
complete lack of liability legislation in environmental
matters.Also, there is no allocationof enforcementtasks
among institutions participating in environmentalmanagemrientat all levels, and these institutions do not have
the human and financial resources needed for carrying
out enforcementtasks.
Given CONAM's relative authority and autonomy,
and its role as the institution responsible for designing
and implementing environmental policies, it would be
worthwhilefor the World Bank and other institutionsto
provide their expertise in enforcement issues. CONAM
does not have the expertise and the staff to deal with
issues of enforcement and economic instruments. An
additional point for discussion is whether an enforcement agency is going to be created outside of CONAM,
or if that capability will be established within CONAM,
or if existing environmental institutions are going to
share the task of enforcement.
Economic instruments could be implemented once
these constraints are overcome. High-priority areas for
implementing economic instruments could be urban
water and air pollution from industrial and domestic
sources, solid waste collection and disposal, coastal
pollution from fish meal plants and harbor operations
(for example, oil spill and leakage), and water and air
pollutionfrom mining activities.

Venezuela
Environmentalpolicy in Venezuela is characterized by
the irnplementation of direct controls; experiences in5
volvirig economic instruments are scarce and isolated."
As a result, managementof natural resources and pollution relies on the enforcement of extensive and complex
legislation. Environmental cost accounting and pricing
of natural resources are not developed within the existing market system. Accordingto the economictheory of
environmentalpolicy, market-basedinstrumentscan lead
to the achievement of social environmental goals and
economic efficiency. Another potential advantage of
mechanisms such as pollution charges is the collection
of resourcesfor pollution abatement.
To evaluate market-based incentives as environmental policy instruments in Venezuela the study analyses the current legal and institutionalframework related
to environmentalpolicy. On the other hand, assessment
of the macroeconomic, social, and sectoral impact of
environmental management employing microeconornic
instruments has enormous importance in Venezuela

15.This sectionis extractedfromOrlando1995.

given the critical economic and social problems currently facingthe country.
High-Priority Areas for Environmental Management
Oil exploitation and import substitution policies have
determined patterns of development in Venezuela that
have affecting environmentalconditions in past decades.
In particular, the import substitution scheme generated
light manufacturingindustries highly dependent on foreign technology and primary resources. As a consequence, industrial activity is not adjusted to national
resource availability and it tends toward excessive production of wastes. The previous economic factors have
also implied explosive urban growth, geographically
concentratedin the traditional northern centers, with the
consequentnegativeimpacton air, soil,and water quality.
The following urban environmental problems are
identified as high-priorityareas for environmentalmanagement,basedon their economicand ecologicalimpact:
* Energy Subsidies. Internal price control for
gasoline causes excessive fuel consumption; in
September 1995, 87-octane gasoline was sold at
a local price which represented only 27 percent
of its international value (f.o.b.). The local price
for 95-octane gasoline was adjusted to equal 65
percent of the international price. However, the
most important problem related with gasoline
production is the coexistence of unleaded gasoline, which meets international environmental
standards and is exported by the industry, with
leaded fuel which is sold in the local market. The
state-ownedoil industry argues that the financial
deteriorationof the domestic market is an obstacle to improving gasoline quality inside the
country. Air monitoring regularly shows high
concentrationsof lead in the Caracas metropolitan area and other importantcities.
* Water Quality. The study focuses on the Lake
Valencia case to analyze water quality issues.
The Lake Valencia basin encompasses very important urban and industrial areas (in recent decades more than 60 percent of private manufacturing activity has become concentrated in this
area). The ecological impact of pollution in the
basin and the cities of Valencia and Maracay is
considerable. Since 1985 the area has been the
subject of an Integrated Environmental Sanitation Program, partially financed by the Inter
American Development Bank. Within the sanitation program a special legislative framework
regulates industrial activity, imposing water
quality standardsfor effluentsdischarged into the
lake. There is a decentralizedinstitutional structure of environmentalauthorities in the area, as
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well as an NGO presence. Enforcement of standards has been problematic, even though most
firms have treatmentplants.
Hazardous Waste. Oil production, the heavymetals industry, and the manufacturing sector
make managementof hazardous waste a critical
problem. The country has no landfills that are
safe for toxic waste disposal, and sanitary landfills for domestic solid wastes are very scarce.
Thus, dangerous substanceshave to be stored in
enormous concrete containers that are expensive
and are difficult to monitor.
Institutional and Legal Framework-Command-andControl Instruments and Economic Instruments
Environmental policy in Venezuela underwent a discernible change in emphasis over the past two decades,
from a conservationist policy to an economic development policy based on rational resourceutilization. Environmental objectives and policy strategies have become
more independent since the Eigth National Plan (1990),
which also included the possibility of using Pigouvian
taxes for environmentalmanagement.
The environmental authority of the central goverment is the Ministry of the Environment and Natural
Resources (MARNR), established in 1976. MARNR's
main activity has been to provide public resources for
sanitation efforts. Therefore, joint environmental managementincorporatingfirms and NGOs does not receive
enough human and financial resources.The organization
of the ministry has evolved from a centralized structure
to a horizontally decentralized one in which specific
environmental problems have a corresponding unit.
Some of the most important divisions of the current
MARNR configuration are watershed conservation, air
quality, and environmental education. However, these
divisions are not financially independentand the ministry's budget depends on the national treasury. These
factors are important in discussing the feasibility of implementingmarket-basedincentives.
Venezuela's legal framework on environment is
considered very advanced in terms of its standards and
scope. Nonetheless, several authors point out the fact
that it grants excessive discretionarypower and assigns
overlapping responsibilities to diverse entities. In some
cases the energy ministry and defense ministry share
enforcementresponsibilities with the environment ministry; the public health ministry and agriculture ministry
participate in formulation of standards. Some environmental standardsare so far-reaching as to be unenforceable or not suited to particular ecosystems. The main
legal instruments addressing environmentalquality are
the Organic EnvironmentalLaw (1976), and the Criminal Environmental Law (1992) defining environmental

crimes and sanctions (fines and imprisonment). As in
other Latin American countries with command-andcontrol environmental policies, compliance and enforcement has been problematic in Venezuela. With
direct controls, optimal reallocation of environmental
resourcesis not guaranteed.
At the local level, special regional agencies are
taking an increasinglyimportant role in enforcement of
standards, sanitation programs, and environmentaleducation. Municipalities are directly responsible for solid
waste management. During the 1990s these institutions
have been gaining strength both politically and financially. Municipalitieshave the right to collect their own
taxes, and have control over industrial, commercial,and
agricultural establishmentswithin their areas. Neighborhood associationsare represented at the municipal level.
Hence, the municipal level is a potential unit for environmental monitoring and management programs regarding air, water, and soil quality.
As mentioned in previous paragraphs, environmental management in Venezuela has followed a command-and-control approach. In addition to standards,
enforced by fines and environmental damage liability
and prosecution, land use restrictions are applied for
preservation of forests, watersheds, and other ecosystems. Currently, licensing is also being used as an instrument for environmentalmanagement. It is important
to observe that market-basedincentivesper se have not
been considered, but there are some experiences with
economic instruments or instruments that consider economic costs of pollution and environmentaldegradation.
Some of these instruments implicitly recognize environmental problems as an externality, even if no accounting of environmental costs in the price system is
generatedby their implementation:
* Fiscal Incentives. Abatement of corporate taxes
was implemented during the 1970s and 1980s,
and was ended in 1991 by reforms in the Corporate Taxes Law. The purpose was to compensate
for investments in equipment,technology, or infrastructure devoted to improvement or preservation of the environment. The abatement was
for up to 15 percent for five years. This instrument did not produce improvements in resource
allocation and might have led to excessive investment in capital-intensivepollution abatement
mechanisms.
* Industrial Tariff System Based on Volume of
Solid Waste. The purpose of this instrumentis to
recovery the costs of the municipal collection
and disposal system. It has been implemented
with relative success in the north-central region
and Zulia state. The main problems confronted
are scarcity of sanitary landfills and monitoring
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difficulties. Tariffs for solid waste disposal are
important in the operational costs of certain industries and provides an incentive for innovations to reduce solid waste production.
Financial Compensationfrom Natural Resource
Exploitation. Traditionally this occurs in the
Venezuelan economy within the concession regime for oil exploitation. The general objective
of this instrumentis to stimulate rational utilization of resources. Royalties together with the income tax from the oil sector constitute the major
income source for the government.
Deforestation Taxes. National forest restoration
taxes, paid by forestry companiesthat don't conduct their own reforestation programs, finance
public reforestation projects. Deforestationtaxes
have not been effective because the tax rate does
not cover the marginal cost of reforestation.
Final Demand Incentives. These include selfimposed environmental management practices
based on international standardsand concern for
domestic corporateimage.
Recycling. Deposit-refund systems have been
very effective in glass recycling. Recycling of
aluminum containers and paper is increasing
considerably.

Market-Based Instruments as Part of Environmental
Policy within the Venezuelan Economy
The most important factor to consider when evaluating
market-basedincentives within the Venezuelaneconomy
is the current dysfunction of the market system itself.
Because markets for industrial goods are highly concentrated, the allocativeadvantagesof MBIs might not occur.
Since 1994, economic policy has been characterizedby
interventionism,includingprice controls and a fixed official exchangerate. The productsunder price controls are
basic consumergoods as well as goods and servicesprovidedby state monopolies(gasoline,electricity,and water).
Labor markets are regulated as well through a minimum
wage. Distortionscaused by price controlsaffect multiple
markets and periodicallycause shortagesof some food
items.Firms also face restrictionson internationalcurrency
exchange,whichconstrainstheir operationsconsiderably.
Macroeconomicconditions give rise to an environment in which there is a combination of shrinkingout-

put, high inflation, and increasing tax pressure. Consequently, creating additionaltaxation by using MBIs has
to be carefully evaluatedin terms of its effects on output
and prices. Nonetheless, considering the magnitude of
the public sector deficit, the role of MBIs as a way of
collecting resourcesfor pollution abatementis especially
important. Another of the prevalent elements characterizing Venezuela's economy in the 1990sis the high level
of uncertainty regarding government policies. Uncertainty complicates the analysis of market-based incentives. Therefore, in general, theoretical benefits from
MBIs would not necessarily take place in the context
described, with the exception of certain ones that provide incentives for pollution abatement.
Despite the ambiguous effects of MBIs on economic efficiency in the allocation of environmental resources, in a situation where there are price controls,
macroeconomicinstability, and other market distortions
the implementationof some market instruments at the
local or regionallevel has the advantagesof:
* Stimulating cost-effectivepollution abatement
* Increasing consumerawareness
* Providing local authorities in charge of specific
environmentalproblems the resources for environmental managementplans.
Specifically, in the context of Lake Valencia's
sanitationprogram, the regionalbasin authority monitors
effluents that could be subject to pollution charges. Municipal taxes (paid by firms twice a year as a percentage
of sales) that create incentives for cleaner technologies
and pollution control could also be implemented.
At the national level, environmentaleducation, ecolabeling, and performance bonds under MARNR's supervision can have effects both on the supply of goods
and on final demand.
General Recommendations for Environmental Management
* Progressive elimination of energy subsidies
* Improvementsin water pricing
* Construction and management of sanitary landfills for toxic and solid wastes
* Revision of current standards on water and air
quality
* Extension of MARNR's decentralization at the
regionallevel.

Appendix B. Buenos Aires Seminar Participants
Seminar on Economic Instruments and Environmental Policy in Latin America
Buenos Aires, Argentina, June 30-July 2, 1997
The seminar was organized by the World Bank (the Economic Development Institute and the Environmentally and
Socially Sustainable Development Unit for Latin America and the Caribbean), in collaboration with the Argentine
Business Council for Sustainable Development and the Secretariat of Natural Resources and Environment. Funding
was provided by the Canadian International Development Agency and the Japanese Government.
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